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This volume documents the computer programs which were used to implement I
and evaluate the image processing algorithms described in Volume I. All
of the programs described were run on an IBM 360/75 computer, ana core
4
requirements are given in units of 8-bit bytes. The Landsat-1 and -2
data used as Input was formatted into bytes, such that the four spectral
measurements appear in one full word. The data sets used were seasonal
passes covering a LACIE sample segment of 117 by 196 pixels, and a
1200 pixel square segment containing Mobile, Alabama.
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CHAPTER II






The average uncertainty (entropy) of a data set X is g'ven by
N
N ( X ) _ _
	
	 P(Xd 1092 P(Xd
i=1
where P(X I ) is the probability of occurrence of the i th event in
data set X. This subroutine computes the entropy of a data set X.
III. CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL ENTRPY (IX, NREC, NEL, NDEVI, IBANO, XMEAN, SIGMAX, XNTRPV)
where
IX is an array into which the data set is read;
NREC and NEL are the number of records and the number of pixels
(bytes) per record in the data set;
NDEVI is the logical unit number of the data set;
IBAND is the band (one out of four) of the data set; and,
XMEAN, SIGMAX, and XNTRPY are outputs of the subroutine giving the
mean, variance, and entropy, respectively, of the data set.
IV. INPUT/OUTPUT
1. INPUT
The input to this program is a sequential data set on logical
unit NDEVI, having NREC records each NEL 4-band pixels long,
stored in unformatted FORTRAN mode.
2. OUTPUT
The outputs of the program are the three variables XMEAN,




V. DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
No subroutines are required by this routine.
VI. PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
1. STORAGE
This subroutine is 1594 bytes long.
2. EXECUTION TIME
For a data set of 112 records, each 192 elements long, it takes
a	 about 1/3 second on the IBM 360/75 computer to compute the mean,
variance, and entropy of one band of data.
^.	 VII.	 METHOD
A simplified program for computing the mean, varlasice, and entropy of
a data set is shown in Figure 1.	 First, a histogram of the data is
obtained giving the number of occurrences of each intensity. Then, the
probability of each intensity is found by dividing the number of
occurrences by the total number of pixels. Once the probabilities are
determined, the entropy is computed from the relationship given in
Section 11. The mean, X, is determined from
N
X s N	 Xi
where N is the total number of pixels (NREC X NEL) and the X l 's are
the intensities.
The variance, S 2 , is found from
N


























Figures 1. A Simplified Flow Diagram for Computing the




This program has been tested on the LACIE data (112 lines x 192
pixels/line). For the 10/22/75 pass, band 1, the mean and variance
were found to be 25.1 and 12.4, respectively. When the logarithm to
the base of two was used, the entropy was 3.7 bits.
X.	 LISTINGS
Thesii ing for ENTRPY is attached at the end of this section.
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SUPPOUTINF. ENTRPY(IX ► NREC ► NEL ► kDEVI ► IdAuD ► XMEAK,SIG MAX ► XNTRPY)
THIS SUORCUTIkF CO MPUTES THE ME Ako VA K IANCF ► ANC FKTROPY
OF A nATA SET
aaa. ^^f aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa+ aaA. ♦ ^a^a+:.•fa.••ra.aa!•^a *ota^aaa^•
LOGICAL * 1 IX(q ► NEL)
OI M ENSIC K IH(128)
DATA NPTS /1281
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Do 5 I=10NPTS
5 P4 (I a 0
00 10 I21.NREC
REAn(hum Ix
nn 10 Jo1 ► NEL
M a IX( 19AN0 ► J)4t
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K, a N ♦ IH(I)
N XL a kxL ♦ IH ( I)*(Ial)
Nx m = k X M ♦ IH(I)*(I.1)**2
?0 C0NTIkI'E
XMEAN a FL0A7( NX L)/FL0AT(K)
SIGMAX a (NXMwN*XMEAN **2) / (Not)






















The average information transferred from X to Y (transinformation)
` Is given by




where P(X i ,Y
J
)	 is the joint probability of occurrence of the Ith
event in data set X and the j th event in the data set Y. P(Xi/Y.)
is the conditional probability of occurrence of the i th event in
dzta set X given that the j th event in data set Y has occurred.
P(X I )	 is the probability of occurrence of the i th event in data set
X.	 This subroutine computes the transinformation between a data
set X and a data set Y (compressed data set X).
TRNSIN computes the average percent deviation and the average of the
differences squared between the data sets X and Y. These relation-









where N is the number of elements in each data set and
N
AVDFSQ =1	 (Yi	 _ Xi)2.
i=1
Other relationships available from this subroutine are the joint
probability of X and Y, the marginal probability of X, the
marginal probability of Y, the conditional probability of X given
Y, the mutual information between X and Y, and the summation over
X of the conditional probability of X given Y times the mutual




CALL TRNSIN (IX, IY, NREC, NEL, NDEVIX, NDEVIY, IBANDI, IBAND2,
XINF, MAX], MIN), AVDFSQ, N)
where
IX and IY are arrays into which the data sets X and Y are read;
NREC and NEL are the number of records and the number of pixels
(bytes) per record in the data sets;
NDEVIX and NDEVIY are the logical unit numbers of the data sets;
IBANDI and IBAND2 are the bands (channels) of the data sets; and,
XINF, MAXI, MIN), AVDFSQ, and N are outputs of the subroutine
giving the transinformation, data limits, average of the differences
squared, and number of pixels, respectively.
IV.	 INPUT/OUTPUT
1. INPUT
The inputs to this program are two sequential data sets. One
data set is the original data set X on logical unit NDEVIX and
the other data set is the compressed data set Y on logical unit
NDEVIY. Each data set consists of NREC records each NEL
elements long stored in unformatted FORTRAN mode.
2. OUTPUT
The outputs of this program are the computed quantities
described in Section II above.
V.	 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
No subroutines are called by this program.
VI.	 PERFORM„NCE SPECIFICATIONS
1. STORAGE
This subroutine is 68116 bytes long and the common block
PROB is 198,144 bytes.
2. EXECUTION TIME
For a data set of 112 records, each 192 elements long, it takes
about 2.2 seconds to execute the program.
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VII. METHOD
A simplified flow diagram of subroutine TRNSIN is shown in Figure 2.
This subroutine finds the ranges of the data (min. to max.) and
constructs a Joint histogram of the data sets X and Y. Each entry
of the two-dimensional histogram contains the number of occurrences
of the intensity of each pixel. The average percent deviation
and the average of the differences squared between the two data
sets are then computed. The subroutine also determines the
probabilities P(X,Y), PM,  P(Y), and P(X/Y) which are used to obtain




This program was tested using LACIE data obtained by LANDSAT-1 on
May 6, 1976 for data set X and this same data (compressed at i bit/
pixel using the Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation technique)
for data set Y. The following results were obtained for band 1:
Average Percent Deviation = 5.32
Average of the Differences Squared = 8.40
Transinformation = 1.67 Bits/Symbol
X. LISTINGS
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C.	 CCMPUTE TMF SU MMATION OVER X OF THE CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY OF






XINFYI(J)sXINFYT ( J)•PRBXGY ( I@J)*XMUT(j,J)
75 CONTINUE
O N ITE(6,100) MIA, VAX
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C
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where o f is the observed frequency and e l is the expected frequency
of occurrences of events from data sets X and Y. The total fre-
quency of occurrence is N, and
of	
el	 =	 N.
The values for o f and e l are determined from
o f	=	 NP (Yand
e l
	=	 NP(Xi)
where P(Y I ) is the marginal probability of Y  and P(X 1 ) is the
marginal probability of X 1 . The chi-square statistic is obtained by
summing the values indicated above for e l > 5. Those values of el
equal to or smaller than 5 are pooled with previous values of el.
Corresponding values of o f must also be pooled. The number of degrees
of freedom is equal to the number of e l or o f after pooling has been
considered.
For comparison with tabulated values of the chi-square statistic,
XSQ approximates tabulated values by
X2 = 1 -9N+Z 2/9N
where Z is the standa-dized variable of a distribution with values
of 1.28, 1.645, 2.33, 2.58, and 2.88 representing confidence levels of














CHISQ - XSQ (N, MAXi)
where
N is the number of elements in data sets X and Y.
MAXi is the range of the data (minimum to maximum).
IV.	 INPUT/OUTPUT
1. INPUT
The inputs to the function XSQ are obtained from the common/PROS/
which is generated by subroutine TRNSIN. These inputs are the
marginal probability of X, the marginal probability of Y, the total
number of elements, N, and the range of the data, MAXi.
2. OUTPUT
The output of the function is the chi-square statistic.
V.	 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
No subroutines are called by this program.
VI.	 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
1. STORAGE
This function is 2224 bytes long.
2. EXECUTION TIME
About 5 seconds to execute the program on an IBM 360/75 computer.
VII.	 METHOD
Figure 3 shows a simplified flow diagram of the function XSQ. The
observed and expected frequencies of occurrence are computed from the
marginal probabilities which are obtained from subroutine TRNSIN.
Values of the expected frequency less than 5 are pooled together.
The chi-square statistic for the data sets X and Y, the number of
degrees of freedom, NDF, and approximations to tabulated values are












o f AND eI

























The chi-square statistic for LACIE data obtained by Landsat-1 on
May 6. 1976 (representing expected values), and the same data
compressed using the ADPCM technique (representing observed values)
was found to be 9501.64. Normalizing and comparing with the tabulated
values showed that the hypothesis that the compressed and uncompressed
data sets are the same should be rejected at each of the confidence
levels.
X. LISTINGS
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The routine obtains the histogram of the four-dimensional vectors
representing Landsat pixels in a scene. Using the histogram, the
mean, variance, and entropy are computed.
III. CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL HASH (A, N, NPOP, IFEAT, NREC, NPIX, JFAC, IMOD, JMOD)
where
A is the input buffer,
N is an array for storing the table of vectors,
NPOP is the array of frequencies of occurrences of the vectors,
IFEAT is the maximum number of different vectors allowed (determines
dimensions of N and NPOP),
NREC is the number of records in the data set,
NPIX is the number of pixels per record,
JFAC is the multiplier used in determining the table location of a
vector,
IMOD is the divisor used, and
JMOD is the base used.
IV. INPUT/OUTPUT
1. INPUT
The input data should be on unit 10 in bytes.
2. OUTPUT
The program prints intermediate vector counts for every 100th
and 1000th input vector, the vectors that occur at least 1000 times,
and the number and percentages of vectors that occur 1 to 99 times,
and multiples of 100 and 1000 times.
k
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V.	 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
No other subroutines are called.
VI.	 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
1. STORAGE REQUIREMENTS
The subroutine requires 3770 bytes of storage. The storage
required in the calling program is twice the maximum number of
vectors allowed, in words (for the arrays N and NPOP), and the
Input buffcr array.
2. EXECUTION TIME
The processing rate varies greatly with the distribution of
vectors, but is approximately 9000 input vectors per second.
z	 The execution time increases if the length of the frequency
table (NPOP) is not somewhat greater than the number of vectors
found.
VII.	 METHOD
A straightforward table of occurrences can not be used because the
maximum possible number of vectors from Landsat data is
128 x 128 x 128 x 64 a 134,217,728. Consequently, the divisor, base,
and multiplier are applied to a vector to compute a location in a
shorter table. Each component of the vector is divided by the
divisor and the remainder for each component obtained. Using the
specified base, the remainders are used to obtain a four digit number.
F
Since this number is not unique with respect to input vectors, the
number and hence the available table locations are multiplied by the
multiplier. This final number is the table location at which the
search for new vectors begins. Additional details and results are




























GO TO NEXT VECTOR
Figure 4. Flow Chart for Creating Vector
Table in Subroutine HASH
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tViii. COMMENTS
The storage required can be estimated from the following relation
between the number of vectors (N) and the divisor, base, and
multiplier:
N > N • (0-1) • (1+B+B2+B3) with B > D and N > 1.
For the Mobile Bay data set, the optimum values were found to be
D- 11, B- 12, M- 3.
IX. TESTS
The algorithm has been compared with other techniques on test data
sets.
X. LISTING
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Ix	 LOGARITH M IL INCREMENTS
It:t020tt




s	 I(•	 INFLt'(1) 9 EG 6 0)	 GC	 In	 590
r;
r	 f:	 LRAI	 I++E	 NIJM't+ EN 	 GF	 VECTGNS	 THAT	 CCCu 0% 1000'S CF TIMES
I1=f^P(p(I)/1Ot10




^.	 C.GI,K T	 TP4	 NOPF-t h	 t;F	 VECTORS	 ThAT	 nCCU N 100 1 8 CF	 TIMES
y t+•	 lI =kpCN(I) /100
IF	 (T1.1 T.l)GC	 70	 S30
11=tl^yy
GC	 TL	 '+4G
C. o,,T	 t:MIwEF	 01E	 VELT(lWS	 THAT	 rCCU N rRnM 1 TO 99 TIMES
3.i	 IIzkPt. ►'(I)
Say	 ^(I1)W	 IIII+1
F	 ',X11	 t,	 r. T I ► i_; L
^'	 ►^wlnT
	








It	 (1.0J.101)	 INC	 Z	 100
IF	 (I.tt..114)	 INL	 =	 1000




WRITE (60820) J• NN(I) # x
9b0 CONTINUE
C






00 505 151 #128 	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
SOS I"(1) s 0	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
00 b00 Is1,IFFAT
IF (hPOP Metueo) GO TO 600
IM s ht2)
NXX s LM(NO)
NXM s hXM ♦ NPOP(I)*NXx
NXV s N XV ♦ NPOP(I)*NXX**2




XMEAN s NXM / CNT
SIGMA s (NXV*CNT*XMEAN**2) / (CNT.1.0)
`	 00 60S 1810128
IF (Ih ( i).EO.0) GO TO 60S
PR08X a IH(I) / CNT
SUM s SUM * PROBX*ALOG10(PROBX)/ALNR
60S CONTINUE
ENTRPV s .SUM
610 WRITE. (60830) NB, XMEAN, SIGMA # EhTRPY
RETURN
C
710 FORMAT (//1SX, I SCAk hOg 1 # lOX# I PIXEL N0 4 1 ,10Xs I VECTOR NO•I#IOXt
$ 1 P/V RATIO'/)
?SO FORMAT ( 1 1 PIXELS USED e 1 ,ISrSX, I RECOkO* USED-e1#IS ,5X,IMULTIPLIEk
8 1 1I30SX001VISON s , ,I3rSX , 1 BASE 81#13)
800 FORMAT (3I20#F2094)
805 FO RMAT (/ 1 LOOK UPS 81 #17# 1 	SINGLE SE ARCHES 4 1 #180	 MULTIPLE
9 SLARCOtS B^^ Ie///)
N10 FORMAT ( f l'.20X, , VECTORS WITH POPUL A TIONS OF AT LEAST 10001//)
Oil FORMAT (IOXta14t110)
812 FORMAT (40,50x#414#110)
81S FORMAT ( 1 i 1 ,10x, 1 N0. Of TIMES $ /8X, I A VECTOR OCCURRED I ,IOX, I NO. OF
gvECTvRS'#10X, 1 PERCENT OF TOTAL$/)
820 FLNMAT (120,1?S,F25@4)
030 FORMAT (1lOX, 1 BAND 1 ,I3,SX, 1 MEAh s 1 ,F8 * 3.SX, I VARIANCE s1,FSr3,SX,








To compare two supervised classification maps (or a Ground Truth Map and
Supervised Classification Map) and print their Joint histogram and the
numbers and percentages of various t1pes of differences.
111. CALLING SEQUENCE





CLASS (maximum of M and N) double words
NREC = number of records in the two maps
NEL = number of pixels per record
M, N are the numbers of classes in maps 1 and 2
IV.	 INPUT/OUTPUT
1. INPUT
The input maps 1 and 2 to this program should be on units 8 and 11
respectively. They should have NREC records, NEL pixels per record
and one byte per pixel in unformatted FORTRAN readable form. A
title of up to 72 characters is input by card.
2. OUTPUT
Besides the printout, this program writes difference map on unit 12,





ORIGINAL PAGE I$ POOR
V.	 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
The only subroutine called is READAR which roads a specified number
of bytes into an array. This is to avoid implied DO-loops in read
statements which are excessively time consuming.
V1. PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION
1. STORAGE
The routine requires 3790 bytes of storage. The work arrays
dimensioned in the calling program require 5 x NEL bytes of storage.
2. EXECUTION TIME
The processing speed is 16,700 pixels per second, averaged over
several runs.
V11. METHOD
This program first sets an M by N matrix JNTH to zero, and then finds
the joint histogram between the two maps.
The next step is to separate the types of differences between the two
maps and indicate them by different symbols. The numbers 0, 1, 2, and
3 are used to indicate exterior points, no difference between the maps,
boundary points where the maps are different and interior points where
the maps are different, respectively. The "exterior points" are defined
as those where the "class labels" in either of the maps are equal to
zero. The "boundary points" are those whose class labels are different
from that of at least one of their four nearest neighbors (top, left,
bottom, and right) in map 1. Points which are neither exterior nor
boundary points are called "interior points".
These indicators are generated for each of the points in the maps and
written on an NREC by NEL pixel sequential data set (unit 12). The
numbers and percentages of occurrences of these indicators in the output
data set are counted and printed (except for the exterior points). The





The data set on unit 12 can be used directly to generate a difference
map•
IX. TESTS
This program has been used in deriving the difference maps and similarity
measures between several pairs of classification maps'and found to work
satisfactorily. An example of the printed output follows. The joint
histogram is augmented to include the inventory counts and percentages,
the total number of pixels, the inventory accuracy, the classification
accuracy, and the number of correctly classified pixels (with respect
to Map 1).
X. LISTINGS
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	 CGraM P	 tik•	 iY, Lr, CLASl1,	 a«!C• NtL, M• h)	 .
r
^. T0415 Nt'11TI1►E F1KUS AAA PRINTS THE J01 6 1 HISTOGRAM
t' NF.TftFFf	 I*A MAPS# EACh 6I714 NREC I.I h l i AND NEL PIXELS PER LI%9*
t. T"f	 F I k$T PAP $00111.0 +4 A VF M CLASSES O« Lf Slo 440 T"f SECOND• ,N OR
t IEbas 1%po MAPS i AND a ON UNITS a A %O it HAVE huMStRS 0 THAU Mo	 J
t: to	 T010t	 A RESPECT1VtLY
	
(UNFORMATTED FC'# T-fANI #
1. TNt
	 tt1;lPlltB OF THIS ROUIIAE
	 Anti
t. 11 PRINT OF 1141 JOINT NISTOGMA R p T14E NU MBER AND PERCEATAGE
r OF CrRRECT CLASRIFICATIONS • WOOS AT OCU%DARY POINTS AND
r, ERRORS AT I1► TtR10R POIhTSIC
a) CUTPVT MAP Ch UNIT 12 81400I46 THE TYPES Of tRRORSe
1_c1tiC A 11► 1	 i><t^EL•31#	 ir(^tL),	 Lr(Nti)•	 aDY•	 TITLE(TI)
1 1 1PEt-blCh	 114 (4)•	 PCTACCtai)
^Cp1'Ch /CChtAB /JhTMt2i # af)•IMitZi) • I Hatr tl•PERChTtAi) • PCTI14lttat)•ClUlval)•NICT
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DATA	 1VPF	 / I tX1961CR r •	 I NC EI061 C? 1 0 	 1 800DA RY 1 0 	 1 N0 SOUNDI/
DATA	 INV# VC1	 /1I% V%TCkY1.
	
1	 PERCFNTI/





1	 , & 1 04 ( 1 # J) 	 s	 0
.i t;	 Z	 181 04




'vi ADAM	 (h # 	 IX•	 KEL)








r► ;	 s	 lo t INT(i)







1	 rt.ch IF WtWtt h PIXEL IN (IThFR MAP
i ► (1 ^F1..t+ 1 t1a^N^ttis0) 60 TO 30
(sf'JhAlf CLASS A8b16hlo w MATRIX
.10M04o1.) s J % T1• 0(•L) • I
34
C
C	 CHECK WHETHER CLASS aUM8908 AGREE
IF (K,EG,L) GO TO 3S
C
C	 CHECK pMETM90 ANY OF THE 4 NEAREST 0910"0008 OF THE I N PIXEL
C	 AR! A 01►PER9NT CLASS




IF (,Not,00Y) LYN) • 3
8o To 3%
C
30 LY(J) • 0




•	 as POI NT M a "OOtPOt hT (J)03)
It WRITE (fa) LY
R n0j)UMILny OFAL PAR Z8 pp^R E
+I
C
C	 F IND %UMBER OF hokee ERIOR PIXELS Aho CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY
"TOT • NREC*MEL • t"(1)
►AC81006/4TOT
ACC • PAC • 1"(8)
C
C	 FIND CLASS OCCUPANCIII IN MAP I AND MAP a
00 • lef•M
• 1Mftt) • 0
00 to 1sf•M
00 to 04%
f0 IMf(I) • IMf(t) + JhTM( I•J)
00 10 Jsf•N
19 IHt(J) • 0
00 80 J•f•N
00 10 14100
to IHt(J) • 201(J) + JNTMtt•J)
C
C	 FIND BIMILAOlTY MEABuats BASED ON CLASS POPULATIONS OhLY•
M1NC • "th 0
 ( N • N)
IN V • 0
00 65 16101hC
64 INV • INV + WINO (INICI)• IHati))
W • ►AC • INV
C
9	 PRINT HISTOGRAM AND PE pCENTA6E OC[uPAsCI[s
►MTI(1 0) • DIGITSt h)
FMT a ( 10) • OIGITM)
READ (Sef00) TITLE
WRITE (60800) TITLE








`	 NF MC-%T I I) a F AC * I M 1(I )
PUlACC(1) a 100.0 * Jn)w(i,t) / II+1(I)
.,jNIT1 (6001) CLASS ( I), UNTN(I,J), J 8 19 001 A I01(I)
M+ : h?TF (bpFMT1) PtF(ChT(I)
i	 +^kI1f (b, 101) I N V& ( I Md(J ) p Jai,%)• NIOT
A+tlTt (h,F N T1) ACC
„ N(TE 1. 1-0103) PCT, ( PCTIMZ (J)o Ja 1O N )o SI M
."ll	 ( 6,FMT?.) IM(Z)
"ITE (60104) (PCTACC(J), Jai.%)
^klTt (r+,e+oo)
oC 90 12204
^'kCkIaIH ( I FAC
-NITE(b,TUO) TYPt(I)rTN(I)jfPRCAT
^h1tE. (6000) TY PE(1), IM(1)
KE 74JRt%
tr+1 FrW !-AT ('0',A9,11I10)
Ir2 FCk"AI ( /11XpIP A10)
1i'3 FVRMAT ('01jA9,11F1042)
1iru FCRmA1 ( 1 0 ACCuRACYI,11F1092)
240 t1:HMAT (01105X,72A1)
10 . 1 Fr, k v AT ( 0 0 TCTAL Ko o r?F VALID (NCN • t. x TtRIOR) PCINTS alpt?)
u , o( F(?kMAT ('a IMAGF SI7.E a+ tSr' ev i ls # $ * NUPBERS CF CLASSES IN MAPS 1
ANO P AHF' I3,' AA()' I3,' ,' )
lilt) F04P AI (//Snx,I9 ( o*')/30x,1 * JOI N T M IbTuGRA M * 1 130Xp19(1*'))
r-W F( : W P AT (// Io w o'TYPF' , Sk,'N0 4 CF OCCUNWk FSIOX0'PERCEMTAGEt/)
i^;^. F^k M AT (/a1b,I15.F?0.2)
FtiG
36 .
SUBROUTINE RFAOAR (NTAPE!• we kSAM P)
C
C READ NSAVP BVTES INTO ARRAY N FROM LOGIC AL UNIT NTAPEI	 ±
t:
LOGICAL • 1 W (NSAPPI ILI' OF '^
C	 RVgoDUCIB
PAGE IS p0RE AD t h t APE i ) W	 ORIGINAL
!f	
RE tUKk
^	 •• wll^ti!!!•f^!!!!!!*!^!!!'►!!!!!*^!!•a!^l1r! l4^1!*•!!R!*!f!^!lltAA!t	
C
E	 EkTRV wRITAR tNTAPEI• We NSAMP)
C
C wkITE NSAVP 8VTES FRO M ARRAV w ONTO LOGICAL UNIT MPE1
C
















To obtain and print "contingency matrices," showing, for all pairs of
classes in two classification maps, the numbers of simultaneous occur-
rences of various types of transitions (no boundary, horizontal boun-
dary, vertical boundary and boundaries in both directions).
III. CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL CONMAT (NTAPI, NTAP2, NREC, NEL, M, N, IX, IY, IH)
where
NTAPI, NTAP2 are the unit numbers for reading the map class numbers,
NREC, NEL are number of records and number of pixels per record,
respectively,
M, N are the numbers of classes in the two maps,
IX, IY, IH are work arrays dimensioned IH(4, 8, M, N) words,
IX (NEL,2), IY (NEL,2) bytes.
IV. INPUT/OUTPUT
1. INPUT
The input maps should be sequential data sets on units NTAPI and
NTAP2 with NREC records and NEL pixels per record on each of them.
The number of bytes per pixel should be 1 and the records should
be unformatted and FORTRAN readable.
A title of up to 80 characters is card input.
38
V.	 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
The subroutine linkage is indicated in the following table:




Vi. 	 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS	
REPRODUCIBILITY OF TIC
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
I. STORAGE
The storage required by the routines CONMAT, INTLOG and
CONMXP is 1772, 212 and 5276 bytes, respectively.
2. EXECUTION TIME
Depends largely on image size and number of classes. For the
case NRECa1600, NEL=850, M=N=6, it requires approximately 8
minutes.
VII.	 METHOD
The definitions of contingency matrices used here have been discussed
in [21 and will not be covered here. The subroutine CONMAT is used
to find a four dimensional array IH (dimensioned (4, 8, M, N)) and the
routine CONMXP is used to print
a. M*N matrices (size 4 by 8) showing counts of agreements and
disagreements for each type of transition for each pair of
classes;
b. M*N matrices (size 4 by 4) showing counts of each type of
transition for each pair of classes obtained by adding the
right and left halves of the corresponding matrices from
a. and dividing by 3;
c. A 4 by 4 matrix showing totals of each type of transition
obtained by all the matrices in b;
39
-.NATRUN 't
 SHO`LJdG..t=hU -3F-AGREEMEtiT4-ANOL-DISAGREEMENTS FOR EACH
MAP SI2Es 1600 BY 850.
CLASS NUMBER-1N MAP 1 s -2. CLASS NUMBER 
- IN MAP 2s _
 3 --r----
.TYPE OF TRANSHION_
0---3821— 40'51--5814-1 39051-13153- --1511 Q--- 7989----
	
1282— --_1T-- 1028 - -133-1-





	 863--...	 699 . _ 437
	
--30x6
	 Sa	 1i3	 L3 1	 °27_1966— 259	 122
CLASS NUNBEK IN MAP 1s 2 CLASS NUMBER IA MAP 2= S -
0 0 0 3	 1 15 3 15 - 1S	 -^
0 0 1 0	 1 0 0 2 0
0 2 0 0 + 1 0 4 0 0 --
CLASS. NUMBER _. ltd MAP_ 1=_2_CLASS NUHBEIL._1N-iAP_ 2= 5
	
--0-.224	 202--_46Q_.._^5022____..252L.. _3095. 2828
	
1	 92	 14	 3JL _ I	 i	 1141k	 12t
-	
0	 6	 '1	 40--_1-	 147	 96--__ 84 -119
	
--^p	 S	 A	 22 -..__ 25---24
CLASS NUMBER IN MAP In 2 CLASS NUMBER IN PAP 2= 6
0: 6 13 34	 1 14 — 30 44 S9^
3 0 1 1	 I 9 0 2 S
0 0 0 0	 I 0 3 0 0
0 0 a 0	 1 3 0 0 3




d. An M by N matrix which Is the Joint histogram (contingency
table) of the two Input maps, whose (I, J)th element is
obtained by adding all the 16 elements in the 4 x 4 matrix
corresponding to classes (1, J) defined in b;
a. The individual histograms (inventories) of the two maps
obtained by adding the columns (for map 1) and rows (for
map 2).
Also, the transition and point by point similarity counts (traces of
the 4 by 4 and M by N matrices, respectively) and percentage similarity
measures are printed.
VIII. COMMENTS	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POORThe maximum class number is 10.
IX. TESTS
Portions of the printout from a test run on the Mobile Bay ground
truth vs. linear classification (December 5, 1973) are shown at the
end of this section.
X. LISTINGS




THIS PROGRAM FINDS CONTINGENCY MATRICES INDICATING AGREEMENTS
BETWEEN TWO NAPS ih TERMS OF CLASS LABELS AND THE BOUNDARY TYPES4
INC e p t .lsJ) REFERS TO LOCATIONS W ITH CLASS I IN MAP I AND CLASS J
IN MAP to LEFT HALF OF IN GIVES A COUNT OF AGREEMENTS AND TOE
R IGHT HALF $ DISAGREEMEN T81
ROWS OF IH (*, *,I#J) CORRESPOND TO MAP I t AND COLUMNS TO MAPZ,
NOW NUMBERS to 2t3o 4 INDICATE NO BOUNDARY* CHANGE IN VERTICAL
DIRECTION # CHANGE IN HORIZONTAL DIRECTION S CHANGE IN BOTH DIR[C4
TIONSo RESPECTIVELVe IN MAP Is SIMILARLY COLUMN NUMBERS INDICATE
TYPES OF TRANSITIONS IN MAPIS
THE PROGRAM HANDLES THE PRIG N T ROW OF THE MAP I IN IX( *e I2)
AND THE IMMEDIATELY PREVIOUS NOW IN i x ( * oil)o THE ROWS Of MAP 2




C	 INITIALIZE THE ARRAYS IX AND Ps THE OPREVIOW ROW TO ROW I 18
C	 CONSIDERED IDENTICAL TO ROW to
CALL SARK ( hTAPI, IX, NFL)
CALL SARK (NTAPZ P




DO 20 I 8 104
00 20 Js1#8
DO 20 Kelso
00 2 0 LsIsh




C	 LOOP Ch RECOROSo
00 40 I410REC
C




C	 NONPOSITIVE VALUES OF MAP LABELS ARE N01 OF IKTFREST,
IF	 GO TO 30
C
C	 FIND ROW AND COLUMN NU MS[RS IN IN TO Of INCREMEKTED9
C




JJsI ♦ INTLOG( TY(J,T2 ) *NE@TY (J#I1)) ♦2 * INTLOG(IY(JrI2)ohE•IY ( JP#Ia))
C
C	 FIND THE INCREMENTS,













x P a ^a IY P r^^^• I.NTLOGtIXtJ, ? 1)•EO•I y tJ , Itt) • IN L G(I t^ ,I ^• •	 tJ ,	 ^
INC343•INC
IM(II,JJ,K , L)^IM(II,JJ , K,L) • INC
IMtli,JJ •p,K,L1XINtti , JJ^q,K,L1•INC3
30 CONTINUE
EXCNANBE it AND IS
	
gj:pR0DUCIB1LM OF T"E
iwstl	 ORIGINAL PAGE 18 POOR
Isola
MIN
READ NEXT RECORDS INTO IX ( R0t23,I1► (R, I11)
IF (IEp •NREC1 00 TO 40
CALL ;AR% ( NTAP1 0 Ixt10I $), NEL)
CALL BARN (NTAP2v IM P
 IE)t NIL)
40 CONTINUE
PRINT THE MATRICE S $HONING TRA KS ITION COUNTS







SUBROLTINE CONPIP (Too NRECo NEL# Mo N)
C
C	 PRINT MATRICES SHOw INO NUPOERS OF A001C MIN1S A po 018AGREEMENT8
C	 OF TRANSITIONS FOR EAC1 4 PAIR OF CLASSES•
C	 INPUT11 TITLE Is AN s0 CHARACTER ( M AY) TITLE TO BE PaINTFO-O N TOP
C	 OF EACH PAGE CF OUTPUT. N REGO NEW of N ARE:NUMBERwOF
C,	 RECORDS# NUMBIR OF PIXELS/ RECORDI NUVBER OF CLASSES IN
C	 MAP 1 AND kuM eER OF CLASSES IN MAP 2 0 RESPECTiVELV,
C

















C	 FIND A%o PRINT MATRICES SHOWING COUNTS OF EACH TYPE OF TRANSITION
C	 FOR EACH PAIR OF CLASSES * THESE Slo D 4 # FOR ALL JOINT OCCURRENCES
C	 OF CLASSES (IPJ) IN MAPS Joao THE NUPOI RS OF JCIKT OCCURRENCES

















so	 WRITE (6,310)(IH(h# KK,I,J),KKsIP4)
40	 CONTINUE
C
C	 FINn TNI@ THE MATRIX OF COUNTS OF TRANSITION TYPES (WITHOUT REGARD
C	 To r.LASS LABELS) ANO 102, THE MATRIX OF JOINT CCCURRENCES OF CLASS
C	 LABELS ( NITH NO REGARD TO TRANSITION TYPES)o
DO SS 1910
DO SS J81r4



















PRINT lot AND THE CORRESPONDING ItMILARiTY MEASURE•
WRITE (60110)TITLE
WRITE0 t 410) NREC#NEL


























ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
DO 81 ivi•N
B!	 INVitt) • 0
Do as JNltN





wRITEt6 , 800)(INVltI) • I•!rM)
wRI TE (6,810) ( INVZtJ)•J^ltN)
RETURN
C
loo	 FORMAT (BOA! )
110	 FORMATt1112Ox80A!)
300	 FORMAT( 1 0 1 418• 0 1 0418)
310	 FORMAI(foltS18)
400	 FORMAT(/ 1 MATRICES SNOWING COUNTS OF AGREEMENTS AND DISAGRFEMENTS
,FOR EACH TYPE OF TRANSITION(/ I MAP Si=64 1 19* 1 SY115ti`l)
45
F410	 FORMATC11 MATRICES SMOMING C04ATG OF EACH TYPE OF TNANSITICht/
1 0 OAP SItE9 1 ISo , evolsrffe)
420 FORMAT W MATRIX 8"WING TOTALS OF EACH TYPE CF TRANSITION$/
I MAP 81116 1 Ist , eYlIs,l.o)
430	 FORMAT(// CONTINGENCY TABLET)
SOO	 FORMATC/1 1 CLASS NUMBER IN MAP 1 01 12# 1 CLASS 14POER IN MAP 24012)
600	 FORPAT0 TRANSITION SIMILARITIE$ 91 11# 1 1 TOTAL81 I7r 1 1 PF.RCENTAGB81
pill)
700 FORMATO NUMBER OF POW B y POINT SIMILARITI988 1 17, 1 TOTAL•1I7.
1 PERCENTAGE61F762)
600	 FORMATC 14 1
 INVENTORY OF I+AP111/(1X1s18))






C	 CONVERT A LOGICAL VAOIASLE TO INTEGER
C	 IF TRUE# FUNCTION RETURNS I






















ORIGINA+, PACE, is PC
►
, 171
This subroutine magnifies a specified segment of imagery data. The
magnification Is by means of cubic interpolation, which is used to
compute the densities of the additional samples in the magnified
Image. The routine also removes the distortions present in Landsat MSS
Imagery which are due to Earth rotation and "sensor delay" in the A/D
conversion of sensor data. The purpose of this routine is to allow
determination, to within a fraction of a pixel spacing, of the coordinates
of ground control points.
111.	 CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL CUNAG (X, OUTi, OUT2, NO, NEL, NSOUT, NAG, 1GCPL, IGCPS)
where
X is the input buffer array,
OUT1 is the intermediate output holding four lines of interpolated
data,
OUT2 is the output array,
NO is the number of channels of data,
NEL is the number of input pixels.
NSOUT is the number of output pixels,
NAG is the magnification,
(GCPL is the ground control point line coordinate, and
IGCPS is thu ground control point sample coordinate.
IV.	 INPUT/OUTPUT
The input data and the magnified output data are in bytes, arranged
by vectors containing the data for each channel. The input should be






sV. DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
The subroutines required are given in the following table.
SUBROUTINES FOR CUBIC MAGNIFICATION
NAME
	 i STORAGE (Bytes)
	
FUNCTION
CUMAG	 2306	 Determine input data coordi-
nates allowing for each
rotation and sensor delays,
magnify the segment by cubic
Interpolation.
DELAY	 496	 ! Function which computes
shift due to earth rotation




The program requires a total of 50K bytes when magnifying portions
of a LACIE sample segment by 8 times to a size of 241 x 241.
2. EXECUTION TIME
The time required for the 8X magnification referred to in the
preceding paragraph is approximately 15 seconds.
VII.	 METHOD
The cubic interpolation formula
I = d3 ( - 11+12- 13+14) + d2 (211-212+13-14) + d (-11 +13) + 12,
where I is density and d is distance from the second pixel, is used
to insert MAG pixels between the second and third pixels in groups
of four pixels. Thus, given a string of input data containing IN
input pixels and (IN-1) Interpixel spaces, there are (IN -3) spaces
In which to add MAG pixels. The number of output samples obtained is
NSOUT : MAG (IN-3) +1.






ORIGINAL PAGE IS R ECENTER





It is also apparent from the diagram that the magnified image is
centered on an input pixel V' V.,, number of output pixels is chosen
to be
2n NAG + 1,
where n is a positive integer. Also, since interpolation starts at
the second pixel in groups of four, the first output pixel is the
second input pixel, and the spacing of the output pixels is 1/MAG.
Thus, if the magnification is 10, the input coordinates are obtained
to 0.1 pixel. The input coordinate values are given by
IN = NS1 + 1+(OUT-1)/MAG,
where NS1 is the beginning sample used for interpolation, and OUT
Is the output sample number.
In the case of Landsat 1 and Landsat 2 imagery, NS1 will be the
beginning sample in the distortion-free offset image, which is the
image used for determining ground control points and geometric
transformation functions. The beginning pixel in the offset system is
a constant for the magnified image, while the input pixel numbers in the
data vary from line to line due to the delays.
The distortions in the imagery, due to earth rotation during the
scanner retrace and delay in sampling by the A/D ronverter, are
referred to as earth rotation delay and sensor delay and are
computed by the function DELAY. As the Earth rotates from the west,
successive mirror scans cover more westerly areas of the Earth, and,
consequently, should be offset to smaller pixel values. The scanner
sweeps an additional distance to the east during sensor delay and,
therefore, creates an opposite effect. However, rotational delay
per swath is larger up to a latitude of 48.80.
51
x.
iThe beginning pixel in the offset image is determined by subtracting
the delay for the central line of the magnified region. (It then
follows that when the offset pixel coordinates are converted to input
coordinates, original pixels occur at every MAG output pixel on the
central line.) However, in general, due to the varying amounts of delay
from line to line, the beginning input pixel occurs at a fractional
value, which determines the initial value of d in the interpolation
formula. The interpolation then proceeds along a line, incrementing
the input pixel number and adjusting d to be the distance from the
second pixel in the interpolation group.
VIII. COMMENTS
The program does not check for input pixels falling outside the
data limits.
IX. TESTS
The output imagery has been examined carefully using printer plots
and has been found to have the distortions properly removed. (See Fig. 7.)
X. LISTING
A listing of the routine follows.
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Figure 7.	 Huntsville Airport Registered to UTM Coordinates with




SIARtlUTIKE CIJMAG (X#CUT1#OU72 # NBoNEL#NSOUT # MAG#IGCPL # IGCPS)
C
C	 TNI$ RCLiTINE RFMnVfS FARTN RnTATION A N D SENSOR CFLAY DISTORTICKS
C	 AND MAGNIFIES ZPAGERY SURROUNDING A G W OUND COKTROL POINT USING
C	 CUBIC INTERPOLATIONo
C
LOGICAL*1 X(Ne#NEL) # OUT2 ( K8#N6OUT)







C	 COMPUTE INPUT PIXELS RFGUIREDs KVTEI K SOUT SMnULD BF 1 + AN EVEN
C	 INTEGER MULTIPLF OF MAG TO BE CENTE RED UN AN INPUT PIXEL
INFIX a (NSOUT+3*MAG.1) / MAG
C
C	 COMPUTE BFGINNIKG LINE AND BFGIKNING ELE MENT IN OFFSET COORDINATES
NL1 a IGCPL a (INPIX•1)/2
NS1 a IGCPS • (INPIX•l)/2
OFFN31 a N81 a DELAY ( IGCPL)
C
C	 SELFCT REGIONS CENTERED ABOUT GROUND Co % TROL CCCROINATES
NL n Ki I a I
NREC a 0
12 CONTINUE
NL a NL ♦ 1
READ 00 1 NL) X
NROW a POI N T(1)
DO 20 Ial#4
20 POINT(I) a MOD ( POINT ( I)# 4 ) ; 1
C
C	 COMPUTE OF.LAY FCR THIS LI K E ANn BEGIN N ING ELFMEKT IN CCT COORDS,
CCTNSI s OFFNSI ♦ OFLAY(KL)
C
C	 FINM PFGINNIKG CCT PIXFL NU MBFR AKD DISTANCE TC FRACTIO N AL PIXEL
C	 AT STARTING PIXEL ANn AT ALL SUCCFFGI K G PIXELS
DO 50 I881#NB
NS a CCTNSI
D1 a CCTNSI a NS








13 a X(18,NS ♦2)
14 • X(I0#NS+3)
AO a I2
Al • I3 a It
A2 n I3 a I4 ♦ 2+(11012)
A3 a 14 a 13 • 12 • I1
C




0 a D1 • INTO /AMAG
IF (D I GT 6 1 4 0) GC TO 35
C
NPIX a NPIX + 1
OUT1(I8 t NFlX,NRC0) a D* (D* (D*A3 ♦ AZ) ♦ Al) + AO
IFtNPIX^EO^NOO^T) GO TO SO
INTO a INTO 4 1
GO TO 40
C
C	 ADJUST NO AND D1 FOR NEXT CCT PIXEL	 RI^PRODliGII3II,I'i'Y OF THE
35 NO a NO + 1





C ADO "MAG" INTERPOLATED LI^EO# AFTER OBTAINING 4 INIFRPOLATED LINES
C	 IN ARRAY IOUT119










CUPIx a 0* (0* (D* (R4.R3+R2sR1) ♦ ( Rf.k4.2 l O*R2 ♦ 2 1 0 *R1)) +
Q (R3•R1)) + R2
CUPIx a AMAX1 (CUPIX # 0.0)














C	 COMPUTE ROTATIONAL AND SENSOR DELAY RkL A TIVF TC FIRST SWATH
C
C	 OEGCFN • LATITUDF AT TOE CENTER OF THk LANDSAT SCENE
C	 PIXOLY • EQUATORIAL kARTH ROTATION PFk SWATH IN PIXELS
C	 DEGPLN . CHANGE IN LATITUDE PER $CAN LINE
C	 RADOEG • RADIANS PER DEGREE
C	 SOELAY • SENSOR SAMPLING INTERVAL BETWEEN LINE'S (2) / TOTAL NUMBER
C	 OF DETECTCRS (25)





COMMON /LANDST/ CCTr LLCr DEGCFNP SAPPOF t LINCFF # AMPL O PHASE
DATA PIXDLY, DEGPLN, WADOFG, SOELAY /Ug b o 0.000710$6, 0,01745324#
s0 9 0 # 0 @ 06, 0sibe 0.24, Oo32# 0040/
C





CCTLIN s LINE • LINOFF
DEGLAT • DFGCE N + ( 1170v5•CCTLIN) * DEGMLN
RDELAY s PIXOLY + CCS (DEGLAT*RADDEG)
SWATH a (CCTLINol)lb + 1
LINESh n MOD(CCTLIN•1,b) + 1





FINDING COEFFICIENTS OF REGISTRATION
MAPPING FUNCTIONS
NAME	 REPROT)UCII3ILITY OF THE
GCPFIT (Ground Control Points Fit)
	
ORIGINAL PAGL IS POUR
II. DESCRIPTION
The coordinates of a set of ground control points are determined in
the two scenes or maps to be registered. If the first scene is
Landsat imagery which is being registered to a map, the nonlinear
distortions due to Earth rotation and mirror velocity are removed
from the coordinates. A least squares fit to the transformation poly-
nomial coefficients is made and the predicted and observed results
are compared.
III. CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL GCPFIT (GCP, MGCP, MAXDEG)
where
GCP is an array of dimensions 4 by MGCP containing the ground control
point coordinates,
MGCP is the number of control points, and
MAXDEG is the highest degree polynomial obtained (up to degree 5 only).
IV. INPUT/OUTPUT
1.	 INPUT
In addition to the arguments, the following Landsat parameters
are input via COMMON block LANDST:
CCT	
-logical variable; TRUE if Landsat corrections are to be
applied.
LLC	 -line length code (length of raw scan line obtained from
Landsat computer compatible tape).
DEGCEN -degrees in latitude at the center of the Landsat scene.
SAMPOF -samples and lines by which the imagery is offset from the
LINOFF beginning of the Landsat scene.




Printed output is tables of Landsat corrections, coefficients, and
error analysis. Coefficients are output via COMMON block LSQCFC.
V.	 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
The subroutines called are listed in the following table.
EXTERNAL LINKAGES














GCPFIT 2932 Bias data to zero means, call	 least
squares fit routine, perform accuracy
analysis of fit.
LSQCF 21748 Setup data point arrays and call 	 least
squares fit routine.
EVPOLY 912 Evaluate a polynomial.
GCPCOR 838 Correct the GCP's for mirror velocity
and Earth curvature effects.
DLLSQ 3198 Double precision solution of a system
of simultaneous linear equations.




ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
SUBROUTINE STORAGE
OR ENTRY (BYTES) FUNCTION
NVPOFF 374 Function which computes mirror velocity
correction.




The storage required for the subroutines listed is 31120 bytes.
2. EXECUTION TIME
The execution time required to obtain one fit is approximately
one second.
V11.	 METHOD
The first step is the removal of nonlinear Jistortion, in the Landsat
coordinates. Earth rotation and sensor delay had been previously
removed because they produce visible distortions in the imagery. They
are added back to get the original CCT pixel number and hence the mirror
velocity and Earth curvature corrections. Thus, the least squares
fitting to the transformation polynomials is performed in a coordinate
system from which rotational delay, sensor delay, mirror velocity, and
Earth curvature distortions have been removed.
Next, the mean values for each set of coordinates (pixel, line, easting,
northing) are subtracted. This is to prevent computation errors due to
the large values of easting and northing.
The problem is to minimize the Euclidean norm
11A x - 611
where x is the solution matrix of polynomial coefficients, A is the
input coordinates raised to the appropriate powers, and B is the
transformed coordinates. For a second degree polynomial, A is of the
form:
59
I GCP(3,1) GCP(4,1) GCP(3,1) 2 GCP(3,1)GCP(4,1) GCP(4,1)2
1 GCP(3,2) GCP(4,2) GCP(3,2) 2
 GCP(3,2)GCP(4,2) GCP(4,2)2




The solution is obtained by the subroutine DLLSQ, which is in the IBM
Scientific Subroutine Package.
Vill. COMMENTS
The routines are dimensioned to allow a maximum polynomial degree of five.
IX. TESTS
The results are identical to those obtained by a solution of the least
squares normal equations employing partial derivatives with respect to
the fit coefficients.
X. LISTINGS
Listings of the routines except DLLSQ follow. (DLLSQ is a routine in
the IBM Scientific Subroutine Package.)
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SUBROUTINE GCPFIT (GCP ► MGCP ► PAXOEG)
C
C	 TO RINn GEOMETRIC TRANSFORMATION KfEOED FOR GEOGRAPHIC REFIRENCING
C
DIMENSION GCP(40MGCP)




 /LANDST/ CCT1 LLC ► OEQCE N ► SAMPOF # LI NOFF# AMPLO PHASE
CO M MON iLSQCFC/ COEP ► LSQDEG # IER1(2)0 TOL
COMMnk / MEANS/ GCPM(4)
C
C	 GCP I' G R OUND CONTROL POINT TABLE I N PUT 111 ► USER
C	 Is PIXEL WITMIN LINE
C	 21	 LINE wITMIN FRAME	 ItI;I1 ►O1)U('It;ll,lTy OF 
TC	 30 FASTING	 ORIGIN.,
	
HL,	 I
'.^G1^; 1S l'UORC	 As NCHTMING





IF (CCT) Call GCPCCR (GCP ► MGCP)
AMGCPSMGCP
RADOEG • 1 80,0 /3.14154265
1CLw1.fm20
DO 1 I81#4




C	 COMPUTE SU M S OF INPL1 DATA
n0 10 Ju1IMGCP
no S 1.1#4
S GCP M (I) • GCP M (I) 4 GCP(I ► J)
WHITE (6#102) J ► (GCP(I O J) # 16104)
10 CONTINUE
C
C	 COMPUTE MEANS OF INPUT DATA
no 11 I11104
it GC P M(I) • GCP M (I) / AMGCP
%RITE (6 ► 104) GCPM
C





12 GC P (I0J) • GC P CI#J) • GCPPCI)
WRITE (6 # 102) J0 (GCP(i ► J) # I.1 ► 4)
13 CONTINUE
C




IF (ISTOP l GTeMSCP) Go TO 460
CALL LSOCF (0, GCP, MGCP)





C	 PERFORM ACCURACY ANALYSIS OF FIT
00 388 1.1006CP
GP•GCF(1t1) o GCPM(1)
GL •GC P (2r2) • GCPM(2)







SG a CP*02 • DL**?
RFSPX
	 RESPX • 39
XMAG • 3GRT (30)






SG n DE**2 ♦ DN**2
RESUT	 RESUT ♦ 82
UNAG • 3GRT (SO)
UDIR • RAQDEG • ATANacnpoDN)




RESPx a SORT (WESPX/AGCP1)
RESUT a SQRT (RESt1Y/AGCP1)





400 WRITE (601100) LSGCEG, ISTOP, PGCP




101 FORMAT ( l l l #20X, l G Q Cl;N4 CCNTP.OL PCINTSM
102 FORMAT (1x01414F1S13)
104 FORMAT (///20Y,lMEANS OF INPUT DATA AREO//SX•4F)S#3/
1 0TNESE MEANS ARF FIRST SLBTRACYtOl)
109 FORMAT (1x,13,2(f'10,3, ► 10.1,8k,ti10^3^8x))
111 FORMAT (/3SXo l CCMPAFISC+ N CF OBSERVED ANU PREDICTED VALUES'/
s2SX, f LANC8AT l , SOx, f GFOGRAPMIC I /1SI O l thRUR I ,20X, I CAS • PREn i * 20X,
S I ERRO QO o20Xo I C83 • PRED I /SX0 0 AGNITLD! DIRECIION'i10X* l P ERRCR
62
G L ER004 1 01OX, oM AGNITUDE DIRECTIOk o flOx, l E ERROR
	 N ERROR# /)
303 FORMAT ( 0 1 LEAST SGUAR18 FIT OR CODES •^,
213/3$ X• 'COEFFICIENISl / 11Xo$ ' IXELt,1SX,$LINEI , ISX,IEASTING+,12x,
6 1 NORTMING I /(1x,1P 02046))
390 FORMAT (/2 0 SXv l Rv3 ERRCR •10E13,e015A))
1019 FORMAT ( 1 1 1 #?X I CONTROL POINTS AFT[R Sk ! l f RACTIkG MEANSI/)
1020 FORMAT IOX,^LANDSAT^,20x,^GEOGRAPMIC^/ lSx,^000RDINATES^ , iSX,^CQOR
9 0INATFSO I I
 GCP NQIo,7X,IPIXELO,10k,tLINEl,9X,$EA3TINGI,IX,INOR1hIN
•G'/)
1100 FORMAT (/20X, O ► IT G ► D[GREt f ,It, l REM OE3 + #I3, 0
 GROUAO CONTRCL PC
0 INT8 4 1 0 I5 0 1 WERE SUPPLIECO+/)
END
1tI;P1tU1^Ut'I+,l1.I C^' uP 1'11E
()PIGINAI, PAGE 16 YUOit
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THIS SUA R OUTI NF CALCUL A TES THE L.EAS TeSQUARES COEFFICIENTS
C
	
FOR YME, BIVARIATE POLYNOMIAL
C
DI MENSION GCP(4,MGCP)
DOUBLE PRECISION CCE'F(21,4)• CORE(250 U ), X(45), 8(200), AUX(100)0





INTEGER IPIV ( 50)•IKD1(2) / 1,3/i?ND2 ( 2)/3.1/
EQUIVALENCE (CORE(1),X(1)), (CORE(46)•B(i))• (CORE(246),ALIX(1)),
4 (CORF(346),A(1))• (CORE(2446)oS%llj)
COMMON /LSGCFC/ COEF• LSQDFG, TER W I • TOL
GCP IS GROUND CONTROL POINT
1,	 PIXEL WITHIN LINE
2 9
 LI KE MITHIN FRAPE
3, FASTING
4 1 NORTHING
COEF(21,I)• COEFFICIE N TS FOR
TABLE I N PWT HY USER

















































IF(AMAx I E0 * 0 9 00) AMAx81s00	 REPRODUCIBMITY OF THE
C	 00 70 J* 1 r L
	
















SUHQN TINE EVPOL Y (IFI)N, X, Y, ANS)
C
C	 EVALUATE POLYNO M IAL FIT FUNCTIGNS
4
DOUBLE PNECISION CCEF(21,4), ANSD, XD, YOs XXX, YYY
I N TEGER KTERP(5)/3 ► 6,10r15,211
INTEGEN xP(?1)/O,lr^rarlrOr3r2^irA,4,3,d,1r0,5,4,3,?,f,0/
INTEGER YP(21)/0,0,1,O,1r2.Os1r2r3rOri#lr% ► 4rOr1r2#3i4o5/COMM('A /LSQCFC/ COEFr LSUDLG P IF R 1(2) s TOL
COmmCh / MEANS / GCPM(4)r





AN SP 	 s	 0,0
IF	 (1Fl;N,Ef^,S_pF.1Fli1► j Mf^ i p 1	 GG TC 1
Yt'	
=	 x	 .	 GCP M(3)
V0	 a	 w	 GL^+^ Iw j
G0	 TO 5
1	 XD	 ;	 -	 ,i;	 1 7





IF (XP(I)*NE,O) xxx s XC**XP(I)
YYY s f,u
IF (YP(I),Nt,O) YYY s Yr**YP(I)
10 ANSD x ANSO + CCEF(±,IFUN) *XXX *YYY
C





	 GCPCOk	 (GCF P	 MGCP)
L
C GCWC(IR	 RFMrVFS	 NIRNCW	 VELOCITY	 PRrFILF	 AND	 EARTF'	 CURVATURE
C UISTORTIONS PkICk	 TC OBTAINING	 LEAST	 N G I ARES FITS
C
C GCP	 IS	 Gk0(iKV	 CC(v TkCL	 PUIKT	 TABLE	 I N PUT	 BY	 USEF
L 1.	 PIXEL	 LIKE
1. 2.	 LI K F	 MITHIK	 FNAMf
C 3,	 EAST INN
R1':PRO1)liC1CI1,1TI OF THE(. 49	 nC kTMING









SAaj,'OF,	 LInCFF,	 AMPL,	 PHASE
C
C AnD	 BACK	 rFLnY	 TO CPT ORIGINAL	 CCT PI x FL	 NUMHER
-%H11E
	 (6, lo(1)
00	 10	 nGCP	 s	 1,01GCP
,%kl7F	 (b, lUl)	 bC N (Po KGL P ),	 GCP(1#hGLP)
LI-x F	 =	 GCE'(?,%GCP)	 t	 U,5




MIkRCR	 VELOCITY	 PROFILE	 CVRFECTJl0o
LFF	 z	 MVF1 VPF (SAPN)
(;CP(I,N'GC P) 	 z	 GCP(lshGC P) 	a	 OFF
C
(. APPLY	 EAkTH	 0iRVATURE	 CCRRECTICN
Ck;RV	 =	 F KCllkV (SAME'-OFF )
I+CF(1#NGCF)	 s	 GCN(1, K GCP)	 -	 CURV
C
SANPO	 a	 SAMP	 ♦ 	 SArMPOF
SHIFT
	
=	 OFF	 #	 CLkV
wk 1 TF
	




100	 FnkMAT	 ( f 1 I ,?nX, 1 Gkci;nD	 CO^TROL	 PrIkT	 CukREC TICKS	 //1 9 X	 OFFSF'^,
,4x, , ( 1 kir,1kAL 1 ,3X, 1 CC1	 SCFNEI,7x, ► MvFl ,9X,ICURVf,AX,INET+,Px,
.1(:L)kk.i/%X,fkFCCIOO I,3(6X,ISAMPLFI)03(IX,ISHIFTI),6X,IOFFSETP/)












• LATITUDF	 AT	 THE	 CENTER OF	 THE LANDSAT SCENE
C	 PIXDLY	 . EQUATORIAL EARTH ROTATION	 PER SWATH	 IN PIXELS
r.	 UEGPLN
	 a CHANGE	 I N LATITUnt PER SCAN LINE
C	 RAUDFG • RADIANS PER DEGREE
C	 SOELAY w SFNSDR SA M PLING	 INTERVAL HET o EFN LINFS (2)	 / TOTAL NUMBER
C OF DETECTCRS	 (25)





COMMON /LANDST/ CrTo LLC. DFGCENp S AMP O F , LINCFF, AMPL, PHASE
DATA PiXnLY, OEG P L N o R ADDEG, 30FLAY /0 0 6, 0 0 00071086 0 0901745329,
,0,0, 0,080 0 0 16 0 A.24 0 0,32, 0940/




CCTLI N s LINE ♦ LINOFF
DEW AT s DEGCEN • (1170,5 • CCTLIN) * DtGNLN
WDELAY • PIXDLY * COS (nFGLAT•RADDEG)
SWATH s (CCTLINw1)/6 ♦ 1
LINFSM s P OD(CCTLI N •iee) ♦ 1







REAL FUNCTION MVPOFF	 (PS)
C
C COMPUTE MIRROR VELCCIT Y PROFILE OFFSET
C
C LLC • NU M BE R OF PIXELS I N THE RAW
NUMBER OF PIXELS SKIPPED
SCA N LINE
IN	 THE LANOSAT SCENEC
C
SAMPOF .
AMPL#	 PHASE.	 • AMPLITUDE#	 PHASE OF MIRROR VELOCITY PROFILE CURVE
C
LOGICAL CCT
COMMnN /LANDST/ CCT# LLC#	 DEGCEN# SAMPOF# LINCFF#	 AMPL# PHASE
C
IF	 (CCI)	 GO	 TO	 12
MVPOFF	 a	 090
KEtURN I;1;PRUI;tiCII3II,Ily OFOFC 12 CONTINUE
THF,
Pr'1Gi; IS POr)R
VSJ	 s	 PS ♦ SAMPOP






C	 CCMPUTE EARTH CURVATURE CORRECTION
C
c	 REP RSAT a F.ARTH RADIUS, SATELLITE ORBIT RADIUS
C	 TFOV . TOTAL FIELD OF VIE% OF TNF SCANNQR (11 4 56 DEGREES)
G	 LLC • NUMBER OF PIXELS IN THE RAW SCAN LINE
C	 SAMPOF w NUMBER OF PIXELS SKIPPED I N THE LANDSAT SCENE.
G
LOGICAL CCT
C(+ MM('N /LANOST/ CCTP LLCP nFGCENP SAM';OFP LINCFF, AMPL j PHASE
DATA RE P RSAT P TFOV 16367 8 4P 728S,6P 0,20176/
C




C	 COMPUTE SCAKKFR A NGLE AT PIXEL NO, PS ANO ANGLE SUBTENDED AT
c	 ThE CENTER OF T ►4 E EARTH
10 CnNTIKUE
TF0V2 a TFOV/2,0
PSI a PS ♦ SAMPCF
AKGSC K _ ( PSlwI * 0)*TFOV/(LLC +1) • TFOV2
AKGERT a ARSIN(SIN(ANGSCN)*RSAT /RF) . ANGSCN
TCTERT a ARSI K (SIN(TFOV2)*RSAT/RE) w TFOV2
C
r	 FIND SrANKER ANGLE BASFD ON FRACTIO N OF TOTAL ARC. ON THE EARTEi15
C	 SURFACE AND CONVERT TO PIXEL NLMBER
ANGSCI a TFOV2 * ArGERT / TOTERT
PS2 a 1,0 ♦ ( ANGSCI ♦ TFOV2) * (LLC.1) / TFOV





GENERATION OF MAPPING GRID
i .	 NAME	 R1 PRODUCll3ILITP OF THE
GRIDMP	 ORIGINAL PAGL 1S POOR
11.	 DESCRIPTION
The process of geometric correction requires the computation of image
(input) pixel coordinates at each map (output) coordinate by means of
a mapping function (generally a low order polynomial). However, the
evaluation of a nearly linear function at large numbers of map points is
not necessary or practical. The computation required is greatly reduced
by evaluating the function at each mesh point in a coarse grid covering
the image area. GRIDMP computes the UTM and image coordinates at a
specified number of mesh points covering the image. The corrections
for the Landsat scanner mirror velocity profile and earth curvature are
added to the image coordinates. (These corrections had been removed to
reduce nonlinearity in the mapping functions.) The accuracy of
Interpolation within the grid cells is checked at the center of each
cell by comparison with the actual mapping function value. If the
error is large, a finer grid or lower order polynomial should be used.





MAPSET is a LOGICAL variable. If it is TRUE, the output map coordinates
are specified. If FALSE, GRIDMP computes the output image size which
includes all of the image after registration.
IV. INPUT/OUTPUT
1.	 INPUT
Common block MAPDAT includes STRTNO, STOPNO, STRTEA, and STOPEA which




Common block PIXDAT contains:
NLINPX, NPIXLN - lines and pixels per line of the input image.
NHGL, NVGL - number of horizontal and vertical grid lines.
SRATE - sampling rate (distance between pixels) in the output
map.
NLPI, NSPL - lines and samples in the output image (output of
GRIDMP).
KDUM - value to which boundary pixels in the output map are set.
INTERP - interpolation method flag where 1 - nearest neighbor,
2 = bilinear, and 3 = bicubic.
NB - number of bands of data to be interpolated.
2. OUTPUT
Printed output is image and map coordinates at the mesh points,
sample and easting values of the first and last points in each
grid cell, interpolation errors at the grid cell centers, and the
output image size.
V.	 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES




GRIDMP 3988 Compute image and map coordinates at
the mesh points of a coarse grid,
and compute errors where interpolating
image coordinates between mesh points.
EVPOLY 912 Evaluate a polynomial given its order
and coefficients.
DELAY 540 Compute Earth rotation and sensor
delay for a given scan line.
MVPOFF 374 Functions to compu t e mirror velocity
MVPINV 374 profile offset and 	 its inverse.
ERCURV 578 Functions to compute Earth curvature





The time required to execute the routine is four milliseconds per cell.
V11.	 METHOD
GRIDMP computes the ranges of easting and northing occupied by the
Image. Using the specified number of grid lines and output pixel
spacings, the grid spacings in meters and the output image size in
pixels are computed. The coordinates at the mesh points are deter-
mined by stepping through the UTM grid and transforming to image
coordinates using EVPOLY. Since the mapping functions were deter-
mined after removing mirror velocity and earth curvature offsets,
the inverse offsets must be added to the grid coordinates to obtain
the original input image coordinates. in other words, the mirror
velocity and earth curvature corrections are applied at the grid
points and interpolated linearly between grid points, as are the
mapping functions. The image coordinates at the center of each grid
cell are calculated by interpolation from the mesh points and by
polynomial evaluation in order to determine the errors introduced by
the interpolation. A table of output sample numbers and eastings
for the first and last points in each grid cell is generated for








SAMPLE LINE EAST ING NORTHING
-4.378 21.314 359.500 3421.500
144.349 27.143 362.536 3421.500
293475 26.973 365.511 34210500
_ 441.BC2 26.802 368.601 3421.500
S". S41 26.632 3719643 3421.500
739.267 26.461 374.618 3421.500
8d1.994 26.291 377.114 34210500
1036.721 26.120 380.140 3421.500
1185.459 25.950 3d3.786 3421.500
_1334.166 25.179 3d6.d21 3421.500
1462.913 _ 25.609 -	 389.857 3421.500 4
1631.651 25.438 392.893 3421.500
1160.376 25.268 395.928 34210500
1929.1JS 25.097 396.964 3421.500
2011.031 24.921 402.000 3421.500
-3.609 163.566 359.500 3418.741
145.111 163.416 362.536 3418.141
293.644 163.245 365.511 3418.141
442.511 163.015 368.607 3418.741
591.309 162.904 311.643 3418.741
740.036 162.733 314.678 3418.741
880.162 162.563 311.114 3418.741
1037.469 162.392 3d0.750 3418.741
1186.228 162.222 303.106 34109141
1334.954 162.051 3d6.821 3418.741
1483.681 161.861 3a9.857 3418.741
1632.410 161.710 391.893 3418.741
17dl.146 161.540 395.910 3418.741
1929.873 161.369 398.464 34180741
2078.600 161.199 402.000 3410.741
-t.d41 299.846 359.500 3415.983
145.8d5 299.676 361.536 3415.483
294.611 299.505 365.571 34,15.983443.339 2Y9.334 368.607 3lo15.91'^
592.177 299.164 311.643 3415.983
740.804 298.99; 374.678 3415.983
689.531 298.613 377.114 3415.9d3
1038.257 198.652 3dO.0 0 3415.903
11ab.496 21)8.482 383.7b6 3415.9931335.723 19t ► . 3l 1 366. ai 1 3415. Yd3
141:4.449 298.141 3d9.857 3415.963
16+3.186 297.970 391.093 3415.963
1781.'115 297.800 395.926 3415.463
193.641 291.o2Y 39d.964 3415.463
2079.368 297.459 402.000 3415.983
-1.073 436.106 359.500 3413.i24
146.054 435.'#36 361.536 3413.124
295.380 435.165 365.511 341 3.214
444. 16 1 41`#.5v4 368.607 J41J.1i4
591.845 435.4124 371.643 3413.2	 4
741.'k7' 435.1',1 '314.678 3413.114
890.,'9'1 4 1',.041 311. 114 3ti 13.114
1039.0i5 414.911 J80.11)0 3413.i14
1 Ili l.l64 414.141 343.786 3413.124
1336.491 434.511 386.811 3413.214
Figure 8. Sample Printout of Grid Point Coordinates
in the Landsat and UTM Systems
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SINNOL, IINE G k IDM P ( 10 A PSE
C
c	 GFIrMP CC"Nu T t5 TMf INTEkPOLATInN GNI W INTFRSECTIO143 AND TP E
C	 ENWCN5 I N IMAGE PIXFL LLCAfION3
r	 ALLORANCE IS "A(:E FCk ThE STARTING N O "T"IKG VALU E GREATER THAN
C	 Tt•t STOPPIt , G v A l Uf. (AS IN THE UTI r SYSIEM)
C	 (,klr, TS CCrkPTKATf_ S (0 10 A PIXEL) 0 hpNIZONTAL a VFRTICAL GRID
C	 INTEkSECTIONS
C
OVIENSICN GRICEN ( 2 0 30) 0 GAID3L ( 2,30•s u ). Nu MP%C(30), CPXVAL(30)0
,,vi,r ( NC (30), tNRCEL(?9)
LGG1LAL*l CELLCG(29,29)
NtA00 MVPOFt, MVPINV, MVP, NORTH, K(.LN
LCGICAL MANSET
C(:MMnN /PTXGAT/ ot.T%Px, NPIX LN, NHGL, NvGL• SRATE, NLPI, NSPL,
.	 KDLM, INTEKP, NO
(J"AlI ON /MAPUAT/ STPTNO, STOPNO, STRTEA, 5TOPEA
cT p.*Mr.N / (, W IC/ (;Rlr•EN. GRIDSL 9 NL'PPXC, CPXVAL, NUMLhC, CELLCG
L
C	 (.(rP^'TF UTM C (^(+OIhATES AT IMAGE CO ►'NkRS
)F (MAPSM (GC 10 9C0
F t I ►^VXaNI TNPX
FPlXLt,-sNI'TXI.N
r' v N r r v N V F F (1 , 0)	
RI:PROI)VIIIII ATY Obi
 TIIL( k v a tHLLN^(1,U•MbP)	
0RI(=I\vAL PA(;h IS PUORNS s ),q - I)EI AY(l) - NVP - CRV
CAL 1. E vt + CL V (s, PS, 10, At)
LA(( FVIOLY (4, PS, 1,0, AN)
NS s 1. 0 - I;fLAY( K LIn P X) - MVP • CNV
CALL fVPrLr (3, kti, FLINPX, CE)
CALL EVt l (;I r (4, I B S, FLI N FX, CK)
r-vP s MVPCFF(FPIXLK)
Ckv s FkLo kV(FPIXLN-MVP)
PS s FPIXLN - rClAY(1) - PVP - CkV
C A LL fVPCLV (3, PS, 1 9 0, Of)
CALL Evt' CL V (4v W S, 1,0, f► h)
PS a FP1X1 h - nFLAr(N( INPX) • MVP • ChV
CALL EV 90 CL V (S, FS, FLINF)t, Dt)
CALL f vi)f" Y (4, PS ► FLINPX, DN)
1h (A^.L I.0 1 5tkThO s AMIN1 (ANr t0)
I F (AN,Gf.CN) STNT p.0 s ArAXI (AN, ON)
If ( At. ,LT,LN) STPPIX ' ArAXI (CN* U^
IF (Ar,6T , rt, ) STrPNC • A N I%l ( Ct4i UN)
STkTr.A s AN1 k 1 (AE, CF)
STUPtA = Af,,Axl (HE, CE)
C
(	 LGmPilf (,X ANG GY GkID SPACING AN(, UU1P-11 IMAGE SIZE
900 P,4 ►,(;L Irhh(,L-1
a,v(,I_^ sNVbl
 •1
(STLNfA - STkTF_ A) / NV GL1
^;r s (.ST(:PP.r-STkl1 -C) / NhGLI
',jS 3 t = (ST( ' NFA-STNTLA4ShATE) / S R AT E * U,S
+LNI = (A0 y (STVFNrwSTRTNC)sSNA7E) / S N A I L 1 005
c
r	 CALC(ILATf (, R lC tt%TEkSfCTICNS 8Y STE P PItia THkOUGIw U1 M G R ID ANC
r
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C	 1NANSFORNING TO IMAGE (PIXEL) COOR0104 S
b0 1010 Ial•KVGL
EAST a 37PTtA ♦ (I.1)*GX
(+RICE N (1•I) a EAST
00 1000 J21PNOGL
NU W TH a STNTNO ♦ (Jo1)*GY
GWIOEN(2,J) a NORTH
CALI tVPOLV (1, EAST, NORTH, PS)
CALL EVPLLY (?, EAST, NORTH, PL)
C
C	 ADD INVEPSES OF MIRRON VELOCITY PNOFILE Ah0
C	 C('NPECTIONS TO GET RAC PIXEL COGRUINATES AT
LINE a PL ♦ SIG(.(095,PL)
PSCCT a PS • OtLAY(LINF)
MVP a MVPINV(PSCCT)
CNV a ERCURI(PSCCT ♦ MVP)










full NR ITt (60051) IGRIUSL(I,J,K), GNI03L(2oJ,K), GRIOEN(1,K),
.(pHIDEk(2,J), Ka1,kvGL)
L







f,	 C,C N PUTE PIXEL CCORCIKATES BY HILI^E AR INTERPOLATION IN A CELL
RSe a ( 6klUSL(1,I4,J4) ♦ GRICSL(1 ♦ I4toJ4)vGNIDSL(1,I41,J41)
♦ GKI0SL(1#14,J41)1 / 400
PLO 8 (GkIOSl(?,I4rJ4) ♦GRI03L(2#141#Ja) ♦ GRI03L(2,I41,J4I)
♦6kI0Sl(?,I4,J41)) / 400
C
C	 rGrWLTE CtNTEN tASTING AND NCRThING
F0N a (6NICEk(1,J4) ♦ GRIDEk(1,J41)) / 200
k0 k 8 tGkIGEn( ?,t4) ♦GWIGE k (2,I W 1)) / 2*0
L
C	 CflaUTF PIXEL COCkrI K ATES BY fUNC11UN
CALL FV F UL V (1t ELEN, NCEN, p3)




PhCFILE AAC EARTH CURVATUREArt j N vFksF's c,	 oiwkcR VELCCITY
CCKNECTICNS TO GkIU PCINTS
a PL ♦ 5IGN(0,5,PL)
PSLCT a tS ♦ CELAY(LIKE)
r-vN a Mvalkv(PSCCT)
C q v a FWCLik1(PSCC7 ♦ NvP)
NS t WS t M va ♦ CkV
76
CCr'Ptr ) t t"Ck
tWks5(iNt((PSb•PS ) AA2 ♦( PL1l.PL)AA2)	 PRI;
ENkCtL(JUI) 2 ERN	 Rll1)f(I;II
EkkmAX s A MAXI (tNRPAX, CPR) UR7G1^'^1L 
.1(;I^ I , W" 711h,LCNTINUE	 IS l,U
ONITt (6,1010) ( E NRCEL(J)i JBI#KV(IL)I	 uh
C(tn T 1 1.(It
NkIIt (6♦ IOh4) EkkMAX
t'r M PtiTt 1AHLtS CF FIRST OUTPUT SAMPLE N + , M HERS AND COORDINATES Ahn
OU 1 Nul L I F F 11 I JMOf.N$ IN E ACM CELL
Ni; M PXC (1) a 1
LPXVAL(1) a Gk10EN(1,1)
t,Lf'1_ NC (1) 2 1
UO 1 0311 Js2r+^v6l1
,.L"'PxC(J) a (Gkil)t F, (I#J) •GRIDE K (I * I )OR A TE )/SPATE ♦ 1 q0
CPAVAL(J) a GJ-1CVK(1,1) • (NU("PXC(J)•l)ASRATE
uC 1u39 J22rNkGL1
NL• NLNL(J) s (AhS ( G h lOE k ( 2•J)•GRIUtN(2,1)) ♦3RATE) /3kATF ♦ 1,0
NL O PXL (kVGL) a NSPL ♦ 1
^t,rlNC(r.t+6l) 8 NLPI ♦ 1
- NITE (e,lo5?)
+;ri I( ► 45 J=lr?a
I F (J•LE9K ►+G11 9 ('4.J,LE.NVGL1) ORITE ( 0 0054) J
IF (J.LE. N v G L1) N p ITE (6,1055) hUII PXC(J)r CPXVAL(J)
1( 1 4S IF (J.LF.^ k GL1) *NITS (6,1056) NUMLhC(J)
K RITf (6oluS3) S NATt, KLPI, NSPL
ONE T(ikk
1(.50 F+)+4!"AT ('1',3('x, ' lf, TEWFCLATI0N GNIO I-•Tt$JSE:CTIChS' / 31X,32;1*')//
.1lj ► ,'5At'PLf r, 1hX, II - I K E', 13X, I LASTINbo, lr(x, (NOFTF*ING O )
1U51 F(nMA1 (/(aF?U.3))
t f^Sr? Frk N AT ('1'/3OX,'rklh CELL STANTIKG P^l N ts^/30 X, 25('x')//10x, +c _LL
SX,lSA f-PLE KC,',5X, + 000FC, VALUL I a SX, ( LI k E NO,'/)
1(,5s Fck N At ///? 1><,'nt TPt,t PIXFL SPACING 161 ,F7 6 3 0 1 	 UNIT5)/?iX,'CLTP(j1
I"(F 511f =', f5,' LI N ES OYI P ISO WIP6ES')
105U F('k?V AI (I15)
1t+55 F(,4NAt	 (' ♦ ^, I'S^,,F1tl,3)
1ue;1 Ft.:u - AT ( ^/?.1 x r IOw AXI"L) M GkiU tkFO Fi a',1Pt1A,2,'	 PIxkL5')
0) Li f- V.



















When generating an output line of geometrically corrected Imagery,
the input data required will generally be drawn from several scan
lines. Thus, a block of input data must be held in core. if the
input scan lines are long, very large amounts of core are required,
and the image may require segmenting. CELLMP segments the image on
the basis of the grid cells produced by GRIDMP.
Ill.	 CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL CELLMP (CORE)
where CORE is an integer variable specifying the amount of core
available for the input data block.
IV. INPUT/OUTPUT
The printed output is a matrix showing the segment number in which each
grid cell is completed. Cells not requiring input data are indicated
by 11**11,
V. DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
CELLMP calls the function DELAY. i
VI. PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION
The subroutine requires 2716 bytes of storage. For an image requiring
four segments, the partitioning information is computed in approximately
one second.
VII. METHOD
For each row of grid cells, CELLMP computes the range of input
coordinates required for including successive cells along the row, as




1CELL 1	 I	 CELL 2	 j	 CELL 3
L_
The dotted lines Indicate the extents of the input data required
for 1, 2, and 3 cells in the row. 	 The actual input coordinates
at the cell corners are adjusted to allow for the following factors:
o bicubic interpolation requires +2 and -1 additional neighboring
samples,
o earth rotation and Sensor delay shift the sample numbers in each
line, and
o one additional sample (+1) to allow for delay shifts in lines
adjacent to the cell corners.
For all rows of cells, a common number of input samples per line is
determined in order to define the input image block. Using this
Information, the program again loops over the rows of cells and finds
the starting input rows and columns and number of rows and columns




The routine has been tested by printing the input data ranges for the









r	 *Cr..ME( rt ni vE&St o% S OF INPLT ARRAY N H IC" CAN BE 10F.LO TN CORE AT A
1111 F ANt'. M;10 144 OF PA R TITIONS kEGUIRNDe
VIX Akl: kCA VANIAGLES NAVI. OIRfCTTO NS APPENDEC # FoGe PIXINw 18
1rckThr. lST CtlawtM PllttL OR . A CELL
1nTtGl, W kcA%o f F1Xnhx po*hg , PtXNC, Rt ? wSF, PIXSE. Raw$% $ PIXSM.
, R l% r R g . ` o f Skr Rio R7j, $to S2 0 CCREx RSTRT
el"En510h fiR1 pFK ( 2p301, GRIDSL(2#30#34)• NU PPI(MO)o CPXVAL(30)#
.k^jP00-C(40)
Lt3GICA1_+^1 CkLLCG(tpr29)
C!;Mkr* / p liCAT/ wLtAPX. kP IXLk, NOGL, N v GL, SKATE, NLPIx hSPL•
KO<+M, INTP p O Nd
CG tiM Gh / GhIr ' I GRIDE k r GWtDSL, NLMPX4o C p XVAL t hUMLNCP CELI.GG
G0J"MC+ i:+c+ NT / KCGPv k"S AM(10 ) v KOLI- ( 10)• NSTRT(IO)x
kSTRT(09010)
f W 17TALI1E CFI.L COLUMN GROUP IADICATO" (CFLLCC)
ro- (+t. I r k h G 1. • I
t•v6.1 s hvGl • 1
'T 1164 I=1 Ivht;Lt
ttl^^+ CLI.l1;.G(f•1) :z Z2?.
t	 P i ,,n r LOP• T"f htJPRfR QF COLU MN GROUP59
l:	 SI Y5 F T4ST pk pL i p lxt. i, FrR ThI3 CQLVN GROUP
k c6p a 9
S1 a 1
t.
t.	 5TA1 i A htn COLLe-K GRrLP OR SEGMENT
Ct,p e r C GP + 1
- Tkkt;. = 1000000




F 1 •, I' F lfgS,T CELL T N TI-F. WCa AVAIL Mt F OR T H IS COLU MN GROUP AND
^.	 STAo- 1 T10 ►: LCLF TNENV (CELL ICI)
on ?v(il IClalot-VULI
IF	 GO TO 2004
2 • ^v 1
	
Lily t lhuf
GO T• /tl 1O
i	 F 1 0 NAVGF CF I M AGE c ooROTNATES REGARED FCR THE OUTPUT CW.
I , r 2AM, J=Tt 1 •hVGLI
k4-,,.N a GNICSI.(2.T.J) • 1*0
cl)k h ^
 a GkIVS1.L1•I.J) + OELA V (R(; wtiw ) w 2g0
ht' ► nc t: GHICSL(2 # 1pJ#1)	 1#0
(, WICSL(J * I#J+1) • CVLAV ( RQ WNk) + 3.0
t.r , SF a GkICSL ( 2, I+I,J+1) + 2.0
PI>,61 s bk1r5L( 1v1+1,J+1) + OELAV(R Vtq SE) + 3.0
b0
1
WGwS^	 s	 GkID8l(2,2 ♦! ^J)	 ^ 2,0
PIXSA	 s	 GRICSL(1,I+1#J)
	 ♦ OELAY(R4WSw)	 2.0
RN	 s	 NAXO	 (MI N 0(R0%Nh#ROWhE)j
	 1)
R9 s MINO	 (NAXO(RO%Si% f ROwS!)p	 NLINPA)
3%	 a	 MAXO	 (PINO(PIXhh,PIXSW) # 	 1)
r SE	 s	 NI N U	 (MAXO(PIXhE # PIXSE),	 NPIXLN)
s C
C LHFCk FOR	 IMAGE co^ Rai hAT !~ a OUTSIUE THE	 INPUT	 IMAGE
IF	 ( RN ,GTsNLIkPX,CR,RS,LT,1;0R,Sw,GTsNPIXLN,OR*3Es4Tsi)
GC	 10	 1920
C
L FTNC RANGE OF
	 IMAGE COORDINATES FOR THIS PON OF CELLS AND
It r Flap N0 9
	CF OUTPUT CELLS THAT C A N BE FILLED GIVEN CORE LIMIT






NR a R2 • R1	 ♦ 	 1
NC	 a 52 0 51
	
♦ 	 1
IF	 (KRANCsLE.CORE)	 60	 TO 2005
C
C CV.RF REOUIREc EXCEEDS	 THAT
	
AVAILABLE
C GO 10 NEXT	 WC% OF CELLS




GU 70 20 10 
	REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE

















LASTwx	 a	 S1	 ♦ 	 MINNC
	 1
IF	 (LAbT P X.LT,NPIXLN)	 GO	 TO	 2100
L.ASTPX	 c	 NPIXLN
!.IN'NC	
=	 NPIXLN	 .	 S1	 ♦ 	 1
2100 CGti11Nlt
G
r 1%0w USE	 NUPHEN CF	 INPUT COLUMNS AVAIL A BLE
	 TO SET CELL SEG M FNT
C INDICATORS	 AND	 TO FIND	 RC* AND
	 COLU M N	 INFtIRMATION
MI N S1	 s	 1000000
' C











c rkFCK	 ►+hETNEW	 THE







C JUMP OUT IF THE	 Rg0UIRB4 T-00
	
O	 046-	 , CELL
IF	 (C9LLCGCIsJl,EOs2SS1 40 TO	 "140' .
_. _c;:_ IF tME _ CELL 
USES 
_ INPUT DATA ^: -CINCH poll Tim LAST PIXEL
IF (CELLCG(I0J),E0,82^) '64 TO -919%
= GO TO 2180
;. :.. 
JUMP OUT 10 THE CELL REQUIRES SAOPLES PAST LASTPX•
?i25 RONNE s GRIOSL(2oI f J+1) .• 1-0




PIXEE s GRICSL(t.1+10*1) 4 OELAMONSEI .+ •300
BE a MINO (MAXO (PIXNEPPIXSE ) s NPIXLN)
IF (SE.GTsLASTPX) CO TO 2140
6
C FIND FIRST AND LAST CELLS THAT USE INPUT CATA
	 -
iti a MIND	 ( Jr	 IC1)
IC2 a MAXO (Js IC2)
C




212b CELLCG ( I.J) • KOP ♦ 100
2130 CONTINUEi... C
C FIND FIRST INPUT ROW FOR THIS RON OF CELLS
2140 IF	 (IC2sE0s0) GO TO xISO
k NOMNM s GRICSL(2•I^ICi) • is0.
RONNE a GRICSL (2#1#IC2+1) • 1s0




C FIND STARTING INPUT COLUMN FOR NE XT SEGMENT
If	 (J.EGs NVGL) GO 70 2150
NEXTCL a IC2 + 1
RO%NN s GRIOSL(2rIphEXTCL) • 1o0




PIXSw a GRIOSL(1sI+1pNEXTC0 + OELAY(ROWSW• 2s0
Sw s MAXO	 (MINO(PIX%%0PIXSN)r
	
11









G SET PARAMETE RS OF INPUT DATA SEGMENT
MAXNR a VINO
	 (CORE/ M I NNCs 	 NLINPX)
NSSAM(KCGP)	 a MINNC






C	 If ALL CELLS t4OT OChE• STAN? A %9b $FOMENT
IF (LA81PVsL?sNPI%Lk) 60 TO 9800
C_
"RIlt (60100)
1160 Ml ilt (6#101) CCELLCS(I*J)p #Jnl#NVGLII
C
100 FORMAT (///SX# # COLUPN GROUP NUP8903 FOR THE 6010 CgLLSIJSX#
101 FORMAT (29(1X012))












This routine controls the reading of the Input data, finds the
equations for linear interpolation of the mapping functions within the
cells, calls the interpolation routine, and assembles the segments of
the output image If segmenting was required.
Ill. CALLING SEQUENCE
Call RECTFI (INFIX, PIXEL, PIXOUT)
	
F-	 where
INPIX is a buffer array for reading input scan lines,
PIXEL is the array for holding the input data segment, and






The input is a sequential data set on unit 10.
2. OUTPUT
The output is a sequential data set on unit 11.
3. FILE STORAGE
The output seaments are written on sequential data sets having
unit numbers 21, 22, 23 . . . (20 + number of segments).
V.	 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES







RECTFI 3494 Read and write data, compute poly-
nominal interpolation functions.
call data interpolation routine.
LOADLN 4036 Load Input image data into array.
Set up pointer array to location
of lines in the data block.
RESAMP 2664 Apply Earth rotation and sensor
delay corrections.	 Compute
Interpolated data values.
READAR 474, Read and write arrays of specified








The storage requirement is primarily dictated by the arrays
which are arguments to RECTFI. in addition, RECTFI uses common
blocks of the following lengths in bytes:
PIXDAT -	 40
GRID	 - 8461
SEGMNT - 1284	 ' INAL^^jLIT'y pF
P I X I N - 2032	 PAGE IS FOOR
TRANS -	 24
2. EXECUTION TIME
The processing speed is highly dependent on the interpolation
method. Using four band Landsat data, the speeds are:




For each segment and each raw of grid cells, subroutine LOADLN is
called to load the required input data into array PIXEL. For each
85
ti+
cell in a row, the Input image coordinates at the cell corners are
obtained from the cwmon block GRID (computed by GRIDMP). The
Intersections of the output line with the cell edges are muted and
from this the linear equation for the input coordinates within the
celi. The resampling routine is then called and the output line (or
line segment) is written out. If the image was segmented, the
r`	 segments are read, assembled, and written out.
VI 11. COMMENTS
The routines GRIDMP, CELLMP, and RECTFI are all required for
registration but were treated separately because it Is useful to
call them separately in designing computer runs. GRIOMP determines
the size of the output Image for a given tranformetion and sampling
rate; CELLMP determines the number of partitions required for a given
core availability.
X. TESTS
The program was tested by examining the registration of small test
areas.
X.	 LISTINGS




ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
MAXLN, INPI X , PIXEL)
L SUHROt,Tihi NECTFI (INPIX, PIXELS PIXOUT)
G	 *CALL RESAMPLING ROUTINE TO COMPUTE INPUT PIXEL LOCATIONS ANC
C	 PFRFORM SPECIFIED INTERPOLATION METMOus
4	 *READ LINE SEGMENTS AND WRITE ASSEMULED REC000$8










UTMPIX 18 THE FOLLONIAG UTM TO PIXEL TRANSFORMATION
1 0 PIXEL COORDINATE OF FIRST SAMPLE 1% 8f GMENT
2 9 LINE COORDINATE OF FIRST SAMPLE IN SEGMENT
3 9
 SLOPE OF INPUT PIXEL V$ 9 OUTPUT PI XEL EQUATION
4 9 SLOPE OF INPLY LINE V$ 9 OUTPUT PI X96 EQUATION
be NUPW R OF OUTPUT PIXELS IN THE CELL
be OUTPUT PIXEL NUMSERt
PARAMtTERSt
i
LOGICAL*1 INPIX(i)o PIXEL(i)s PIXOUT( %0s%SPL)• CELLCG(29,89)
01"ENSICN GRIDEN(2 # 30) # GRIOSLt 00#3V)s NUMPXC(30)# CPXVAL(30),
•NUPLNC(30)
INTEGtW SAMPSG(29sf0)o RSTRT V PSTRTO SAMPO
INTEGER*2 MNDEX(1000)
REAL NORTH
CONMnN /PIXDAT/ NLINPX, NPIXLN, NHGL, N VGLv $RATE # NLPI. NSPLl
KOUM• INTERP P NO
CO mmoh / GRID/ GRIDEAP GRIOSL t NUMPXL # CPXVAL, NUML%Co CELLCG
GOrNON /$fG MtiT/ NCGP, NOSAM(10 0 NBLI N (l0)o PSTRICIO)o
RSTRT(29010)
COPMt1A / PIXINI MAXSP, MAXL%o MNOEX# OAMPOs LINEO
COMPOK / TRANS/ UTPPIX(e)
EQuIVALE KCE (kPIXo UTMPIX(S))# (ISAMPi UTMPIX(b))
NhGLI • kMGL • 1
NVGLI s %VGL • 1
IF	 Myth s $RATE





LOOP CVEN COLU MN GROUPS
DG 1020 ICGPsI•KCGP
M AXSP s NObAP(ICGP)
MA$LK s KbLlk(ICGP)
SAMPO s PSTRT(ICGP)
LijhITs 1CGP ♦ 20
W%IN-0 lukiT
CALL LOADL N ( 9 T AUE.o 1s
f.
C L.UUF CVER OUTPUT IMAGE
U0 1 A 10 tGV1sI,NHGLi








LGAC LINES Of CCT NECfSSARV FOR 11LI AMNLID LINE
LP.IN s RSTRT(IGVI#ICGP)
I F (L M IN.EGgO) GC TC ISO
LMAX s MINO (L M IN/MAXLN. 1/ NLINPX)
87
	_	 ^	 nyw	 Q	 1	 r.	 ."S s
y" CALL 1 VA00, ( 9 FALSE.r LPINs LPAX. IAPIX # Plottl
; F tot-0 rVtN CUIP0 IM AGE LINES IN Ttit CtLL
	
"	 =-;fit. _LAC, l^t►n i,1. i(^EsLgtpts4ffitlii+
	
- -
	 ^okT+ • I:^+co^Nct.1a • tILINE•1)ABpAttti
r
-coop rota -Gkl o CELLS COvERiNG M AP ANt,A
18ANHsu
OL 300 IGX181006LI
lox? a 1611 ♦ 1
	
c	 FThC NU MHFR CF OUTPUt PIXELS IN Tit ML
	
"	 _	 aratx s Nt,MPxt(lGx2a • N^L)MPXC(t(ixll
C '
C CHECK FOR CELLS h0l NFOUTAING IhPuT DATA
1F	 (CE.LLCG(IGrf , lrxl)etG# ICGN#100) GO TC 2%0
IF	 (Qll CG(IG1 ► 1 r1CXl) jEQsICGP)	 sic	 To 210
Gt-	 10	 300
C
4 i rAl; LT M" CuORC11KATES CF	 GR ID CELL CGR"EA8
/1 ! i 	 Ax	 s 16kIrF%(l s IGX1 )




L LCAP P IXEL	 CE'0Ql'INAltS CF	 GRID CELL CLR^ERS
^ aS s i: hll:8L ( 1.ICr1rIGx1)











r ClImPl,TF FRACIlPhAL CELL
	
DISTANCE	 ALLN,is N ORTHING AXIS
ACRAIC t WwkUhIH) / ( Ar•CV)
C
r UUUP0^ ( NtERPULATED SAMPLE
	
ANC LINE	 VALUES AT CELL EDGES
WS s AS ♦ ACWAtc *(CS•AS)
NL s AL	 ♦ 	 ACRATCA(CL«AL)	 i
kb s M5 ♦ 	 ACNATC*(C8•L+S)
t^L	 = r_(	 ♦ 	 ACRATG*(CL•OL) 	 1
r L011,	 1 , TE SI.r . PE	 OF	 I N PUT	 SAMPLES	 Ake L!'• Eb WITHIN THE CELL
^ ;ELT n E	 s	 NX	 •	 AX
07 P P1 r (.$)	 s	 (kS•lJ8)	 /	 CEl tAE
s1 ► FI x(4)	 :	 ( W L.r.L)	 /	 DELTAE
c FTNO	 ThPuT CCCRC1 x ATES OF FIRST POINT 	 IN	 TMI8 GRID CELL
i,rl	 s	 (FXVAL ( IGXI)	 •	 AX
t TaF1X(l)
	
s	 45	 ♦ 	 I'Xl*UTMPI x( 3)
tTNPIX (2) 	s	 CL	 ♦ 	 UXl*UTMPIX(4)
L
C IN1ERPLLAIE	 CVE R	IKFIT	 DATA
88	 opoft- PAGE IS
Of • PM QUAL.I'T1f
^w
CALL RESAPP (PIXIL # MOOT)
Go TO 306
C
C	 FILL I% TOE CELL NOT REQUIRING INPUT DATA
aso	 Do ass is9,NPIx
ISA"o s ISAMP ♦ 1
00 ass Jsi.A9
ass	 PIXOUTCJ,ISAMP) s NouM
Soo	 CONTINut
C
C	 UNIT, THE LINE 8EGPENT OUT
IF (hCGP.Ee l l) GO TO Soo
IF (ISAMP.E0 90) GO TO 1090








1010 SAMPSG ( IGt 1 O ICGP) s ISAMP	 ORIGWAL PAGE LSOF
C	 POOR
RE*IN0 LUNI1
146111E (6#1700) LSTOP; ICGP
1020 CONT)NUE
C
C	 ASSFMHLE ANO *RITE OUTPUT IMAGE
IF WGPotGol) WETLRN
UO 1050 IGVISI ANGL1
ISTRY s NUPLNCCIGYI)
LSTOP s NUMLNC(IGYI#I) • 1
t




^SAMP s SAPPSGCIGVI# ICGP)
IF (NSAMPoEQo0) 60 TO 1030
LUNITs ICGP ♦ 20
LALL REAOAK (LIJKIT, PIXOUT(IoNS)v NlI*NaAMP)
N5 s NS ♦ NSAMP
14130 C0klINUE




















a	 t	 -ati^ ^, 
	
_.
^, T1 	 SU9R01UTtA! LOAOLN tFIRST LMlm LMA N trusty PI1tELI
TNIS SUBROUTINE LOAN ARRAY 1 101190 MITO INPUT 10461 L1498
LPIN TNROUGN LMAx• IT FIRST C14tCK0 NHICM LI%6S ARF ALREAOT
LOADER ILI 11411046" LE) TO DETINKINf 60410 LINES CAN It LEFT
I& MBMORb AND MI+ ICM MUST of READS
LNOlx ( I) 10 TNQ LI%I NUPgER OF DATA 010010 IN PINIL(soll
FINOER(L) SS STORAGE LOCATION OF LINE NUM N ILI
IPOSk IS tN[ LINE KUMBER TAPE 18 POSITI0%fD AT
LOGICAL •! INPIN0801I MN)• NIxEL(%9ph9SAM,MAXLN)
tNt2GER+2 LhOW16081o"NOEx(10oo1.:010404
LOGICAL EOF• FIRST
COMMSA /PINOAT / NLINP%v NP IXLN• NM6L. NVGL• SKATE• NLPi• NSPL•
KOUP • IATERP• k0
COMMOA / FIXIN/ NBSAM • PAXLN• PkOEx• SAMPO• LIk#0
C
C INITIALIZE BY CALLIAG LAST LIkE










IN WE LINE 101
C
C	 JFIRST# JLAST • FIRST Ak0 LAST LIAES ALOEADY LCAOFU
000 IF (JCF) RETURN
JFIRSTsL%Otx(LI)
JLASTsLNCEx(L2)
lF(LMIhsGEsJFIRST) GO TO 211
NMITS ( 6.190) LMIN s LMAXoJFIRSToJLAST
STUP 41
c
c	 NLINRC . NUPRER OF LINE S RfOUIRFO 70 FILL IN PROM JLAST TO LMAx






IF(NLI N uC•LE•0) 00 TO 1200
IF(N0 % RO•GEs k AxLN) GO TO 300
FIND IAOfx OF LINE JAEM  (1)
L M INxt • INDEX CF LAST LI kE TO BE
00 210 19loMAXLN
IF(LN0Ex(I)o %E.JNE N ) GO TO 210











C 0*0 CASE i • LOAD DATA FROM Ll TO LMINXI
00 230 IsLI#LMINXI
REAP	 INFIX
CALL PVL ( INPIM P SAMPO). PIXEL(I,Irt)r 1#90444)
LNOEX (IMPOSN
IPOSN s IPOSN ♦ I
CONTINUE
Ll s LMINXI ♦ I
L2 s LMINXI







CASE 2 • LOAD DATA FROM Ll THRUSH MAX0 AND 1 THROUGH LMI%Xl
DO ISO I s LI#MAXLN
READ (10 A Npsi3004RRs1400) INPIX
CALL PVL (INPIX ( loSAMPO ) o PIXEL ( Itiol)o NOSAM41
LNDEX ( I) s IPOS%
IPOSN s IPOSN ♦ l
CONTINUE
DO 260 I s 1#LMINXI
READ (I00END813000ERR ► 1400) INFIX
CALL PVL (INPIX(I#SAMPO), PlXEL ( ioloi)o NSSAN41
LNOEx(I) s iPOSN
?PORN








C *** CASE 3 • NA OVERLAP OF OLD AND NEN DATA
C	 POSITION TAPE
300 IM POSN•EO.JNEM )SO TO 320
READ (10•END813000E4R81400)
IPOSN sIPOSN ♦ l
60 TO 300
320 DO 330 1610MAXLN
RFAD ( 100END81300•ERR81400) INPIX
CALL PVL ( INPIX(i.SAMPO)• P I XEL(1.1oi )• N8SAM4)
LNDEX(I) s )POSN





C	 LOAD ITORAGE LOCATIONS INTO ELEMENT OF MNDE X EQUAL TO LINE NUMBER
C	 LiNEO . FIRST IPAGF LINE MELD IN CORE
C	 MX	 . STORAGE LI NE NUMBER AT IMAGE LI NE LNOEx(I)
1000 LI NED s LNOEx(Ll)










1300 EOf e . TRUE
WRITE(6.1301) tP03k
RF TUR1i
1000 WRITE (601401) tPOSN
STOP 43
S
t90	 FORMAT(1MO# I ERRORt OACKNARD RFAh REOUESTF01#4110)
1301 FORMAT ( M00 OF AT LINE lot%)







80RO01KE RESAMP (LPIXEL* LPXOUT)
C




INTEGER SAPPO t SLR
INTEGEF*2 MNOEX(I000)
r I.-TMPIX IS THE FOLLA N ING UTM TO PIXEL	 TRANSFORMATION PARA14ETERSO
C 1• PIXEL COORDINATE OF FIRST SAMPLE I N SEGMENT
G 29 LINE COORDINATE OR FIRST SAMPLE IN StGMENT
C 3. SLOPE	 OF INPLT PIXEL V8 9 OUTPUT PIXEL EQUATION
C a. SLOPE OF INPLT	 LINE V8 6 OUTPUT PI XEL EQUATION
C 5. NUV8FR OF OUTPUT PIXELS IN TOE CELL
C 6, OUTPLT PIXEL NUMBERS
CQMMOK /PIXDAT / NLINPX #
 NPIXLN# NNGL, NvGLv $RATE, NLPIv NSPLO
KDUM. I NTERP, NO
COMMON / PIXIk/ NBSA N MAXLN, MNOM bA MPO• LINEO
- COMMON / TRANS/ UTMPIX(6)
EQUIVALENCE	 (NPIX,	 UTMPIX(S)),	 (ISAM P.	 UTMPIX(6))
C
LHASEOLINEO.1
PSI a UTPPIX(1) a SAMPO + 1




C LOOP OVER OUTPUT PIXELS
OC	 1050	 IsI,NPIX
ISAMP a	 15AMP +	 1
(IkaI.1
C
c COMPUTE	 INP0 LINE AND SAMPLE NUPhENS
PSaPSI+OE*SPACEI
PLaPLI +OE*SPACE2
GC	 TO	 (1000•	 ?OOOr	 3000)•	 INTFRP
L
C * * * * a NEAREST NEIG"BOR INTERPOLATION
G
1000	 IPL 9 PL + 0s5
IF	 (IPLgLTslgONsIPL j 6TqMAXLN)	 GC	 r0	 1030
C
C ADD EA 0 71" WOTATION AND SENSCR DELAY OFFSETS
IPS a PS ♦ 	 DELAY(IPL+LBASE)	 +	 0@5
IF	 (IPSsLIoI.OR l IPS * GT.NSSAM)	 GG	 TO	 1030
51,R	 a	 MNDEX(IPL)L
OG	 1021	 INANDa1iN9
10?1	 LFX0U 7 (lHANC , ISA MP)	 a LPIXEL(IBANG^IPS^SLR)
GO TO 1050
L
(. *	 * * *	 * NILINEAR	 INTERPOLATION	 * •	 *	 •
C
4 20u0	 IPL	 a PL
93
2uu5










IF ( IPL.L T 91.Ow,I PL.GT * MAkLKw l) G4 10 1030
6F a PL • IF L
► 'G 261U LII~Ea1.2
PUCI a PS ♦ CELAT(1PL ♦LNASE)
IFb a FSCCT
IF (1PSsLt.I.GHslP3oGT 6 A6SAPol) Gki TO 1030
(: a FSCCt • !PS
sl.l: s k kOE X (IPL )
l: (7 2005 IHAaDs1,hd
K1 a L P IXELMAKOOPS s5LR)
K2 a LPIXEL(IEiAKU , IPS ♦ l#bLk)
NK (LI K E•INAAC) a K1 ♦ C*(Kj•KI)
IPL a IPL ♦ 1
CGKTINLE
r. P021 1aAn0=1fK8
IXI a RK(1 , IRANI:) ♦ O F +( kK( ? ^IbAK4) .fiK(1^ 1@AAp)) ♦ 0^5
LPk(lI'T( IHANC,ISANP) a IX1
GL TL 1050
* * * * * UICL H IC I K TthPULATICK * A A * *
1 4 1 a PL
1F (I PL.L Y ,2.C U .TPL $ GToPAXLK-2) UL 1 0 1050
IFL s (PL - 1
Cn M PljTE An INTF-RPCLATED SAMPLE 1K: EACM CF 4 LIKES
GU 3010 1
_ INE=1.4
PSL'C1 s PS ♦ DELAV ( IPL ♦LHASE)
IHS a PSCCT
IF (IPS,LT,2.0R,IPS l GT,A8SAM-2) GU TO 1030
I.: a FSCC T - IFS
S t- 14 a vNI;EX (IPL)
IjC 1045 IHANDa1.Kb
Al a LPIXLL(IbAKC#IPSw1,5Lk)
K2 a L P IXEI ( IHAKL $I PS PbLK)
K3 2 LPIXEL(IRANU,IPS ♦ IobtR)
K4 a LF'IxF.L(Ib0j1,;IFS+do5Lk)
K)1 a K2	 KI
K43 a K4	 1%j
h K (LIKE,I g AnC) a C* (D+►
 (C* ('43 ♦Kxl) • (K 43♦?*K21))
i (K3wKl)) ♦ Ke
M -- I P L ♦ 1
C(ATINUF
I ^ TF l4PGL A TF (,VE R 4 LIKES TC UE T FIN A L OUTF0 SAMPLE
(:(. 5021 IHANL21 # Nb
kP1 0 NK(2 # IhAKC) . khC1.IHAhn)
(•43 2 kK(4 # 11ANO) - kK(3,IBAkn)
1a1 = VP * ((. P * (CP* ( P 43♦P21) • 043 ♦2 9 0*021)) ♦ ( PK(3,IHAKC)•
WK(i j IF4AnC))) ♦ RK(7 # 11IAh1;) ♦ 095
IF (IxI.LI,C) TX120
IF 0x1 0 6t,255) IXIa255




1030 u0 103% IGANDS1,NIJ









SUBROUTINE lVPOLY (IFUNr kr Yr AN$)
EVALUATE POLYNOMIAL FIT FUNCTIONS




COMMON A SGCFC/ COFFr MOM IERICR)o TOL
COMMON / MEANS/ GCPP M






IF (IFUNrEGo3 l oostrUN,Ec t o GO TO 1
XD . X • GCPM( 3)
YD • Y w,GCPM(S)
GO To s
1 XD . X • GCPM(1)





IF (x M I NE,o) xxx . Xo**XP(i)
YYY . too


















..: a 	 ..	 _	
..	 . 	 ...	
,.r..,^^......,,r,,.,,.,irs-s'-.....nrn^y•r....
REAL FUNCTION MVPOFF tP1)
i
	
C	 COMPUTE MIRROR VELOCITY PROFIL9 O/FEET
C
	C	 LLC•• NUMOtR ,OF PIXELS IN 1149 RAN SCAN LINE
	
C	 SAMPOP -•
 NUMBER OF PINE SKIPPtO :16 THE LANOSAT OCENt
	




 CCT• LLC • OtOCIN • SAMPOF• LINOFF # AMPL O PMAIC
C





PS1 •• PS • SAMPOF








REAL FUNCTION MVPINV (PSI
L
C	 COMPUTE NEGATIVE MIRROR VELOCITV PROFILE CORRECTION
C
C	 LLC + ~UMBER OF PIXELS IN THE PAR SCAN LINE
C	 SAMPOF • NUMBER Of PIXELS SKIPPED I N THE LANOSAT SCENE
C	 AMPL, PHASE • AMPLITUOEP PHASE OF MIRROR VELOCITY PROFILE CURVE
G
LOGICAL CCT
COMMON /LANDST/ CCT• LLC, OESCENe SAMPOF, LI%CPF, AMPL, PHASE





PSI s PS + SAMPCP;







C	 COMPUTE EARTH CURVATURE CORRECTION
C
C	 Up *OAT • EARIN RAHUle '=SATELLITE O41JIT-NADIUI
C	 tFOV •• TOTAL FULD 0► Vttw .op 1"I SCANNER (II I SA Ol6REE0)
C	 LLC .. NUMBER OP PIXELS IN THE 
.RAM RAN LINE
C	 SAMPO► • NUMBER OF PIXELS-SKIPPED IN TMI LANDSAT SCENE
C
LOGICAL CCT
COMMON /LANOST/ CCTO LLC # DEGCENe SAMPOFe LINOFF # AMPL• PHASE
DATA RE O RSAT O
 TFOV /0s0T.a,'TOel;e@ 0.110116/
C






COMPUTE SCANNER ANGLE AT PIXEL NO $ P$ AND ANGLE SUSTENDLD AT
C
	
THE CENTER or TH9 1 ARTH
10 CONTINUE
TFOVI's T►OV1:60
PSI r PS • SAMAOF
AkGSCk-P Mf•IsOTAT►OVOCLLC•11 -0
 TFOVG
ANGERT • ARSINCSIN(ANOSCNI •RSATIREI • ANGSCN




FIND SCANNER ANGLE BASE01ON FRACTION OF TOTAL AMC ON THE EARTMIS
C
	
SURFACE AND CONVERT TO PIXEL NUMBER
ANGSCI • TFOVI-+ ANGERT / TOTERT
PSI N 1 90 ♦ ( ANSSCIOTFOVII * (LLC& 0 / TFOV










C COMPUTE! EARTH CURVATURE OE•CORRECTION
C
F C ME# PRAT • FARTO RADIUS# SATELLITE ORBIT RADILS
F, C TFOV • TOTAL FIlLD OF VIEW OF THE SCA%%tR (11 9 56 DEGREES)
C
C
LLC	 • NUMBER OF PIXELS IN THE RAN SCAN LINE
SAPPOF • NUMBER OF PIXELS SKIPPED IN THE LANDSAT SCENE
C
LOGICAL CCT
COMMCN /LANDST/ CCT *
 LLC* DEGCENt SAMPOF# LINCFF# AMPLv PHASE
i DATA Rio RSAT O TFOV /6367 9 4. 7285 @ 6o u*d0176/
C








WSI • PS + SAMPCF
TOTER? • ARSI N (SIN(TF0V2)*RSAT/RF) w TFOV2





C COMPOTE ORIGINAL SCAN ANGLE BASED ON FANTH ANGLE•
G C IS LINE FRCM SATELLITF TO PIXEL LOC ATION ON THE EARTH#$ SURFACE$
C • (RSAT**2 ♦ FE**2 . 2q0*RSAT*RE*CO5(ANGEaT))	 ** 0@5
ANGSCN • ARSIN(RE/C*SIN(ANGERT))
P32 • too ♦ 	 (ANGSCN#TFOV2)
	 * (LLC•1)	 / TFOV

















	 ttt 19t'f 111• •ft9.1• 't • •I t•• •. ♦• t ••f •• •t ♦♦ f •f r• t• .
ENTRY WRITAR (NTAPEI• N, NRAMpI
C
















A set of routines was developed to allow the registration of a ground truth
map to Landsat CCT data. The subroutines are analogous to those previously
described for registration, and so redundant descriptions will not be given.
Differences in input and method are the following:
• the CCT coordinates are to be road into the third and fourth columns
of the GCP array, and the map coordinates into the first and second,
• the output image which is divided into cells must be the offset image
(Earth rotation and sensor delay removed),, since this is the image
which is used in the transformation equations,
• since each CCT line has a different shift from the offset line, the
number of pixels and the starting pixel ca)rdinate in a cell must be
computed for each output line, rather than kept in a table,
• since map class numbers can not be interpolated, only nearest neighbor
resampling (subroutine NN2) is used.
The routines which are modified and their storage requirements are given










Listings of these subroutines follow.
102
11UHROLIINE GCPFT2 (GCP# MGCP# PAUOE6j
t





IGtFGtN GTkRO M 1 3.6.10x15.21/
CA M MOK /LANOST/ CCT• LLC* OEGCENt SAMPOF• LINCFF # APPL# PHASE
CO M MON /LSACFC/ COEFs LSODEGe IERICA)e TOL
COMMON / Mk4W GCPM(4)
C
C	 GCP 18 GROUND CCNTROL POINT TABLE INPUT BY USER
C	 1. PIXEL IN MAP DATA
C	 2 9 i.Iht IN MAP DATA
C	 !. PIXEL IN LANDSAT DATA
C	 4. LINE IN LANOSAT DATA
C









C	 COMPUTt SUMS OF INPUT DATA
i)c 10 Js3,MGCP
LA C S 19104
S GLP"(I) • GCPM(I) ♦ GCP(I#J)
NRiTE (6,102) Je (GCP(I#J)o I81#4)
10 CD%TIAUt
ItaRODUCIBILITY OF THE







COMPUTE MEANS OF INPUT DATA
OC It I21.4
11 GCPM(I) • W P M / AMGCP
*QITE 06,104) GCPM





11 GCN(I,J) a GLP(I.J) • GCPM(I)
•"ITt (60102) J, (GCP(1.J), 18104)
13 Caklikur
FIND FOLYNOPIAL FITS FOR D[4REE3 i • INPUT VALLE OF LSOOEG
00 100 LSGM(681#"AXDEG
ISTOPsNttNM(LSOOEG)
IF (IS10PoGT. M GCP) GO TO 400
CALL iSHCF (0 # GCPs MGCP)







a ►	 AM NACU 4I► ALV 5 1 8 CF FIT
016 Sn+' I s 1 r MGCp
oil' 2 6C1' 1 1 O T) t 6C1+M t 1)
448GC1 t2, 1) t (;clots(t)




LAI.L f v PV LI (2rGE , Gn,AAS)
Sr. s CPA* t CL**t
0bPa a hFSPA t SO
x"v a S P.aT (SW)
xa)w s NA;1nfs * ATAa2( ecl eop)
C ALI fVV:.LYt3,f7-wP,GI.A%31
91 aGF.-A% b
CA LL ► VVfiLV(4,6C,r9L,AAS)
Un s(;M-A%s
56 a flA * r. • crv**2
ht1^'1 tt 60-st'T ♦ 4 r.
%6i.? (Sfj)
+ • Ulu s k Ar1,E(; . Atwetrt..C%)
^MtTF ( h ,lu9) i t x k AG, xrIR # OP, CL, LIMAG• U0I 4 0 OE, Dh
s y r.	 LC ►^T l^ t♦ E
L
wt box s S(JPT (WESPx /AGCP1)
N t:;1 I T s brkT fWtsu1/AGCP1)
• h,Tt (e,J40) 04ESPXO RESul
1 . ► „ c.+ • ^ T T^^ t
t :1'.CE ^^ s asxUl 1:
wE 11,k*
+
^,• , :.« i r ►
 (6,1100) L 15mrso IStCP, fy6CP
t ti^+ r t. t+ a i bb('t G- 1
r
1	 rf'h••AT ti1 A1E Mk^T^.
1 •,^ ► :MaAT t 1 •?Ax	 rk(11 K1 1 CV%TRCL PrIkTbf
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390 f OWMAT (12(liXt I RMS ENRON . l,Et3*6 # lSx))
1019 F ORPAT ('1 1 #1X I CONTROL POINTS AFTER SUBTRACTING MEAN811)
10 ?Q FORMAT t)Bx.^GEOGRApMit^,? Px^^1.ANpSAT^/f6x^1000A0=NATES^^18x•
^CUM1 9ATESI/)
1100 FONPAT t/SOX# tf:T OF DEGREE ► eTBo t REOU PES t ol3o f GROUND CONTACL PO
0 1NIse l ,IS. , WERE SUPPLIEOef/)
C%o
REPRODUCMILITy OF THE
ORIGINAL, PAGE IS POOR
105
tSUBROLTIAE GCPC92 (GCPs MGCPI
L
C	 GCPCR2 REMOVES MIRROR VELOCITY PROFILK AND EARTH CURVATURE
c	 DISTORTIONS PRIOR TO OBTAINING LEAST AQUARIA PIT$




COMMON /LANOST/ CCT, LLC# DEGCENe SAMPOFs L,INOFF # ANPW PHASE
L
c	 ADD RACK DELAY TO GET ORIGINAL CCT PI IEL NUMBER
WRITE (6.100)
00 10 NGCP a 1#MGCP
WRITE (6#101) GCP(4,NGCP)o GCPt3tNGCP)
LINE a GCP(4 0 NGCP) ♦ OeS
SAMP a GCP(3 # NGCP) 4 DELAY(LINE)
C
C	 APPLY MIRROR VELOCITY PROFILE CORRECTION
OFF a MVPOFF(SAMP)
GCP(3#NGCP) a GCP(3 # NGCP) a OFF
C
C	 APPLY EARTH CURVATURE CORRECTION
CURv a ERCURV(SAMP.OFR)
GCP(3#%GCP) a GCP(3#NGCP) a CURV
C
SAMPO a SAMP 4 SAMPOF
SHIFT a OFF * CURV




100 FOkMAT ( 1 1 1 ,20X, + GROUND CONTROL POI NT CORRECTIONW /19 W OFFSETl.
,5x, l 0FIGINAl',3X * l CCT SCENEI#7X#IMVPl#9X#ICURVI#BX#INETItOXe
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F SUORW I NE GNCMP2C	 GROMP2 COMPUTFS THE INTERPOLATION 00 1 0 INTERSECTIONS AND THE
C
	
INTERPOLATION, ERRORS IN INPUT IMAGE COORDINATES
C
	
TMIS ROUTINE IS FOR TRANSFORMATION FROM A MAP (E t N COORDINATES)
C
	
TO AN IMAGE (P R L COORD INATES)a
C
	





I)IME'NSION GRiDPL(2#30), GRIOEht2 , 30#30)o NU14PXC(30), CPXVAL(30)t
9 NU MLNC(30), ERRCEL(29)
L.CGICAL*l CELLCG(29#29)
REAL LINE• LCENP MVPOFF I MVP
COMMON /PIXC AT/ N LINPX# NPIXLN, NHGL, N vGL p $RATE # NLPIP NSPL*
KDUP * IKTERPo h8
COMMON /MAPDAT/ STRTL• STOPLt STRTPv STOPP
CnMMCK / GRID/ GRIOPLo GRIDEN t NUMPXGo CPXVAL• NUML NC• CELLCG
C
r	 COMPUTE NU MBER OF OUTPUT LINES AND SAMPLES
NLPI a STOPL a STRTL * IsS
NSPL a STOPP a STRIP ♦ 1#5
r
C	 FINO M AXIMUM AND MINIMUM OFFSET COORDINATES
(i LT M IN a 1000090
DLYMAX a 090
uO 's5 Navleb
'ILYMIN s A M IN1 (OLYMih. DELAY(%R))
SS 1XI M AX a AMAXI (DLY MAX, OELAYtIN T( STOHL)+1aNR))
5TRTP a STRIP a DLYMAX
STOPP a STOPP a OLYMIN
C	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THEL	 COMPUTE GX AND GY GFiD SPACING
404GL1aNMUL • 1	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
^vGL laNVGl+1
Gx a (STOPP •StRTP) / KvGLI
GY a (570FL •STRTL) / NMGL1
C
G	 CALC ►!LATE (;MID INTERSECTIONS BY STEPPING THROUGH IMAGE GRID AND
C	 TRA-49FVRrIN-G TO lJTM MAP CR GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES
UV 1010 lsl•NVGL
6klCVL ( 1,I) a STRTP ♦ (191)*GX
C
00 1000 Ja1,NHGL
GN10FL(2 . J) a STRTL * ( J•1)*GV
L
C	 APPLY MINPOR VELCCITV AND EARTH CUR V ATURE CORRECTIONS
L	 TO GE1 P1xtt GROUND LOCATION
LIhF s GRIDFL(2#J)
PIXCCT a CRIDPL(1,I) * DELAY(IN7(LINE*00))
MVP a MvVOFF(PIXCCT)
C R V a LRCIIRV(P IXCCT•MVP)
FIX a CRICPL ( 1eI) a MVP a CRV
L
CALL EYPOLY (to PIXt LINE, PE)













1011 wRITE (6 0 1051) (GRIOEN(1IJ O K)o GRIDENCROJ O K) f GRIOPL OOK)S
* GRIOPL(2#J)p K2I#NV6L)
C








c	 COMPUTE MAP COORDINATES BY BILINEAR INTCRPOLATION IN A CELL
PEd s (GWIDEN( 1.I4,J4)+ GRIDEN (ltl41oJ4)•GRIDEN(lol41iJ41)
+GR1DFN(1 # I4#J41)) / 460
PNd 8 (GKIDE N( 2•I4,J4) ♦GRIDENCE#141PJ4)+60I1DENC$ @I41iJ41)
+GRIOEN(2,14•J41)) / 490
C
C	 CC"PUTE CENTER PIXEL AND LINE
PCEN s (GRIC PL(1,J4)+GRIDPL(1 # J 4 1)) / 2s0
LCEN s (GRIDPL(2,I4)+GRIDPL(2,I41)) / tg0
C
C	 APPLY MIRROR VELOCITY AND EARTH CURVATURE CORRECTIONS
C	 TO GET PIXEL GROUND LOCATION
PCNCCT s PCEN + DELAY(INT(LCEN#0g%1)
MVP s MVPOFF(PCWCCT)
CRV s ERCURV(PCNCCT•MVP)
PCEN s PCEN w MVP • CRV
C
C	 COMPUTE MAP COORDINATES BY FUNCTIUN
CALL EVPOLY (I# PCkhe LCEN, PE)




ERRCEL ( J41) s ERR
ENNMAX s AMAX1 (ERRMAXp ERR)
1020	 CONTINUE




C	 COMPUTE TABLE OF FIRST OUTPUT LINE. NU MBER IN EACH CELL
NUMLNC(1) • 1
00 1039 J82#NHGL1
1039 NUMLNC(J) s GRIOPL(2#J) • GRIOPL(So1) + 2*0












c	 *COMPUTE' DIMENSIONS OF INPUT ARRAY wM1CM CAN BE lIELO IN CORE .AT A
C	 TIME AND NUMBER OF PARTITIONS RECUIP90o
C	 PIX AND ROW VARIABLES HAVE DIRECTIONS APPENDED+ R Xpa PIXNN is
C	 NORTHMEST CORNER PIXEL Of A CELL
INTEGER NOON*, PIXNbo RONNE, PINNE, ROMSE #
 PIXEE• RONSMe PIXSN•
.RN, RS, ON @
 Sk, Nis Rat Si, St, CORRo Rota?
DIMENSION GRIOPLC2.30)o ORIOEN 240+301• NUMPXC(30)o CPXVALC30I+
•NUMLNC(30)
LOGICAtal CELLCG(a9P29)
COMMA&., /pIXDAT/ NLINPX # NPIXLN #
 NNGL P
 NVOLs SKATE+ NLPI+ NSPL#
KOUM# INTRPf NO
COMMON / GRID/ GRIDPL# ORIOENt NUMPXC #
 CPXVALv NUMLNCs CELLCS
COMMON /SEGMNT/ NCGP. NBSAM(l0)+ NBLIw(10) t NSTRT(10)0
RSTRT(29,10)
C
C INITIALIZE CELL COLUMN GROUP INDICATO R (CUCCO)
NHGL1 a NHGL a 1
NVGL1 a NVGL a i
DO 1100 Iai#NHGLI
DO 1100 Ja1.NVGL1
1100 CELLCG(I,J) a 255
C
C FIND NCGP, THE NUMBER OF COLUMN GROUPS*




C START A NFw COLUMN GROUP OR SEGMENT
1800 CONTINUE
NCGP a NCGP + 1
MINNC a 1000000
C






C LOOP OVER CELLS FOR THIS SEGMENT
DC 2000 Ja1,NVGL1
IF	 (CELLCG(I0J).Nkg255)	 GO TO 2000
C









PIXNk	 a G R ICFN(1rI 0 J+1)	 +	 O.S






























C CPICK FOR IMAGE COORDINATED OUTSIDE THE INPUT IMAGE
IF	 tRn► .GT^MLINPx^OR^R aI^LT^I^OR^IN^GT^NPIXLh^OR^SE^LT^!)
Go To 1920
C
C FIND RANGE OF IMAGE COORDINATES FUR THIS ROW OF CELLS AND
C RIND N0. OF OUTPUT CELLS THAT C AN Of FILLED GIVEN CORE LIMIT
N1	 s MINO	 (R1•
	
Rh)
N2 s MAXO We RS)
82 s MAX0 (82. SE)
NR s R2 • R1 ♦ 1
	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
NC s 82 • 81 ♦ 1	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POORIF (NR*NCvtFvCORE) GO TO 1990
C
C CORE REQUIRED EXCEEDS THAT AVAILAdLI
C GO TO NEXT NOW OF CELLS




19zo CkLLCG(IoJ) s 0
GC 10 2000
L
C CORt	 IS AVAILABLE.	 SAVE REQUIR90 DI MENSION81






♦ MINNC • 1
IF	 (LASTPX.LT,NPIXLN) GO TO 2110
LASTPX s kPIXLN
MINKC s AP IXL N • 81 ♦ 1
2110 CONTI^UL'
C
C NOW USF NUMHER OF INPUT COLUMN $ AVAIL A86E TO SET CELL SEGMENT








HSTRT(I f KCGP)	 a	 0
L
C LCOP OVER CELLS
OC 2130 Js1#NVGL1
C
C CHECK MHrTHER THE CELL REQUIRES I NPUT OUTSIDE Of THE IMAGE
IF	 (CELLCG(I#J).EGoO)	 GO	 TO 2126
C
C JI,MP OuT	 IF THE CELL REQUIRES TOO MUCH COREI





C	 IF THE CELL USES INPUT DATA# CHEC K PON THE LAS
IR (CELLCG(W) S E0 689s) 00 TO $1:•
00 TO 8130
C	 JuNP OUT IF THS CELL REQUIRES SAMPLE$ PAST LAS
li ps	 PIXNE s GRIDEM 0 1 001) 4 0t4
PIXSE	 t 004
SE s MjNO ( m AXO(PIXNEtPIXSE)o NPIXLN)
IF (SEvGT * LASTPX) 00 TO 8140
C
C	 FIND FIRST AND LAST CELLS THAT USE INPUT DATA
IC! s MINO We IC1)
Ica • MAX$ (J. Ica)
C




9?126	 CELLCG(I,J) • NCGP 4 100
2130	 CONTINUE
L
C	 FtNO FIRST INPUT ROW FOR THIS NOW OF CELLS
2140	 IF (IC2oE©o0) GO TO 2150
ROwNw = GHIOEN(2vIpIC!) 4 O@S
ROwNE = GRIDEN(20I 0 IC2t1)
 
4 oss
Rk s MAXO • (MINO(ROWNw,ROWNE)• 1)
RbIRT(IONCGP) = RN
C
C	 FI%D STARTING INPUT COLUMN FOR NE X T SEGMENT
IF (JoEG•%VGL) GO TO 2150
NEXTCL = Ica t !
PIXNw • GRIDEKi1,I,NEXTCL) 6 0vS
PIX84 s GRIotN(1oI*1t%EXTCL) 4 0,'I
SW s MAXO (PI%0 (PIXNW # PIXSW)p 1)
M INS1 = MINO (Sw, MINS1)
C
C	 SET INDICATOR FOR STARTING CELL IN NEXT SEGMENT
OU 2145 JsNEXTCLoNVGL1
2145	 CELLCG(I,J) = 255
2150 CONTINUE
C
C	 SET PARAMETERS OF INPUT DATA SEGMENT






C	 IF ALL CELLS KOT DCKEs START A NEN SEGMENT












ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
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C	 MANGLE READING AND WRITING OR'OATA RECORDS
C	 CALL NEAREST NEIGNOOR RESAMPLING ROUTINE
C	 EACH OUTPUT LINE IS SHIFTED TO THE OFFSET I MAGE COORDINATES
C	 TO MATCH THE. I NTERPOLATION GRID$
c
LOGICAL*I INPIX(i)• PIXEL(1)o PIXOUT( NIPL)o CELL000E90191
DIMENSION GRDOUT($,30) #
 ORIDIN N*30#30)o NUMPXC(30), CPXVALIIO)o
•NUMLNC(30)
INTf GERAS MNDEX(1000)
INTEGER SAMPIG(29 0 10)•
 RSTRTO PSTRTO SAMPO
COMMON /PIXOAT/ NLINPXj NPIXLN# NMSLo NVGLs SRATEr NLPI• NOW
KOUM O INTERN NS
COMMON / GRID/ GRDOUTs GRIOIN # NUMPXC # CPXVALj NUMLNC# CELLCG
COMMON /SEGMNT/ NCGP• NBSAPCIO), NOLIN(10)o PSTRTC1010
Ratat(a9,lo)
COMMON / PIXIN/ MAXSP O MAXLN P MNOEXi SAMPO i LINED
COMMON / TRANS/ TRANIO(6)
EQUIVALENCE (%,PIXoTRAN10(S))# (ISAMP O RANIOIO))
C
NMGL 1 a NMGL • I
NVGL1 s NVGL a 1
C





LUN IT a ICGP ♦ 20
REWIND LUNIT
CALL LOAOLN ( @ TRUE.• to MAXLN #
 INPI X # PIXEL)
C
C	 LOOP OVER OUTPUT IMAGE CELLS
DO 1010 IGris1,NNGL1
IGY2 • IGVI ♦ 1
LSTRT a NUMLNC(IGVI)
LSTOP a NUMLNC(IGV2) • 1
C
C	 LOAD LINES OF INPUT NFCESSARY FOR RES AMPLED LINE
LOIN s RSTRT(IGVIvICGP)
IF (LMINoFG.0) GO TO ISO
LMAX a MINU (LMIN*kAXLNr1 i
 NLIAPX)
CALL LOAOLN ( O FALSEss LMIN P LMAX, INPIX. PIXEL)
C
C	 LOOP OVEk OUTPUT IMAGE LINES IN THE CELL
1`+0 00 1000 ILINEsLSTRT.LaTOP
OUTLIN 6 GROOUT(2,1) • ILINE • 1
r.
C	 COMPUTE OFFSET COORDINATE OF FIRST CCT PIXEL IN THE GRID
OFF1 s
 1.0 • OFLAr(ILINE)
C
r.	 FIAO STARTING SAMPLE NUMBERS AND CO ORDINATES FOR EACH CELL






NUMPXCW • GROOUT(i#J) • OFF1 • 8*0
IF ( NumPU M ILT11) NUMP XC(J) • 1
IF	 C%UMPXC(J)•GTgNSPL#1) NUMPXC(JJ N NSPL • 1
1100 CPxVAL(J) • OFF1 ♦ NUPPXC(J) • 1
NuMPxc (kvsL) • NSPL • 1
C
C LOOP OVER GRID CELLS COVERING OUTPUT ARLA
ISAMP • 0
DO 300 IGXl • ls"VGL1
16xa s IG11 • i
C
C FIND NUMBER OF OUTPUT PIXELS IN THE CELU
NNIX a huMPXC(IG xa) • NuMPxcttoxl)
IF	 (NP11 9 E0 9 0) GO TO 300
C
'	 C CHECK FOR CELLS NOT REQUIRING INPUT DATA
IF (CtLLCG(I6Y1,iGXl)sEGgICGP•l00) GO TN 890
tF	 (CELLCG ( IGYI#IGx1 ) sLQsIC9P) 00 TO 810
• GO TO 300
C LOAD OUTPUT COORDINATES OF BRIO CELL GONNERi
210 Ax s GROOUT(l,iGx))












ORIGIN-AT, PA(;"CL s GNIOiN ( t,IGra,iGXI)	
1S pnnRE
Ds s GpIOtN(I#IGYa,tGXa)
DL s GM IOI% Q# IGVa,IGxa)
C
C COMPUTE FRACTIOnAL CELL DISTANCE ALONG OUTPUT V AXIS
ACRATO s (AY•OUTLIN) / (AY•CY)
C






C COMPUTE SLOPE WHIN TOE CELL FOR SAMPLES AND LINES
vktTAx s dX • AX
TRA%lC(3) • (RS•OS) / DELTAX
1RANIC(4) s (RL.OL) / OELTAX
C
r. FIND j%PuT COOROINATES OF FIRST POINT t o THIS GRID CELL
Uxl	 s CPXVAL(1911)	 • Ax
TNANIC(1) s Os • UXI+TRANIO(3)
TRANIC(a) s GL ♦ UxI+TRANIO M
i
115
C	 1%Tt'.NPCLA1t I N AGt DATA
CALL NNl (NlutLo PIXUUT)
G o TO Soo
C	 F ILL 1% Thk Mt KC? RfOUIRIAG I % PU T ^•A#A
eso 0O 255 1810hpIx
IS ANF' s ISAMP ♦ 1
ay% PI101IT(INAMP) f K OU M
.00 CONTIkut
'I 	c
C	 nRlTf IME Lthf SEGPLKT OUT
IF (NCGa.E.n. f) Gn TO SOO
IF (15A MP.t0.0) GO TO 1005
wp 1 t t ((,UNIT) ISAMP
CALL * N ITAK ( LUKIT, PINOUT, M op)
so N 1000
C




14105 SA M P86(I11r1.1c1sP) s 0
1010 CONTINUE
C
Rf wtnp l.ut tt
rwllF ( 6.100) LSTCP, IGGP
11r p 1+ CONI P Ut
L
C	 ASbf M 1+ Lf AN P 0601 If C0PUT IM A Gt
IF (acbP.F.G 9 1) RETLR%
UC 11150 Ir.r1s1 skmGL1
LbTNI s N1,vLNL(IGV1)
LS Tr P s KLMLkc. 0141) • T
r
(	 ASSfw0t.r A%n MNTTF Oil TI-1 Link SEGOE.%T^
UO tua11 IL1KEsL5TkT•L5TCP
r, b s 1
1+r 10Ai+ 1cr,Ps10KLIOa
IF	 GC TL 11411
LL'hTTS TCGP ♦ 20
'4 As: (1.1 ^IT) kSANP
LA1,1_ RFACAk	 PIXOUT(KS)• NSAMP)
, .g s A, ♦ % NAMN
1++301 CCNTIKLE
1(1,41 PWITF ( 11) PIN00
^sc rc t, t P 1,f
RE TI NA




8UNROUTINE NN2 (PIXEL# PIXOUTI
C
C	 PERFORM NRAREBT NEIGHBOR INTERPOLATION
C




COMMON /PIXOAT / NLINPX # NPIftL%o NNGL# NVGLv !RATE #
 NLPI/ WSPLP
KOUM • INTERPo NB
COMMOA / PIx1N/ %BSA" # NAXLN @ MNOEf1• #AMPO• LINE#
CAMMOA / TRANS/ TRANIO(6I
EQUIVALEKCE tNPIx•TRANI049)I, (ISAPP O MANIC 01)
C
PSI • tRANIO(11 • SAMPO • 1
PLI • TRANIOt2) a LINEO • I
SPACEI s 1RANIO M
SpACE2 • TRAA IOM
C
00 1050 1.1,NPIX
ISAPP • IBAMP • 1
OE • t•1
I VL • PLI • OE*SPAC12 • 095
IF (IPLgLT•1 9 OR * IPL 9 CT 9 MAXLN) 60 TO 1030
C
IPS • PSI ♦ OE*SPACEI • 0s9
IF (IPS O LT 9 1 9 00 9 IPS I GT O NBBAM) (;0 TO 14130
C
SLR • MNOExtIPLI
PIXCUT ( ISAPP) • PIXEL(IPS41,01
GO To lOSO
C










COMPRESSION BY ADAPTIVE DIFFERENTIAL PULSE CODE MODULATION
1.	 NAME
ADPCM (ADAPTIVE DIFFERENTIAL PULSE CODE MODULATION)
11.	 DESCRIPTION
ADPCM uses a predictive coding technique for image data compression.
Employing a third order predictor, this method performs an adaptive
DPCM on blocks of data 16 pixels wide. A constant bit rate is used
for the entire image. A restriction for this routine is that only
a 16*n pixel wide portion of the image will be processed.
111.	 CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL ADPCM (IV,X,IOUT)
where IV, X, TOUT are arrays with variable dimensions used in
processing the data. The array dimensions required are:
	
IV (4, NPL) bytes	 REPRODLTC1BIL'Ty OF 
THE
X (2, NPL) words
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
IOUT (NPL)	 bytes
where MPL is the number of pixels per scan line.
IV.	 INPUT/OUTPUT
1. INPUT
The input data should be on logical unit 10 as a data set
consisting of NLINE records and NPL pixels per record with
four channels per pixel. Each data value has a length of one
byte.
Initial parameters needed to process the Image are transferred
from a driver program through the following common statement:
COMMON NB, NLINE, IBIT, NPL
where
NB is the band currently being processed (integer)
NLINE is the number of records in the input image (integer)
IBIT is the approximate bit rate desired (integer)
NPL is the number of pixels per record which will be processed.




The Input parameters and the mean values of the original and
reconstructed images are printed for each band. The re-
constructed image for band NB is written onto unit NB.
V.	 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
1	 The storage requirements and the functions of the non-system
subroutines used are given.in the following table.






ADPCM 2850 Read data from input data set,
call mapping and quantizing rou-
tines, call predictor routines,
reconstruct and write image by
calling for inverse transforma-
tions.
VARVI (VARV) 1152 Predictors for incoming data
values.	 VARVI	 is used for first
line only.
DSQ (QUAN) 908 Perform mapping to obtain uniform
distribution of coefficients,
quantize to specified number of
levels, do inverse to reconstruct
values.
The linkages of the subroutines are given in the following table.







1. STORAGE REQU 1 REMIENTS
The program requires 44K bytes of storage when operating on.a
LACIE sample segment.
2.	 EXECUTION TIME




. ADPCM employs a block adaptive DPCM for data compression. 	 Each row
Is divided into blocks 16 pixels wide and a DPCM performed on the
blocks.	 A third order predictor is used except for the first row
and the first element of each row.
+1	 Xi-1	 j and Xi '
	
are used along withThe elements Xi-1
	
j^weighting functions to predict Xi,j+1'	 The predictor equation is
given by 
XI . j+l 
a A
3 	Xi-1. j + A2XI , j + AiXi -1,j+1
where
	 AI = A2 = 3/4,	 A3 --1/2	 and the configuration is:





The variance of a block is calculated and used to compute the
- scaling factors necessary for quantization of the block. 	 The next	 .
point in the block is predicted and the difference between the actual
` and the predicted value is quantized using the scaling factors for
the block.	 The quantized value is then used to reconstruct the point.
F
- A constant bit rate is used throughout the image.	 A flow chart is
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The quality of the reconstructed images has been examined by use of
mean values, plots and histograms of the reconstructed images, and
plots and histograms of difference images. An example of difference
Image histograms follows.
X. LISTINGS
Listings of the subroutines follow.
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Figure 10. Histograms of Difference Images for Four Bands
(original - ADPCM Reconstruction)
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SUBROUTINE AOPCM (IV# X #
 LOUT)
ADPCM PERF ORMS AN ADAPTIVE-R•0 ePCM ON AN IMAGE 166N PIXELS wIOE#
THERE is NO RESTRICTION ON THE-NUMBER OK LINES IN THE IMAGE*
INPUT IMAGE IS PROCESSED ONE SAND AT A TIME
NPL	 0 NUMBEROF PIXELS PER LINE ;16RN)
NLINE:• NUMBER OF LINES
NBPL :s NUMBEROF BLOCKS PER LINE
OLK -• NUMBER OF PIXELS PER BLOCK
1917 -a APPROXIMATE BIT RATE
LOGICAL UNITS
10 .0 INPUT PICTURE (BYTES)
NB * RECONSTRUCTED BAND NO NS (BYT9 8)
^I$ItIItrttTfTirtrttrr i+. •tt*1+tSrr•-tqI•lvtt1o^^t•t ► rartrvrrTT1TTrrer
••a••sa• ♦••^^^a+•^a^►a++^^+•^aaa+a+^.a••a++a,aa+a^a+++a+t+a^a^aa++a^+ar ► •;




COMMON NB # NLINE# IBIT # NPL
DATA GAIN /2j8/# CONN * CONY /2*! i 0/ # A /6;7S # 047st-so,S/
C
C	 INITIALIZE COUNTERS# SET IMAGE PARAMETERS
ISUM140
ISUM2s0
NBPL : 0 NPL/BLK	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
MAXP : • MAX (NB)	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
MINP • MIN(NB)
C
C	 THE FIRST LI NE OF THE DATA IS MANGLED SEPARATELY•
C	 READ THE FIRST LINE OF DATA INTO ARRAY IV # PICK OFF THE DESIRED




X(1 # J) • IIV
ISUM1 • ISUMI ♦ IIV
120 CONTINUE
C
C	 CALCULATE AUANTIZER LEVEL AND SCALING FOR THE FIRST POINT•
LEVEL •2**(ISITw1)
SOEsPAXP/GAIN
C ALL OSO ( GAIN # ODE)
C
C	 CALCULATE THE REPRESENTATIVE VALUE FOR THE FIRST-P IXEL
F 8 X(1#1)
CALL OUAN (F # LEVEL# EO)
X(1#11 • EO
C
C	 CALCULATE VARIANCE # S# OF A SLOCK # USI NG VARIANCE COMPUTE THE





CALL VARVI 1X # CONVq J4 0 •1 0 PAR * NPL)
IF UJ I E0 6 1) $LAO • I





C	 PREDICT NEXT POINT IN BLOCKS QUANTIZE AND FORM 19PRESENTATIVE
C	 VALUE1 CONTINUE UNTIL ALL POINTS IN BLOCK ARE-PROCESSEOg
DO 190 JaJw JH
JI•J•1
EX	 CONH*X(1,J)
F • X (loil) • EX





C	 READ IN NEXT LINE Of DATA# PICK OFF APPROPRIATE BAND AND STORE









C	 PREDICT THE FIRST POINT# CALCULATE THE SCALING FACTOR PON
C	 VARIANCE Of NEW NOW WITH RESPECT JO THE PREVIOUS ROM, OUANTI2E
C	 AND FORM REPRESENTATIVE VALUE ►OR FIRST POtNT;OF , TME ROM$
CALL 080 (2.S,-SLAG)
EX-2 CONV*Xtlol)
Fs Met) 0 E
CALL QUAN (F, LEVEL• EQ)
X call) :. EX	 • E0
C
C	 CALCULATE VARIANCE S Si FOR A SLOCNs
	
USING THIS VARIANCE COMPUTE
C	 THE SCALING FACTOR FOR THE REST Of 1HS BLOCK•
DO 260 JJ&I,NBPL
CALL VARY (Xo A t JJ, So PAR # NPO





C	 COMPUTE THE REPRESENTATIVE VALUE OF T"E NEXT POINT IN THE BLOCK
C	 BY QUANTIZING TOE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE NEXT POINT AND THE
C	 PREDICTED VALUE AND THEN ADDING THE OUA NTISEO VALUE TO•THl
C	 PREDICTED VALUES
C	 ROTATE THE PREOICTOR VALUES FROM RO M E TO NOW I
00 290 J•JL,JH
Jr•a rl







CALL'SUAN Vo LEVEL, 00)
X(2OJt) • EX ♦ to
IF Mi fi),Gt,MAXP) X(IoJ)•• MAXP
IF M110 0V IMINP) XIttJ) '• MINP
IOUTIJ) a xclsJl .* 001






ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
C
C	 LOAD OUTPUT ARRAY AND MOVE PREDICTOR VALUE FOR LAST SAMPLE
IF (X(l # NPL)gGTsMAXP) Xtl•NPL) • MAXP
IF (X(l•NPL)ATgMl%P) X(lvNPL) • MthP
IOUT(NPL) • X(t#NPL) , ♦ OlS
ISUME ,N ISUM2 • IOUTINPL)
X(IvNPL) w XIEAPL)
'	 C




C	 WRITE LAST RECONSTRUCTED IMAGE LIKE O N UNIT NS•
DO 300 Jst@NPL
If (X(ItJ)•LT.MI NP) Xtl•J) 0 MINP
IF (X(l•J)•GTgMAXP) X IIoJ) a MAXP
IOUT(J) s XIItJ) ♦ oes
300 ISM • ISUM2 ♦ IOUTIJ)
WRITE (NO) LOUT
C
C	 COMPUTE MEANS FOR ORIGINAL AND RECONSTRUCTED IMAQEs
PiX•NLINE*NPL
AMEANt'• iStoMt / PIX
AMEANE 0 IEUMZ / PIN
C WRITE(608)




3S FORMAT( NPL'• 1 ,14s1SXO NLINE • i,14otaX,18AhO NO. M 10180398
9 1 181T • 1 ,ISvlSXs f MAXP-R l,F6;2)
38 FORMAT(SOXp l ADAPTIVE TWO•DIMENSIONAL OPCMI,//)
41 FORMAT t/ 1 MEAN OF ORIGINAL IMAGE 8 l t FSg3 f $4Xv l 0KA% Of RECCN;TRUCT
9 ED IMAGE flsF8,31//)
END
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iSUBROUTINE VARVI (X # COVO O g o $ 0 PAR # NPL)
c
.6,
C	 SUBROUTINE VARVI COMPUTES THE VARIANCIS FOR A BLOCK OF DATA IA THE
c	 FIRST ROw. PREDICTED VALUE IS THE VALUE OF TOE FAMOUS SAMPLE
/c r ♦ /fTIMIS.A ♦ *F IGHTING FACTOR! ♦....•,••,,.,.•.,1.1 t.t....,.,...•....•//
Y *•*1***i*i***•^^^*i*iiiiilii*i••wiAi*••*i^*!* ♦ ***t1**i**•i** ♦^i*^iiiA•
C



















• • / • t • • • ^ ♦ . f . ^ • / • 1 .. 1 / ♦ • 1 r • ^ f 1 1 • ♦ r • • ♦ • t ♦ • • ^ • ^ 1 ♦ • • 1 .. • / • / • . 1 ♦ / • 1 1 • • 1 r • • ♦
•iiiii•irrritiiiririrririlii•iiiii••^i•i*^r*^iai*ialiiiii*riiiiiiisii^•
ENTRY VARY (X. At No So PAR $ NPL)
C
C	 SUBROUTINE VARY CALCULATES THE VARIANCE FOR A BLOCK OF 16 PIXELS*
C	 VARY LSES A THIRD ORDFR PRFOICTOR ThAT UTILIZES THE ADJACENT
C	 ELEMENT IN THE SAME LINF# THE ADJACEN T !:CEMENT IN THE SAME COLUMN#
C	 AND TSF DIAGONAL ELE MENT TO PREDICT E ACH SA MPLE S THE FIRST ROM OF
C	 DATA CANNOT Of. O W LED PY THIS ROUTINte
C
• ♦ • ^ • ♦ ^ ♦ • . • ♦ • • 1 • ♦ t • 1 / / 1 r • r r ♦ I r • t t • . t • . r • ♦ • r f l t • • • t f i • ♦ ^ • 	• • • r" t • 1 • I r r 	 r
•^iiiaiar+ •iiriaii ^^••.ri arr^ririia• •. a• •^i.i.i*ir^iiriii^ii^rt,ii•i•fr
C












IF(N2 9 tQsM1) 688 *1.0606
8s8QRT(S)
ISsS *e /PAR





lu6R0uTINZ 000 ( NMULTO S:SNAI
C
• C AN ASSUMES LAPLACIAN OlITRIBU*ION OF INC tOEFFICIENt/ IG TRANS•
C FORMED TO A UN IFORM DISTRIBUTION BEFORE QUANTIIATIONI
C 000 COMPUTED THE CONSTANTS OF INC M APP I NG FUNCTION
E AANSEXPULT • MIMIC NUMBER OF IIOMAO IN tNE DATA
C SifMA s 3STIMATEO VAR#AN&	 OF	 j	 INPU= YALUE
CC +f.tif+fr	 •^^ ►ft+^f	 t^•ttt^•tt^t	 t•	 ^r^+	 •	 ++.tft•.•^ ► ^rr.rfft•^••+•ii.•ii^..iii..ii•0i.ii............•...•...i.•w....... ♦i.iiiii.iilii*.
rMA>«xMULt.etGMA





t+frt•t4iii.•iii•ifttft fttfttf.ftfrt.lttfftftl0lttf^ +t^^f ++fttf7^f/rtfttfftf+l+fiii•iiiii••ii.• iiii......i.iai.li.i.^./..i.ii..A...i.iii.i.ii
• ENTRY QUAN (F, LEVEL, M
C
C QUANTIZATION OF AC COEFFIC:INTS@
.	 C F	 s VALUE TO BE QUANTIZED
C LEVEL • NUMBER OF LEVELS IN TN[ QUANTIZCR






































i	 TRANC employs an adaptive transform coding method for image data
compression. Using a fixed block size and a fixed transformation
(Nadamard or Cosine), this method performs a blocked, two-
dimensionai orthogonal transformation on a 16*m row by 16*n pixel
Image, where m and n are integers. The variances of the transformed
coefficients are estimated using a recursive formula. A bit assign-
ment is made proportional to the logarithm of the estimated
variance; therefore, the number of bits assigned to each coefficient
varies from block to block. The image is reconstructed by using
Inverse transformations.
111.	 CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL TRANC (IV,IOUT,D) 	 - Cosine Transformation
CALL TRANH (IV,OUT,D)	 - Hadamard Transformation
where IV,IOUT and D are arrays with variable dimensions. The array
dimensions required are:
IV (4, NPL)
IOUT (NPL) I bytes
0 (16, NPL) words
where NPL is the number of pixels per scan line.
IV.	 INPUT/OUTPUT
1. INPUT
The input data should be on logical unit 10 as a data set
consisting of NLINE records and NPL pixels per record with




Initial parameters needed to process the image are transferred
from a driver program through the following common statement:
COMUION NB g NL 1 NE . F 1 XB, NPL
where
o NB is the bend currently being processed (integer)
o NLINE is the number of records in the input image which wlII
be processed. It must be an Integer multiple of 16.
(integer)
o FIXB is the approximate bit rate desired (floating point)
o NPL is the number of pixels per record which will be processed.
It must be an integer multiple of 16. (integer)
2. OUTPUTr
The input parameters, the average bit rate, and the mean values
of the original and reconstructed images are printed for each band.
The reconstructed image for band NO is written onto unit NB.
V.	 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
The storage requirements and the functions of the non-system
subroutines used are given in the following table.	
OF THE
REPRODUC'E"" l^ IS OOR
ORIGINA
DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES FOR 2-D




TRANC (TRANH)	 6202	 Read 16 line blocks from
Input data set, set up
arrays to do 2-0 Cosine or
Hadamard transforms, map
2-D arrays into 1-D,
estimate recursive variance,
calculate bit rate, quantize,
reconstruct and write image
by calling for inverse
transformations.





into i-D array, and do
Inverse.
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES FOR 2-0





OSQ (QUAN) 906 Perform mapping to obtain
uniform distribution of
coefficients, quantize to
specified number of levels,
do inverse to reconstruct
coefficient values.
HADO 1110 Hadamard transformation of
e string of 16 pixels.
COST 1844 Cosine transformation of a
MDFT 1826 string of 16 pixels.
MFORT))) 1870
The linkages of the subroutines are given in the following table.

















The speed of the program is highly dependent on the type of trans-
form applied, and somewhat dependent on the bit rate, being slower
at higher bit rates due to the quantization of a greater number of
coefficients. Average speeds from several computer rums are given
In the following table. REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL. PAGE IS POOR
PROCESSING SPEEDS FOR 2-D TRANSFORM
COMPRESSION
N band pixels/second)







The adaptive transform method uses a two-dimensional orthogonal
transformation followed by recursive quantization to compress an
image. Initially the input image is divided into blocks of 16 x 16
pixels. After a two-dimensional Hadamard or Co5'ne transformation is
performed on a block of data, a scanning method it, -ised to convert
the two-dimensional array into a one-dimensional array. The variance







 is the i-th transformed coefficient after quantization and
°i 2 is the estimated variance of X I . A is a weighting coefficient
which is set to 0.75. The variance, 6,22 , needed to start this recursive
relation Is obtained by averaging the sum of the squares of the first
four coefficients and then quantizing this average using 32 levels. For
the actual quantization a nonuniform quantizer designed for a Laplacian
133
^...
distribution is used. Experimental results demonstrate that for most
Images, the probability density function of the variance is a Laplacian
probability density function. The mapping, g(.), of the transformed
coefficients yields a signal, Z, with a uniform probability density
function. Z is then quantized and the result undergoes the inverse
mapping, g-I (.). The mapping, g(.) for an exponential probability
density function is given by
Xo E-exp (-Mx/XoD





The inverse mapping is given by g-I (x) _ -Xo inC1 — M (1-exp(-M))M	 4
The number of bits, m i , assigned to each coefficient is obtained from
m l	Integer	 1092 v i 2 + C,
where C is a constant which is adjusted to correct for variations
from the desired bit rate. If the number of bits assigned to a
coefficient is less than one, the remaining coefficients in the block
are not transmitted. With this type of bit assignment, coefficients
with large variances are assigned a greater number of bits.
In order to reconstruct the image, the one-dimensional array is
mapped back into a two-dimensional format. The inverse of the
two-dimensional orthogonal transformation is taken, a check is made
for out-of-range values, the data is rounded off to pack into bytes,
and is written out.
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Only a 16*m row by 16*n pixel portion of the input image can be
processed.
1 X.	 TESTS
The quality of the reconstructed images has been examined by use of mean
values, plots and histograms of the reconstructed images, and plots
and histograms of difference images. An example of output from the
program follows, showing the mean values of the original and recon-
structed images.
X.	 LISTINGS
Listings of the subroutines follow.
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LACIf DATA
ADAPTIVE 1RANSFORM Cf"INB USINS TND-D14FNS10411. COSINE TRONSFOIN
NPL • 14P	 NLINF n 112	 "ND N0. 1
NANO 0121.0
	
MINP • Q.0	 Fit! • 3.0
WAAGE BIT RATE •
	 3.170
NPAM OF ORIGINAL INAGF • 14.154 	 MEAN OF REVMISTRUCTEO MADE • 146112
ADAPTIVE T%ANSPORN 091NG USING TWIMOIMFNSIONAL COSINE TRANSFORM
NP1 • 19► 	 NLINE • 112	 BAND Nos 2
HASP 8121.0	 "IMF • 0.0
	
FIXO • 300
AVFRAOF. BIT RATE •
	
30110
NFAN OF ORIGINAL IMAGE • 130.249 	 MEAN OF RECONStMKTEO IMAGE • 10449
ADAPTIVE T44NSFORM COOING USING TV"tNENS1.nNAL COSINE TRANSFORM
11►t • 192	 NLINE • 112	 OAND 1#06 5	 _.
MAX► 0121.0	 NINP • 0.0	 FIND n 3.0
AVFRAGE BIT RATE •	 30183
MEAN OF ORIGINAL IMAGE • 18.738 	 MEAN OF RECONSTRUCTED IMAGE • 506141
ADAPTIVE TRANSFORM COOING USIN3 TWO-DIMENSIONAL COSINE TRANSFORM
N►L • 192	 NLINE • 112	 8ANO NO. 4
MAX► • 63.0
	
NINP • 0.0	 34
AVFRAGF Bit RATE •
	 3.112
MEAN OF nRIGINAL IMAGE • 8.991	 MEAN OF RECONSTRUCTED IMAGE •_ 8.902
Figure 12. Printed Output of the 21) Transform Compression Program
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SUBROUTINE TRANC (IV, IOUTj D)
C
C	 TPANX IS AN ADAPTIVE TRANSFORM CODI NG PROGRAM NNICM PERFORMS
C	 A 16 X 16 BLOCKED MAOAMARD OR COSI NE TRANSFORM ON A 16*N PIXELS
C	 BY 160 ROW IMAGE] THE TMO*DIMENSIONAL ARRAY 18 MAPPED INTO A
C	 ON!•DIMENSIONAL ARRAY IN A ZIGZAG MANNER*
C	 A FIRST ORDER RECURSIVE RELATION IS USED TO ESTIMATE VARIANCE
C	 OF EACH TRANSFORMED COEFFICIENT N wMT*V A#(1*WMT)*CURRENT REP VALUE
C	 A LAPLACIAN FUNCTION 13 USED TO MODEL THE PROBABILITY DENSITY
C	 FUNCTION OF THE AC TRANSFORMED COEFFICI iNTS9
C	 THE IMAGE IS RECONSTRUCTED BY MAPPING
C	 BACK INTO A 16 X 16 ARRAY AND PERFORMING A Z*D INVERSE MAPPINGI
C	 TRANC PERFORMS THE PROCFSS FOR ONE BA ND AT A TIME•
C	 INPUT AND RECONSTRUCTED IMAGES ARE IN BYTE ARRAYS$
C	 THIS METHOD USES A FIXED TRANSFORMATION AND A FIXFO 16 X 16
C	 BLOCK SIZE• THE NUMBER OF BITS ASSIG NED TO EACH COEFFICIENT
C	 VARIES FROM BLOCK 10 BLOCK.
C
C	 INPUT PARAMETERS
C	 NS	 s BAND NUMBER TO BE PROCFSSF0
C	 NPL
	
• NUMBER OF PIXELS PER LINE
C	 NLINE • NUMBER OF LINES TO BE READ
C	 FIXB K APPRCXIMATE SIT RATE
C
C	 ITT	 • TRANSFORM TYPE'
C	 1 • MADAMARD (TRANH) 2 * COSINE (TRANC)
C	 KOPL s NUMBER OF BLOCKS PER LINE
C	 NBPV s NUMBER OF BLOCKS IN VERTIC AL DIRECTION
C	 NTO
	
s NUMBER OF TOTAL 16 X 16 BLQC NS IN IMAGE
C	 MAXP s MAXIMUM VALUE OF PICTURE
C	 MINP s MINIMUM VALUE OF PICTURE
C	 WHT	 • WEIGHTI N G COEFFICIE N T FOR RECURSIVE RELATIO N USED
C	 TO ESTIMATE VARIANCE
C	 INITB s NUMBER OF BITS REQUIRED Row FIRST VARIANCE (S)
C	 1017 s NUMBER OF BITS ASSIGNED TO E ACH COEFFICIENT
C	 ITCNT • COUNTER FOR THE NUMBER OF BITS USED FOR ENTIRE IMAGE
C	 ICCNT a COUNTER FOR NUMBER OF BITS USED FOR EACH 16 X 16 BLOCK
r r f r f r f/ T f l f f r? f ♦ I t l f f f f f l f l l r f l l f f f 1 r ^ f r f• r f f l r ► ^ t'f • f • I r f• f r 7 f f I f r T r r
r'iriiiiii+is.iii.iiiiii.,iii..i.a.•+ice*eft*iii/iai^i+ii*iii*1ii#i4iiititi
C
DIMENSION IV(4#NPL ) / IOUT ( NPL)r D(16 s %PL), A ( 16), 8(16), V(256),
C(16,16)





COMMON NB t	NLINE,	 FIX@,	 NPL
DATA Op N /16o	 2S61
C





C	 ENTRY FOR MADAMARD TRANSFORM































A 161 NPL BLOCK OF DATA ZO INPUT FOR ONE BAND. AFTER PROCESSING
C
	
ENTIRE BLOCK THE RECONSTRUCTED IMAGE 18 WRITTEN OPP AND TMC
C
	
NEXT 16 X NPL BLOCK IS INPUT S THIS CONTINUES ,UNTIL ALL TME•OATA
C
	
FOR ONE BAND IS PROCESSED.




READ-DATA ONE LINE AT A TI ME ► PICK OFF DESIRED SAND AND STORE
C	 IN ARRAY D, CONTINUE UNTIL 16 LINES HAVE BEEN READe AFTER
C	 COMPLETION ► D CONTAINS A 16 X NPL BLOCK OF DATA)
DO 100 Is1 ► M
READ (10) IV
DO 100 Jf1 ► NPL
IIV • IVINB@J)
01I ► J) N IIV
ISUMi:• ISU141 • IIV
100 CONTINUE
C
C	 A 16 X 16 BLOCK OF DATA IS TRANSFOR MEU ► ENCODED AND
C	 RECONSTRUCTED$ THIS CONTINUES UNTIL THE ENTIRE 16 X NPL BLOCK
C	 OF DATA IS PROCESSED ►
DO 900 NHOI#NBPL
C
C	 PERFORM A 2.0 ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORM
C	 ON A 16 X 16 BLOCK OF DATA
DO 230 Je1 ► M
JJm(NH91)*M#J
00 220 INi ► M
220 AM's O(t ► JJ)
Go To (221 1 222) ► ITT
221 CALL HADD (A ► B)
GO TO 225
222 CALL COST (A ► B ► 1)
225 CONTINUE








Gd TO (241#848) 7 ITT
241 CALL MADO (A, 8)
GO TO 245








C	 AVERAOF THE SU M OF TOE SQUARES OF THE FIRST 4 AC COEFFICIE N TS AND








CALL DSO (X MULTi S)
LEVELsa**INITR
CALL QUAN (So LEVEL. ED)
VAsEO*EQ
C
C	 QUANTIZATION OF COEFFICIENTS
C
C	 ASSIGN THE NUMBER OF SITS TO EAC H COFFFICTFNT 9 INCREMENT
C	 COUNTERSo IF TMF N U MBE R OF BINARY 016115 ASSIGNrD FOR THE
C	 QUANTIZATION IS LESS THAN ONE # THE R VAINING CCEFFICIENTS I N THE
C	 BLOCK ARE NOT TRANSMITTED*
ICONTX0
V(1) o AINT (V(1) "95)
DO 350 I82,N
IBIT s 0 9 5*ALOG(VA)/ALN2 # OCONS
IF(I8ITgfQ,1)XmULTs106
IF(ISITsLTe1) GO TO 360
ICONT*ICONT*IbIT
SsSQRT(VA)
CALL DSO (XMULT, S)
LEVELs2**(IBIT.!)






360 DO 310 J=IoN
310 V(J)80*0
C
C	 ADD OVERHFAD BITS ANn ADJUST 'OCONS' PASED ON CESIRFD SIT HATE
140
r370 CONTINUE
191TOC • ALO$(V(I))/ALNR ♦ 1 s0






C	 MAP 1*0 ARRAV OF COEFFICIENTS SACK IN10 A 16 x 16 BLOCK*
CALL-UNMAP(C,V)
C
C	 PERFORM INVERSE OF 1.0 TRANSFORMATION ON A 16 X 16 SLOCK




GO TO ( 431 s 4 31) • ITT 	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
431 CALL hADO (A• A)
	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR,GO TO 439









GO TO (451 # 491) # ITT
451 CALL HADO ( A • 81
GO TO 45S
451 CALL COST (A, Be 91)
459 CONTINUE
00 460 J810
IF (B(J) * LT 6 MINP) 8(j) -m MINP
IF (9(J) l cT * MAXP) 6(J) s,MAxP
Kv(NMs1)RM1J
460 0(I,K) s 80)
900 CONTINUE
C
C	 AFTER A 16 X NPL BLOCK OF DATA HAS BEEN RECONSTRUCTED# PUT IN










C	 COMPUTE AVERAGE BIT RATES MEANS OF ORIGINALS RECONSTRUCTED IMAGER
ITCNTxITCNT/FL0AT(NT9)
PIXNNLINE*NPL
AMEANi • ISUM1 / PIX
AMEANR a Bump / FIX
141
G





34 FORMAT(22Xs l ADAPTIVE TRA N SFORM COOING USING 76000IMENSIONAL MAOAMA
*RD TRANSFORMI//)
3S FORMAT(23W ADAPTIVE TRANSFORM CODING USING TwO•OIMENSIONAL COSINE
TRANSFORM W )
40 FORMAT( f NPL s I ,I4o2OW NLINE -9 l & I4#16Xs l bAhD N001#I2//
o f MAXP plors.fr1oX010INP	 81OFS411)
60 FORMATE S AVERAGE SIT RATE s l#F8•3r1)







C	 MAP C;ONVEM A 16 X 16 COEFFICIENT MATRIX INTO A ISO ARRAY IN A
C	 ZIGZAG SEGUENCE,
C
C	 A •• INPUT 16 N 16 BLOCK MATRIX













e ( K) • A ( i f J)
REPRODUCIBILM OF THEKvK11
IF(Nj6T.136) GO TO 30 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
Islet
JxJ•1








IM(K 9 6Te136) GO TO-30













I ► (K I GT 9 296) GO TO 60
Islet
JsJ#1









IF(KIOT9256) 60 t0 60
IF(I.LE 6 16) Go To so
i	 L nW





• ► t ► t••t ttttlt
	
	
t	 1	 t+t111 . 1 t tt• tt ot t• ► t/-t• -t ttt tt•t••t••ttltt^tl^•a•t•
^rr^^^^rirrr it+rrrrirr+•i•rairir•••^.rerr ♦ .i.tltl^rr^^rt)• *rr^rrrr^^rrM•
ENTRY UNMAP (As ®)
C
C	 UNMAP CONVERTS THE too COEFFICIENT 404AT IN A 11OZA0 FORMAT TC
C	 A 16 x 16 BLOCK MATRIX
















IF (K,GT•136) GO TO 130
19101
J•J.1








IF c K •GT 9 136) GO TO 130















IF 0 641 9$56) 90 TO lio
islet
J^J^!







IF (N AT.:oo) so to 160














C	 MA00 COFS A FAST HAOA M ARD TRAhOPORM ATION ON A 16 X 1 ARIfAr
c	 THE MATRIX 18 NORMALIZID 80 THAT TMt FOkWARO AND INV648E
c	 MAPPIAGS ARE THE BAMEo
G





• TRANSFORMED OUTPUT ARRAY
c • . 1 • • • • • • 1.1 . t • • • t ♦ • • • t 1 • • 1 • • • t • ♦ 1 ♦ 1 • ^ ♦ • ^ ♦ ^ • 	• • •	 ^ • 1 • • • • • • • • • t • • • • 1 • • • •
♦ ^^lA*! ^A!!!lll1••AA^^!•lAA^lll^^^••!••*^*^^l11!!*A*!*!!l^A^lAl^!**
c

























































f	 SUBROUTINE COST (INPUT, COSOUTO ITYPE)
.{
C GENERALIZED PAST COSINE TRANSFORM ROUTINE
C THERE IS A CHECK MADE SO THE - TABLE IS ONLY CALCULAT90 THE FIRST TIME
C MAXIMUM SIZE ARRAV-6 216 ELEMENTS
C
C INPUT s INPUT ARRAY




C	 eta INVERSE TRANSFORM
C ISIZE • NUMBER Of ELEMENTS IN INPUT/OUTPUT ARRAY
r	 rtrt•trtrrtrtrrttt•r* ♦ t•ttf'1 ♦ t•Ir^rt ♦ t ♦ r•t ♦ ^ ♦♦ t ► r ♦♦ *r ♦• f^t.trr ♦ rr•r
REAL INPUT(i)
DIMENSION COSOUT(I)• COSI°NE(MO SINEtts) f OUTPUT(64) * -$( )
LOGICAL FIRST /sTRUE 0
DATA ISIZE, 1414-/16• S/
C
IF (rNOT I F IRST) 00 TO 991
ISIZEFsISIZE*4
SORTasSORT (2 s 0 )	 RI DUCP^G^S POORC
	
ORIGINAL







I	 DO 9s0 If! fJJ
!	 COSINE(I.t)8COSINE(I)•CC^• aINE(I)*sC
950	 SINE(I ♦ i)sBINE(I)•CC #.Co$IhEcl)i%$C
CALL MOPT (OUTPUT # "Me I t S, O f IFERR)
FIRST :s sFALSE*
C
C BRANCH TO DO FORWARC OR INVERSE TRANSFORM





























DUTPUT (2*T-1)s INPUT ( I)*COSINE(I.1)
0U1Pl , T(ISIZEF#3%I*2)sIhP11T U') o'OSINE(I-1)
OUTPUT ( ISIZEF ♦4*I*2)XINPUT(;')*'^INE(I-1)













MOFT. MULTI •DI MENSIONAL'FINITE FOURIER TRANSFORM
MDFT'TOGETMER W IT" PFORT IS A MODIFIC ATION OF FORT
A SUBROUTINE SUPPLIED BY JeWs COOLEY OF IBMs FORT
COMPUTES ONE•DIMENSIONAL FOUNI90 TRANSFORMS #
 MOFTo
"FORT GIVES TRANSFORMS IN UP'TO SIX DIMENSIONS
A 18 A COMPLEX ARRAY WITH DIMENSION A(NN(1).vgq,NN(ND)),
WHERE NN(K)s2R*MC(K) l
 A IS TO Be SET BY THE USER.
MC IS A VECTOR SET BY USER. 0.LT.MC (K):LE l 13 FOR
Ko 1.2,e...NO. IN ADDITION MC(i)*MCts)^. „ 4NC(hD),4E $3'
(IF IFSoO THE $3 IN THE TWO ABOVE COM MENTS CAN BE IKA(:EO BY 14.)
IN THE COMMENTS WHICH FOLLOW, MEMAX(MG(K)),
NO IS THE DIMENSION OF THE COMPLEX ARRAY AS NO 18
SUPPLIED BY THE USER.
8 IS A VECTOR 8(J) s SIN(2sPIAj/NP ). jet ^toI$tooNP/psi.
WHERE NPsMAX(NN(K)) $ 8 23 COMPUTED Br THE PROGRAMS
IFS IS A PARA METER TO Of SET BY USER AS FOLLOWS*
IFSs0 TO SET NPsss*M AND BET UP SINE TABLE.
IFS81 TO SET NshPs2**M t
 SET UP SIN TABLE, AND 00 FOURIER
SYNTHESIS, THE ARRAY A(J(1)vJ(t).#.S.J(NO)) 18 REPLACED BY
X;J(1)•Jtt),.gq.J(h0)I• SUM OVER 0sLE.K(1)oLE,NN(l)9l.
0oLE * Kt2 ) oL E O NN( 2)ol. ' s s . OoLE'o K ( ND)oL[ I NN(ND)ot OF
A(K(!) . Kt2)...^ . K(h0))w(EXP(SRP^sJt1)rK(!)sI/NA(1^))s
tEXP(2 ,rPIsJt2 ) sKt2 ) AI/NN tti))+.^.^tEXP (SAPIRJ ( ND)RK(ND)sI/NN(h0)))
O. LE.Jti) .LE.NNt 1)•i.O,LE;J@a)^LE.NN(?)•i.....
O:LE.J(NO).Lf-sNN(NO)olp WHERE Zs80RT(01).
THE X I S ARE STORED WITH RE X(J(1).J(2)r..s.J(hO)) IN CELL
1^2^CJtl^+J(2)• hN (! )^Jt3 ) ^NNti) *NN(2)^.•s
♦JtND )sNN(1)*NN(2)* 9#9 *NN(N0e1)) # AND
IM X(J(l ) rsesoJ(NO)) IN THE CELL FOLLOWING
RE X(J(i),..s,JtNO)).
THE At$ ARE STORED I N THE SAP[ MANNER,
IFSs•1
	 TO SET NsNPsa* *MpSET
 UP SIN TABLET AND 00 FOURIER
ANALYSISrTAKING THE INPUT ARRAY A AS x AND
REPLACING IT BY THE A SATISFYING THE ABOVE FOURIER SER1930
IFSsi2 TO DO FOURIER SYNTMESIS ,ONLYs W ITH A PRE•COMPUTED Be
IFSso2 TO DO FOURIER ANALYSIS ONLY. WITH A PREsCOMPUTED IS
IFERR	 18 SET B y PROGRAM TOo
80 IF NO ERROR DETECTED.
MI IF THE MC M I S 00 NOT SATISFY THE CONDITIONS ABOVE,
OR N0 DOES NOT SATISFY 19LIaND.LE469
Not WHEN IF3614PO R •i AND THE S TABLE NEED NCT BE COMPUTED.
0.2 WHEN IFS02 OR •2 AND THE S TABLE NEED BE COPPUTEOg
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
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C
C	 AS STATED ABOVEr MC(1I^MC(2)^rrr^NC(Nn)rLEr13rIF THE
C	 COMPUTER USED HAS A GREATER STORAGE C AP ACITY THAN THE
C	 IBM 7094 THIS MAXIMUM MAY BE INCREASED VY REPLACING
C	 13 IN STATEMENT 6 BELOW NITH M4LOG2 NOwMERE N IS
C	 THE MAXIMUM NUMBFR OF COMPLEX NUMBERS ONE CAN STORE
C	 IN PION SPEED CORE @ THE DIMENSION OF KE MUST E'E SET
C	 EQUAL TO M#1 IN BOTH MDFT AND MFORTO THE DO LOOP
C	 JUST BEFORE STATEMENT AO MUST EXTEND tO Met INSTEAD OF 120
C	 THE 14 IN STATEMENI 105 MUST Of CHANGkO TO M+ts
C	 IN MFORT ONE MUST ChANGE THE IQUIVALE NCE STATEMENTS FOR
C	 THE KFIS AND ADO MORE DO STATEMENTS TO THE MARY SORT








C	 NOTE THAT THE NA MED COM M ON rCFORTCr 18 USED FOR


















IF (IABS(IFSS) 0 LT 0 2) GO TC 160








A(I)s&(I) / F N
25	 A(I41)8•A(I*1)/FN
C
C	 BEGINNIKG OF LOCP FOR CO r PUTING MULTI PLE SUM




















C	 DOING FOURIER ANALYSIS * REPLACE A BY CONJUGATE*
75 00 80 I820707202
60	 A(ItN•Ati)
GO TO 100






IF (NP I SE 9 00) IFERR991
C







C	 THETAsPI12**(L+1) 	 FOR L ot
JSTEP 4 NT
C
C	 JSTEP s 2**( MT•LO1 ) FOR Lot
JDIF s NT/2
C
C	 JDIF :s 2**(MT•L) FOR Ls!
S(JDIF) s SIN(TMETA)
IF (MT92)260#220.'220









IF(JLAST •JSTEP ) 250r230sE30
i
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MFORTr MODIFIED VERSION-OF FORT FOR V89




EQUIVALENCE ( KEtl3 )rK1)rtKltl2 )rK2)rtKE111)rK3)rtKE^10l^Kp1
EQUIVALENCE (KEt 9 )•Ks 1rtK9( 8)SWO( KEt' T )OMOCK111 61081





SCRAMBLE A t OV 8ANDE18








































IF (M 8 LE 9 1) GO TO 1
METHOD
AND KEt14•0




















C	 NTBKP/41%P IS DEFI K ED IN COMMENTS I N ".007•
DO 130 Ls2,M
C
C	 SPECIAL CASE* J80
00 e0 I82PN2PLEXP











A(I3.1) s A(11,1)	 T
A(13	 ) s Atli )	 • T I























A(12	 ) $A (I	 ) + TI









100 A(li)	 s A(I1)	 +TI
G	 END OF I LOOP
C
110 JJsJJ+KPL




L9xp .1 4 .1*LCXP
130 NpLaNP01





ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR




HYBRDC combines a transform system and an adaptive DPCM (differential
pulse code modulation) system to compress an image. This hybrid
method consists of an orthogonal transformation (HADAMARD or COSINE)
in the vertical direction followed by a DPCM In the horizontal
direction. The resultant coefficients are adaptively quantized and
the image reconstructed by performing inverse transformations. The
input image is divided into blocks consisting of 16 records so that
only a 16*m row portion of the image will be processed. The bit rate
for each row of the block remains constant and is input by the user.
III. CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL HYBRDC (IV, IOUT, D, D, DIF) - Cosine Transformation
CALL HYBRDH (IV, TOUT, D, D, DIF) - Hadamard Transformation










where NPL is the number of pixels per scan line.
IV. INPUT/OUTPUT
1.	 I NPUT	 .
The input data should be on logical unit 10 as a data set con-
sisting of NLINE records and NPL pixels per record with four
channels per pixel. Each data value has a length of one byte.
initial parameters needed to process the image are transferred
from a driver program through the following common statement:
COMMON NB, NLINE, BIT, NPL
where
o	 NB is the band currently being processed (integer)
156
• NLINE is the number of records in the input image which will
be processed. It must be an integer multiple of 16. (Integer)
• BIT contains the bit rates used to quantize the DPCM
differences for each row of a block of 16 x NPL pixels
(integer, 16 locations)
• NPL is the number of pixels per record which will be processed
(integer)
The bit rates to be input for each MSS spectral band for 5
compression ratios are given in the following table. The rate
Is specified for each of the 16 transform coefficients.
'REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE I$ pOOR 
BIT ASSIGNMENT FOR HYBRID DPCM QUANT 1 ZER
BIT BAND COEFFICIENT (ROM) NUMBER
No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16RATE
4 bits/
sample 1 7 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2
2 7 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
3 7 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 4
4 7 5 5 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2
3 bits/
sompl e 1 6 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
2 6 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2
3 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2
4 6 4 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
2 bits/
sample 1 5 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
2 5 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
3 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1
4 5 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
1	 bit/
sample 1 4 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 4 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 4 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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	 .. _......._ .. .__. _ . 	 .... _	 ........ _ _.. . .
RATE	 N0.	 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1S 16
0.5 bit/I
sample 1 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 3 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0	 t
3 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0	 c
4 3 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0	 1
2. OUTPUT
The input parameters and the means of the original and reconstructed
Images are printed. The reconstructed image for band NO is written
onto unit NB.
V.	 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
The storage requirements and the functions of the non-system
subroutines used are given in the following table.






HYBRDC (HYBRDH) 3748 Read 16 line blocks from input
data set, call Hadamard or
Cosine transform on columns,
call DPCM on rows of coefficients,
reconstruct the image by calling
for inverse transformations
DSQ (QUAN) 908 Perform mapping to obtain
uniform distribution of co-
efficients, quantize to specified
number of levels, do inverse to
! reconstruct coefficient values
HADD 1110 Hadamard transformation of a
string of	 16 pixels
COST 1844 Cosine transformation of a




The linkages of the subroutines are given in the following table.






DS4	 ItryROD1 ICIBILMY OIL THE
VAN
	





The program requires 60K bytes of storage when operating on a
LACIE sample segment.
2. EXECUTION TIME
The processing speed is highly dependent on the type of transform
applied and somewhat dependent on the bit rate, being slower at
higher bit rates due to the quantization of a greater number of
coefficients. Average speeds from several computer runs are
given in the following table.
PROCESSING SPEEDS FOR HYBRID COMPRESSION
(4 band pixels/second)







A one-dimensional transform method and a one-dimensional DPCM are
combined in NYBRDX to perform data compression. Initially
the input image is divided into blocks consisting of 16 rows of
pixels. Correlation factors for the coefficients in each row of the
block are assumed to be as follows:
159
^t 1
COEFFICIENT NUMBERS	 CORRELATION FACTOR
1, 2, 3, 4
	
15/16
5. 6, 7P 8
	
3/4
g, 10 0 ..., 16	 1/2
A one-dimensional orthogonal transformation (Hadamard or Cosine) Is
performed on the columns of the 16 x NPL block of data. Following
this transformation, a one-dimensional DPCM is performed on each row
of the block. This is accomplished by first computing the mean of a
row and the deviation of each point in the row from the mean. Next,
an error is predicted for each point by computing the difference
between the deviation of that point and the previous deviation
multiplied by the correlation factor for that row.
After the DPCM is complete, the variance of the predicted errors is
computed for a row. Using this variance, the stating factors used to
map the coefficients in the row into a uniform probability density
function are computed.
The difference between the deviation of a point from the mean of the
row and the predicted error for the point is quantized. Using these
quantized values, the transformed coefficients are reconstructed.
The inverse of the orthogonal transformation is performed to complete
the reconstruction of the image. The bit rate for each row of the
block remains constant and is input by the user. A zero bit rate is
accepted as a valid input.
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VIII. COMMENTS




Reconstructed images were examined using image means, mean squared error,
plots and histograms of the reconstructed images, and plots and histo-
grams of difference images. An example of a difference image follows.
X. LISTINGS
Listings of the subroutines follow.
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SUBROUTINE HYSROC (IV# ?OUT, of E, DIE)
C
C	 8UsR041INE HYBRID USES A HYBRID METHOD TO COMPRESS AN IHAGEs
C	 THIS METMOD CONSISTS OF A 1.0 ORTHOGO NA6 (MADAMARD OR COSINE)
C	 TRANSFORM IN THE VERTICAL DIRECTIcw FOLLOWED EY A 190 OPCM IN THE
C	 HORIZONTAL DIRECTION. THE TRANSFORMED GOIFFICIENTS ARE
i	 C	 AOAPTtVELY QUANTIZED. OSING THESE COEFFICIENTS, THE I MAGE 15
C	 RECONSTRUCTED BY DOING INVERSE TRANSFORMATIONS)
C
C	 NPL	 . NUMBER (IF PIXELS PER LINE
C	 ITT	 • TYPE OF ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORM
!	 C	 1 • HADAMARD	 2000RINE
C	 A • INPUT 16 X t ARRAY
C	 B • TRANSFORMED 16 X 1 OUTPUT ARRAY
C	 MIKP • MINIMUM VALUE OF INPUT IMAGE
C	 MAXP • MAXIMUM VALUE OF INPUT I MAGE
C
C	 LOGICAL UAITB
C	 10 • INPUT PICTkJRE (BYTES)
C	 NO • RECONSTRUCTED PICTURE (BYTES)C	 •/ t 7/• f 1/ t 1• t 1 f• 1 1/• t• t	 t t• • 1•	 VIVO  t • "► t t t••	 T t t 1.1 t• t• •1 f Y•*••
C
DIMENSION IV(4#kPL)r IOUT(NPL), 0(16 0 NPL)o E(16#NPL)o DIF(NPL),
A(16)e B(16)p RHO(16)
LOGICA01 IV # IOUT
REAL MEANSMAXPOMINPoPAX(4)/3*t21o0p63o0 / *MIN ( 4)/4*0+0/
INTEGER BIT(16)
COMMOK NBo, NLI NE. HIT * NPL
DATA M /16/
C





C	 ENTRY FOR HADAMARO TRANSFORM













C	 CHECK FOR INDEX OF FIRST ZERO BIT RATE
C	 KZ IS T HE POINTER FOR THE LOCATION OF THE FIRST lFRO SIT RATE
DO 2S Istom








C STORE CORRELATION FACTORS FOR EACH ROM OF TRANSFORMEDIDATA
00 50 16104
RMO(I)M1S•/10•




C READ IN 16 LINES OF DATA # PICK OFF DESIRED BAND AND STORE
C IN D ARRAY
DO 500 NVOI•NBPV
DO Its 1W1,M
RE A D ( I O) IV Li utal 1.1 l'Y OF THE
DO 120 J • 1 • NPL ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
IIV m IV(NB,J)
D(IsJ) ,n	 IIV




C PERFORM EITHER A HADAMARO OR COSINE TR ANSFORM ON COLUMNS OF 0




GO TO	 (131 * 132)o
	
ITT
131 CALL HADD (A t 0)
GO TO 133
132 CALL COST	 (A• 8o	 1)
133 CONTINUE
c




C DO OPCM ON ROWS OF ARRAY 0
•: C
• C COMPUTE THE MEAN OF EACH ROW OF ARRAY 0 AND THE
C DEVIATION OF EACH POINT IN THE NOW FROM THE MEAN
DO 350 I41#M
• SUMS090




IF	 (	 1	 ,GE l Kt	 ) GO TO 300
C
C DIF(J)..••.,.,gxfRO CENTERED TRANSFOR MED DATA•
DA 225 J 9 1 P NPL {





C	 E(I#J).•••q••OIFFE RENCE BETwFEN THE DEVIATION AND THE
C	 PREVIOUS DEVIATIO N MULTIPLIED BY THE CORRELATION FACTOR
`	 EtI^1Is0^0
Do a4o a=x.NPL
2 40	 Ecloa nDIPMODIF ( J•1fkRH0(I)
C










CALL 080 (3 1 0, SGM)
LEVEL = 2**(BITtI)^l)
C
C	 QUANTIZE DEVIATION FROM THE MEAN FOR THI FIRST SAMPLE
AFODIF(1)
CALL QUAN We LEVEL # EQ)
EE s EQ
EtI.1) s €E * MEAN
C
C	 AOAPTIVFLV QUANTIZE THE► DIFFFRENCF. HFTWtE N THE'DEVIATION FROM
C	 TMF MEAN AND TWF PRFOICTFD VALUFe ADD TMF PRFOICTFO VALUE TO THE
C	 QUANTIZED OUTPUT @ FINALLY# ADO BACK 1M9 MEANI
DO 320 J22,NPL
AF s DIF(J) a RHO(I) *LSE
CALL QUA N (AF, LFVELo EQ)
EE s EQ ♦ RHOtT)*EE.




C	 OUTPUT FOR CASE OF ZERC MIT RATE










GO TO (411#012)t ITT
411	 CALL HARD (A t B)
GO T(1 415
412	 CALL COST (At Be 01)
415	 CONTINUE
C



























COMPUTE MEANS Of ORIGINAL AND RECONSTRUCTED IMAGE$
PIXBNLINEsNPL
AMEANI 8 IOUMI'/ PIX







40 FORMAT V NPL o l v?S,19X , I NLINE=X l oISol%Xo l BANO NOg l 0 IBtiSXr l 0XXP *1
l vF6 9 1 # 1SX f l mINP s'vF6*1/)
41 FORMAT ( I MEAN OF ORIGINAL IMAGE s l #F8gs # 86Xe l 0f AN OF RECONSTRUCTS
1 0 IMAGE •lpF8931/1
43 FORMAT0 BIT RATES 1#16I8s/)
49 FORMATCH W HYBRID METHOD USING A 1o0 COSINE AND A 1*O,OPCM TRANSF
IORMI//)
















The data set is partitioned into arrays of a specified size, and
each array is clustered into the required number of clusters. The
data is reconstructed by replacing the original data with the closest
cluster centroid.
III.	 CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL CCA (A, B, NREC, NPIX, NFEAT, LXL, NXN)
i	 where
i
4	 A, B are work arrays dimensioned (4, NPIX) and (LXL, NPIX, 4) bytes
E	 respectively,
NREC, NPIX are the number of records and the number of pixels per
record in the data set,
NFEAT is the number of clusters to be found in each block of data,




The input to this program is a sequential data set on logical
unit 10, having NREC records each NPIX 4-band pixels long.
2. OUTPUT
The output is the reconstructed image, written in the same format
as the IsIpUL.
V.	 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES







ORIGINAL PAGE IS PO©R
1. STORAGE
The subroutine occupies 12864 bytes of storage.
2. EXECUTION TIME
For a LACIE sample segment (117 x 196) the execution time on the
IBM 360/75 is approximately 30 seconds.
VII. METHOD
The multispectral data is first divided into blocks of the specified
size. All of the unique data vectors in the block are then found.
Initial cluster centroids are chosen at equal intervals in the table
of vectors. Then all samples are assigned to the cluster containing
the closest centroid. The centroids of each cluster are then replaced
by the center of mass of samples in that cluster. This procedure is
repeated for two iterations. The next step is to replace each data
vector with the closest cluster centroid. The cluster numbers are
stored in an array at location numbers corresponding to the vector
table locations.	 Each block of imagery is then reconstructed by
obtaining the cluster numbers from the array.
VIII. COMMENTS
The program is dimensioned for a maximum of 32 clusters per block.
•	 IX.	 TESTS
The reconstructed imagery has been examined visually and by computing
means, variances, and mean squared errors. Data blocks have been









READ IN A BLOCK OF DATA
COUNT THE UNIQUE FEATURE VECTORS IN
THE BLOCK AND STORE THEM IN A TABLE
SELECT CLUSTERS FROM THE TABLE
REPEAT
FOR EACH FEATURE VECTOR IN THE TABLE:
FIND THE CLOSEST CLUSTER, ADD THE
VECTOR OCCURRENCE TO THE CLUSTER
POPULATION, AND COMPUTE THE CLUSTER	 -
MEAN VECTOR






REPLACE EACH DATA VECTOR IN THE
TABLE WITH THE CLOSEST CLUSTER CENTR010
"	 1
REPLACE EACH VECTOR IN THE
BLOCK WITH CLUSTERED DATA










SUbROUTINE CCA (A t Be NREC• NPIX# NFEATO Me NXN)	 I
C
C CLUSTER COOING ALGORITMM •BREAKS IMAGE INTO LXL BY NXN
C ARRAYS AND CLUSTERS EACH ARRAY INTO A MAXIMUM Of
C 30 FFATURES# WRITES OUT A NEW TAPE 0I114 ORIGINAL
PATA REPLACED BY CLOSEST MEAN CLUSTER MIER
C
C 1hE INPUT VARIABLES ARE AS FOLLOWS$
C AaRFCORD OF DATA TO BE PUT INTO B(IW FORMAT
C H(1eJ)aDATA ARRAY FOR RECORD to PIXlL J
C NNECaNUMBER OF RECORDS DESIRED
	 REPRODUCIBILITY OP THEC NPIxaNUMBER OF PIXELS DESIRED	









EOUTVALENCE	 (I m p	 LM(!))





obhITE	 (6sb00)	 NREC * 	NPIX t 	NFEAT, LXL,	 NIN
C
L' NLONGaLENGTh OF SUAIMAGE IN NUMBER OF LxL ARRAYS
C NNIDFswIDTN OF SURIPAGE I N NUMBER OF NXN ARRAYS
C PRLwGakt'"bfR RECORDS LEFT OVER F ROM I NTEGER MULTIPLE
G nkwOEsNU"PfR PIXELS LEFT OVER FROM INTEGER MULTIPLE
C IF	 TMFNE ARE. PIXELS AND/OR RECORDS LEFT OVEReOUTPUT IMAGE










STAkt READING Ik Tht DESIRED DATA
C NLaTNE	 LENGTI+ OF	 THE SUBI M AGE	 IN LXL ARNAYS
'- MXN a LX1
` DO 48I	 NL.al okLONG
IF	 ( A L * t GoKLONGgAKDgNRLNGoNE.0)	 MXN•NKLNG
C
C READ IN LkL RECORDS CF DATA (A) ANO PUT INTO B
t)U	 150	 NRal ,toxA
k
NfAD	 (10)	 A
GO	 ISO	 NPa 1. API x
1 30	 M(NR * KP)	 a	 A(I► P)
t5u	 G^fN.T INLIE
C
C THE FINS T STEP IS TO COMPUTE A FOUR•D HISTOGRAM
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i
f	 c a ;kl^	 F 1^.r	 tMf	 "rlCf
r.
r fACM	 S$- l4 1MA(vf
	 Rff'. CNC	 IS	 ANIOF	 hU P 	 R	 CP NXh ARRAYS
I	
1 "ItJONSTART	 ANn MSTCP ARF	 T H E	 START A % O STOP PI X ELS
r IN	 FAr' H hf.Cf)Rn FOR f ACF	 ARRAY
u('
	 4411	 eNs1 ,nv'ICE
r9tOF shwAF >~^
r +gTar+ts	 Ms1r.W•tiXN•1
If (N N.E!J . NO Irl
 )	 r"SIOYsNPIX
10Tsr+>rl.*(MStOP•M9TART^1)
UO	 100	 0091 # Acu1 T
lshUfX(Kt:)





!. L ro p 	rvi.h	 Mar.	 NeCONOs
^




IN	 s	 arti ►t,tip) .
L
L MASH koljTT*f




TANLF	 ! CCATIr k	 FNCw	 VECTC R
	CPMPr'Ntk? S
L=u
011	 ) 1?	 '► Csl,4
'. x y	 =	 ("' (kr )
110 L	 •	 1 AJ N ('G	 •	 'bTr(&XX#IMcc)
L.sl^.rFAf.^t
r
i (.htCk FGN Em PtY TAhtf
	 LCCATION
lu Ji (t PI N(L ).ht . (mvr 	 to
	 1 11
1 HAVF	 FLIjf D	 A	 1F1%	 VFCTCN#
	
I & CNt N FNT	 vE'.TUR COULTER
h(JONTsNn1.nT+1
L
I. Stl	 PLO1-LATIP,	 CF	 %Ew	 VtCt(!R	 TC	 GhE
"+N0 p (1 )st
.t9(0LA!"I)=L
c.












^. LHf C4 Tr; W	 IF VrCTC A IS IN YAW
t17 J	 (t ).ht.IM)	 fr,,	 TQ	 179
r
r. %ECTCi	 1S	 1f^	 tAhLte
	 IPCkENE N T 	PrtPLLATIn-*% COUNTER
PfP(L)s Kpr V(I )+1
aQ	 tl	 1M r,
C





+ l y I=lit
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I	 C
C	 CHEC K fV SEE IF INDEX I8 LARGER THAN ENO OF TABLE




C	 RF.PLACt ThE ORIM AL DATA WITH I78 TABLE LOCATION L
too CONTME




	 kETURN TO NEXT VECTOR
165 CCN11hUE
C
C	 $-LTURF TO NFXT WORD
190 CPN t I NUE
	 REPRODUCIRIuTY OF THE
C	
nPT^•T*'nl PAW` IS PnnRn 	 (.	 F1h0 ^FEA1 CIUSTER8
?	 M AT s MINO (NFEAT• KOUNT)
OILTA • FLOA1(KOUNT•1111LOATIVIAT•1)
UO 00A MFs1iLF1AT
IC ►'EK s ls0*(MF•1)*OELTA#0q%
LaNDEX(ICHEK)
I N = h(L)
GC 210 NC8104
k10 V(MFv%C) = LM(NC)
?20 tCNTINUE
C
C	 imt KFXT STEP IS TO ITERATE TO IMPROVE INITIAL CLUSTER ESTIMATE
C	 NNTCNF) • POPULATION OF CLUSTER NF








C	 Frw EACH PIXEL VECTOR• FIND THE CLOSEST CLUSTER
Dr 300 Kns(,NOUNT
IsaDEX(KC)
I N = K(L)
kv iK210000040
1^0 .520 N^=1','IFEAT
fit; r s u s 0 ► ^'.'
nu ;to NC =l.^
XX s LM(KC)
51.x , = SU M • (V(kF,hC)•XX)•.2




IF (500 .LE 0,S) GO TO 325
IV CO N TIncI-E
e
r,	 NAVF NCO FOL D CLUSTER THAT 18 CLOSES T TO A PIXEL
© n
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yfcIofi • hf.ItT UPDATE CLUSTER POPI:LATIVN AND CCPPUTF
t.	 Ll ki$tf N DEAN VECTOII
S^'a C s F^1(HFEAt)
,,	 rRhttMiEA1) s 4tTt^FFAT)+kPOp^l)
,jG 330 hCs 1 .4
All s 1«(hC)*%PVP(L)
SSII 11PAN(MitA1^hC ) s(C*><AAA(MiEATAAC^^KItIfKN1tN/EAT)
c	 kElthh TV %IXt PIM
`	 slop LCA t ME
j	 C





t OIL" FCR Mx? ITENA11Ch
4M1 CI4 A T 11% #., t.
t:
I	 AFTPti rr ivh- TIhG 1TiPATICKS• FIND Trt CLUSTER CLCdt8T TO
t	 t ACM' r ATA VF.C10h 1% Tht TABLE
1;4 4ttj Ki:410hCUhT
L sA 11 (KC)
t^' s t tl )
J!M ohs) nrt► ^10^0




SI: : bU M • (v ( kP*hC)•xx)•*p
I ► (5 1 0 1.t.xMfn') Gn TO 400
$ 14 it 4.0 11ALF
x M IN s 9LP
"' F t AISnF





(+	 ylljkt Tht CLI3TEk INUhNtU IN ARRAY MpEA
N12tx(I.)sMFEAI	 ^
c
L	 iwt II kk It' ktxT PIXEL
t# ,e o Lc%I1htt
t.
r	 Wr jv j.ArF J:ATA vFCTdaA *IT- CLUS TfN CENIR6106
I 'll 4,Pj aFs1r1 FIAT
110 401 ^•(s1 ^y
qp I I to( K(
	
s 1i 
	 0 p 'C)	 U.5
,.!e Iv( 0- ) s 1a
(
, G 4JN ows1,10111k:






	 AF ^ ^^^uSIT
*f6-ATsIP(JX(L)










C	 RETORN TO NEXT DATA BLOCK (NXN ARRAY) ACROSS THE IMAGE
440 COtiTINUE
L
C	 AFTER CLUSTFRING HAS BEEN COMPLETED ACROSS THE IMAGE#
C	 Tat CLUSTERED DATA IS WRITTEN OUT LXL WORDS AT A TIME BY
r.	 PUTTING B HACK INTO THE A DATA FORMAT
00 470 NN81#PXN
De 400 kpalekPIX
460 A(NP) s A(NRONP)
470 WRITE (11) A
i	 C
C	 LXL RECORDS HAVE BEEN NRITTEN THAT GO ACROSS THE
C	 IMAGE. TMF NEXT STEP IS TO READ IN L XL MORE DATA
C	 4110015 TO GO DOWN THE IMAGE, THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED BY




804 FORMAT ( 1 1 1 #20X, I CLUSTER COOING ALGORiTMMl/21X,24(1.1)//2lXtfRECOR
e US USEO+,ti2//21X. l PIXCLS USEDloll3/IRIX#IFEATURES/ARRAYl,I101/21X
6 0 1 ARWA11 LENGTH (SCANS) 1 # I4/121X t I ARRAY "IOTH ( P IXELS)loI4/1)
kN0






The number of measurement vectors required to represent an image is
reduced by merging the component values to the nearest of a set of
equally spaced values (e.g., multiples of 3).
111.	 CALLING SEQUENCE
Call VREDUC (KNT, KOUNT, INT, NUM, N, NOP, (FEAT, JFAC, IMOD, JMOD)
where
KNT is the number of pixels in the image,
KOUNT is the number of vectors,
INT is the separation of modified data values (e.g., 3),
NUM is the maximum population for which vectors are modified,
N, NPOP are the tables of vectors and their populations (from HASH),
IFEAT is the lengths of the tables,
JFAC, IMOD, JMOD are the multiplier, divisor and base used in HASH.
IV. INPUT/OUTPUT
Input and output are by the tables N and NPOP.
V. DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
No other subroutines are called.
VI. PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
1. STORAGE
The subroutine requires 3880 bytes. The tables N and NPOP will require
several thousand bytes for a large image.
2. EXECUTION TIME





The subroutine listing follows.
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
VII. NET40D
For each vector in thetable having population of up to "NUN," the
components are changed to the nearest multiple of "INT". If a different
vector has been created, a table location is computed as in HASH. If
the modified vector is the same as one previously existing before modifi-
cation, the number of vectors is reduced by one count, and the populations
are added. If a new vector has been generated, the vector and population
are transferred to the new table location. In either case, the popula-
L. i at the original table location is set to -1 as a flag, and a pointer
to the new table location is put in the vector component table entry.





The modified vectors are multiples of INT as expected. An image







I SUNPOLTINE VREDLC	 MOD)
C
!	 C	 KN78A VARIABLE LSEO TO COUNT THE NUMBER OF PICTURE ELEMENTS(PELS)
C	 KOUNTsA VARIABLE USED TO COUNT THE NU M BER OF DIFFERENT VtCVORB
C	 INT s INTEGEN MULTIPLIER TO WHICH COMPONENTS ARE MODIFIED
C	 NUM s MAXI MUM POPULATION FOR WHICHVICTORS ARE,MODIFIlD
C	 N(I)NCOMPONENTS OF THE I I TH VECTOR IN THE TABLE
C	 NPOP(I)sTHE NUMSFR OF OCCURRENCES OF THE IT" VECTOR IN THE TABLE





DIMENSION N(IFEAT) t NPCP(IFEAT)• NN(300)0 MSE(4)






400 MSE(NB) s 0
C
DO 445 Iw1,IFEAT
IF (NPOP(I)•EQ,O) GO TO 445
IF (NPOP(I)mGT l KUM) GO TO 445
C




410 LOW) s (LM(NC)#KONST)/INT*INT
c
C	 IF THE VECTOR IS UNCHANGED, JUMP OUT
IF (IM.EO O NOLD) GO TO 445
t
C	 MASH ROUTINE





MSE(NC) s MSk(NC) ♦ NPOP(I)•IABS(kXI•NXA)




C	 CHECK FOR E MPTY TABLE LOCATION TO PUT NEW VECTOR
417 IF (NPCP(L)oGT, 0) GO TO 4aS
IF (NPON(L) 9 kQ * v 1) GO TO 435
HAVE Fnl)ND A NFM VECTOR
TRANSFER POPULATION AND NEW V E CTOR TO T ABLE LOCATION L








Gu . 1 0 445
	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
G	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
L	 TALE LCCAII(rn I3 FILLED#
C	 CHECK 10 SEE 1i VECTCR IS IN TABLE
424 IF (h(L)#NE.IM) 60 TO 435
L
t:	 I 1TF(.FW POOF CRFATFO A P REVIOLSLr EXi bTING VECTOR
C	 Aoo PwFvlGos PnFULATICK AAO REDUCE VFLTUR COURT BY i
L	 PuT P C IKTfk FLAG AAO POINTER AT CLO TABLE LOCATION








C	 vECTr1i NUT IF• TABLE# INCNEVENT TAPLE INJEX, GC H A CK TO CHECK
r.	 C+ ►` I AHLF LOCAT IC1Y
435 L:L+I






v 141 TF. ( h,(400 ) KCU^T
f.






1F	 ('► PrjP(I)vLT l 100())GO	 TO	 450










IF	 fpCo(KVEC.2).EQ.0)	 MRITE	 ( 6,812)	 L"`o NPOP(I)
uy^;	 LC n 'r int,E
C
(. a(F•-r.LAljC4
	 01STRIt1MO K	 IN	 LOGARITH M IL IKCRE1"ENTS
r.	 yr11'	 T=1.300




IF	 OSCP M O T.1) GC TO 550
C.




I' L	 Tr	 54u
C
r, CCi;NT
	 THE:	 nt,r', HFR	 OF	 VECTORS	 THAT	 CCCL k 100 1 5 CF	 TIMES











C	 PRINT THE NUMBER OF VECTORS THAT OCCUll 1699 TIME80 100 1 8 AND





IF (I.E0o101) INC s 100
IF (I,E g e110) INC s 1000JaJ ♦ INC
IF (NN(I) l EG,O) GO TO S60
X s NN(I)*100901KOUNT
NRITE (6,820) J. NN(I)p X
560 CONTINUE
C








IF (NPOP(I)vLTa1) GO TO 600
IM s %(I)
NX X • LM(NO)
NxM s N xM ♦ kPOp(I)*Nxx
NXV s NXV ♦ NPCFCI)*NXX*42
600 CONTINUE
XMEAN s NXM / CNT
SIGMA s (NXV*CNT *xMEAN**2) / (CNTwloO)
SGERR s MSE(NB) / CNT
lMSF s AMSE • SGERR
610 N RITE (6 # 830) NO # XMEAN # SIGMA # SGERR
APSE s AMSE/NBAND




800 FORMAT (// t	VECTOR NO S s^^t8)
810 FORMAT ( 1 1 1 #20 X # I VECTORS WITH POPLLATIONS OF AT LEAST 10001//)
Hit FL R*A? (IOX,4I40I10)
812 FORMAT (10#50X@414#110)
815 FORMAT ( 1 1 1 #10Xg l NOg OF TIME8l/8Xp f A VFGTOR OCCURRECI P IOX 0 1NO O OF
.VECT0R5 l ,I0Xp l PERCENT OF TOTALI//)
820 FORMAT (1200 25,F25l4)
83u FORMAT (/10X, f 8AND f ,I3,5X, + 0EAh si#F10l3,SXplVARIANCE
6 1 MEAh SQUARED ERROR 848j4)
840 FCROAT (/60W AVERAGE MEAN SQUARED ERROR 8lpF8,4)









ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
REFORM
II.	 DESCRIPTION
The REFORM program partitions the image into smaller segments in
order to conserve core in the execution of the BLOB subroutine.
REFORM reads the portion of the image which is to be processed,
creates rectangular segments, and writes one segment per channel to
the segmented image file to be used by subroutine BLOB.
ill.	 CALLING SEQUENCE
Call REFORM (SEG, RDATA, WATA)
where
SEG is an array which holds four virtual segments;
RDATA is an array which holds one line of image data expanded to
one pixel component value per word.
BDATA is an array which holds one line of image data in bytes.
IV.	 INPUT/OUTPUT
1. INPUT
Unit 12 - a sequential data set containing the image to be
processed. The data set consists of NROW records of NCOL
TCHA bytes per record, each record corresponding to a line of
the image. Each record Is in vector format and contains one
pixel component per byte.
COMMON/DIM/NROW, NCOL, HAFM, HAFN, TCHA, VSIZH, VSIZV, RSIZ,
NREC, ELKS, DSIZ, VDIMH, VDIMV, VFIL, MIPS
where
NROW is the number of lines to be processed.
NCOL is the number of pixels per line to be processed.
HAFM is NROW/2.
HAFN is NCOL/2.
TCHA is the total number of components (channels) in the input image.
VSIZH is the horizontal dimension of a virtual segment in pixels.
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VSIZV is the vertical dimension of a virtual segment in pixels.
RSIZ is the size of one segment in words (RSIZ - VSIZH * VSIZV).
NREC is the number of segments in the virtual file.
(NREC - VDIMH * VDIMV * TCHA)
ELKS is the number of segments per component (channel).
(BLKS - VDIMH * VDIMV + 1)
DSIZ is the maximum size of the directional lists.
VDIMH is the horizontal dimension of the image in segments.
VDIMV is the vertical dimension of the image in segments.
VFIL is the unit number of the segmented image file.
MIPS is the maximum number of initial points. This parameter
is used by the program RECON.
2. OUTPUT
The output of REFORM will be on unit VFIL as a direct access
data set with NREC records. There will be one record per segment
per channel in the virtual file.
3. FILE STORAGE
No additional files are required by REFORM.
V.	 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
The storage requirements and the functions of subroutines used are
given in the following table.





REFORM 1708 Initialize starting point, 	 call
routine to read line of data,
build one row of virtual seg-
ments, write to file.
GADLIN 608 Read one line of image data,
expand data to one pixel
value per word.
182
The linkages of the subroutines are given in the following table.




The subroutine REFORM is 1708 bytes long. The storage needed to
run this subroutine depends on the size of the image to be
processed. The storage to process an image of 112 x 112 pixels,
including a driver and the required subroutines, is 94K.
2. EXECUTION TIME
The execution time is dependent on the size of the image to be
processed. To reformat an image 112 x 112 pixels required
approximately 11 seconds of CPU time.
Rr'PRODUCll3ILITY OF THE
VII.	 METHOD	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
The input unit number is set to 12.
The area to be processed is determined by setting the starting line
and sample to 1, the number of lines to NROW, and the number of samples
to NCOL.
Virtual segments are constructed one row at a time as follows:
REFORM calls subroutine GADLIN which reads one line of data, expands
It to one pixel component per word, and stores the expanded data in
the real array RDATA.
The virtual segments are then written to the output file on unit
VFIL. One row of segments is written per channel.











READ ONE LINE OF DATA;
GADLIN
	








ITE ARRAY	 WRITE VIRTUAL SEGMENT TO
	
SEG
	 DIRECT ACCESS DATA SET
TO DISK
RETURN






The vertical and horizontal dimensions of the image must be integral
multiples of the respective vertical and horizontal dimensions of
the virtual segments.
IX. TESTS
The reconstructed images from the BLOB package have been examined by
use of mean square error calculations and plots and histograms of
difference images.
X. LISTINGS












SUOkOI:TlhF REFOR M (SEC, RDATA, 9OATA)
C
C	 8084OLTIhE 41400 1W EXTRACTS THE AREA OF INTEREST FROM THE
C	 INPUT PICTURE IN VtCTCR FORMAT AND PAkTITIONS IT I NTO VIRTUAL,
C	 BFGMENTS FOR RLCN PROGRAM•
C
r	 MDOI F IEP R1► HAAS Go MOIK RASA/GSFC WE 9350 SEPTE MBER 1976
C	 MODIFIED BY JULIA O f H000, 30 DECEMBER 1917
C
C






COMMOK/nTM/NCDL#NRC%t WAFM,MAfN,TCHA,VSI [M,VS IZV.RSIZoNREC#SLKS,
• OSTt•vDIMN,VDIMV,vFIL,MIPB
C
C	 INTTTALTZE INPUT U K IT• STARTING LI Nk e STARTING SAMPLE,








00 h y 3FG s Is volov
LI N E s 0
C
C	 600 O ONE ROM OF VIRTUAL SEGMENTS
DO 4 SLNU O s It VSIZV
LINE s L.Tht • 1
CALL GAnLIN (ROATA, 90ATA, UNIT@ SS, NS, LINE, 980, 990)
c
C	 NO FQRe SC MOVE DATA TO VIRTU A L PICTURE FILE
I	 PO 3 CMAN s 1r TCHA
COL s 0
00 Z X8EG s It VDIMM	 •
On 1 SEGCOL s to VSIZH
COL s COL • I
SFG(LI NE@ SEGCOL• X3668 C HAN) s RAATA(CMAN, COL)
1	 CCNTI^'LE
?	 CONTINUE
3	 C0k T INLE
w	 CONTINUE
C
C	 PRITF nNE QCM OF SEGMENTS PER CHANNEL
0o S CHAN s i t 1CrA
00 S XSEG s 1, VnIPk
ELK s (CMAh .1)i(RL9S91) • (VbEG Ql) • VCI M H . XSFG
WWIM60602) 8LK











1600 FORMAT ( I PERM ANENT I/O ERROR ON INPUT TAPE$)
1601 FORMAT ( I
 END OF FILE OR VOLUME OK INNUI TAPE#)
1601 FORMAT ( I WRITING SLOC9I,16)







iSUBROUTINE GAOLI N ("DATA, SDATA, UNIT, 41I, NS, LINE#
C
c	 SUAROLTINE GAMI N VMS Chf LINE EF PICTURE DATA
C	 TC REAL NUMBERARRAY
C	 INPUT TAPE SHOULD BE IN VECTOR FORMAT•
C
C
t ^ f • / • * • 1 1 1 • 1 f • • t 1 1 • • 1 • 1 f t 1 • f 1 • • f 1 ♦ • ^ 1 • 1 • • • f • • f • 1 ^ ^ • • ^ • • • 1 f • 1 / • • • •
•i^^^ii^t)^^^^^•1^i^^^^i^1^i^1H^ii^i^l^t^i^^t)ti/iii^^il^iiiilii^ii^^fii•
C
INTEGER HAFM,HAFA , TCHA,VSIZN,VSIiv^N.Z^dLKS,CSIl,
C VDI MM ,VOIMV.VFIL, M IVS
INTEGER	 UkIT
REALi4 RDATA(TChA,ACOL)
LOGICAL*1 BOAT A(T C M A,NCOL)
COMMON/OIM/NCOL^NRCM,MAFM, HAFA, TCHA,Vti1Zh,V8IZV,RSIZ,NR[CrBLKB•
N DSIZ # VDIMH•VDIMV # VFIL,MIPS
C
C	 REAP A LINE OF PICTLRF DATA
READ (URIT.EN0*400,ERRfS00) SOATA
C
C	 STORE EACH RECORD BYTE (PIXEL CO MPONE N T VALUE)
C	 AS A FULL %ORD REAL NUMBERS
UO 100 Iot#%$




















The BLOB program locates homogeneous regions (blobs) in an image by
detecting the boundaries between regions. Statistical F- and t- tests
E are performed to determine whether a pixel is an element of the region
currently being outlined. Output files are created for reconstruction
of the image using the program RECON.
III.	 CALLING SEQUENCE
Call BLOB (DIR, OUT, ADIR, VMEM, XCPL, YCPL, BLOOM, IPSSQ, MEANS,
BKSTAT, IPMEAN, STATUS)
where
DIR is the stack used to allow the program to back up in its tracing
of contours when its forward path is blocked.
OUT is the direction upon leaving a pixel group in a contour.
ADIR is the list of directionals for the current initial point.
VMEM is the virtual memory array containing four segments.
XCPL is the X-coordinate of a pixel group in the comparison pointer
list.
YCPL is the Y-coordinate of a pixel group in the comparison pointer
list.
BLOOM is the mean of the current pixel group.
IPSSQ is the sum of the squares of the pixel group in the initial
point.
MEANS is the mean values of the pixel group in the current initial
point.
BKSTAT is the index for the virtual segment to be retrieved.
IPMEAN is the mean of the current initial point.





a. Card 1 in FORMAT (2F10.3):
FVAL the F-test value
TVAL the t-test value
Possible values for FVAL and TVAL are listed below, they do not








b. Card 2 in FORMAT (12, I1):
NCHA - the number of components (channels) to be used for
contouring. The first NCHA components will be used,
and NCHA must not be larger than the value specified
by the symbolic parameter TCHA.
IPRINT - a nonzero value for IPRINT will cause the region
description and directional list to be printed.
c. Direct access segmented image file on unit VFIL as generated
by the reformatting program REFORM. Four segments at a time
are kept in main memory. BLOB traces contours and if one of
the segments in main memory does not contain a referenced pixel,
the required segment is read in and replaces the oldest previous
segment.
d. COMMON/DIM/NCOL, NROW, HAFN, HAFM, TCHA, VSIZV, VSIZH, RSIZ,





a. Description of each detected region in form IPX, IPY, BLOOM,
NDIR, MEANS on unit 8.
T
	
	 IPX - the column coordinate of the initial point of a region.
IPY - the line coordinate of the initial point of a region.
BLOBN - the number of points in the region times four. BLOOM
= 4 denotes a singular point.
NDIR - the number of directional elements in the contour of
the region.
MEANS - the mean values for the NCNA components of the region.
b. Directionai list for each detected region. NDIR directional
elements are written on unit 9. A directional element can





c. Printed Output - the number of initial points (regions) and
the total number of directional elements are printed. Optionally,
the region description and the directional list are printed.
3. FILE STORAGE
No additional files are used by this program.
V.	 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
The subroutine BLOB calls several subroutines.
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FOR BLOB
SUBROUTINE STORAGE(DECIMAL BYTES) FUNCTION
BLOB 2776 Initializes variables and arrays.
Locates new initial point, traces
contour, and sets contour bits
when completed.	 Writes initial
point information and directionals
to files.
COMPAR 1444 Compare pixel groups to determine
points in current contour.
ERR 1820 Print error messages.
ERRMSG Entry under ERR Traceback for errors.
GETPIX 2958 Looks for pixel groups to
add to the current contour.
GSTAT 1036 Gets the current status of a
pixel group.
INITV Entry under PIXEL Initializes virtual memory
parameters.
IPCPAR 900 Compares pixel groups to locate
Initial point of new contour.
MEAN 650 Computes the mean of a pixel
group.
NEWIP 1734 Locates initial point for a new
contour.
PIXEL 1542 Locates virtual segment con-
taining required pixel.
PSTAT Entry under GSTAT Stores current status of pixel
group.
SET Entry under GSTAT Sets status bit to designate
a point in some contour.
SICB 478 Sets status contour bit for all
points in a contour.
SSQ 510 Computes the sum of the squares
for a pixel group.
192
fMf
LINKAGES OF SUBROUTINES FOR BLOB

























* Entry under PIXEL
+ Entry under GSTAT





The storage required to process an image 112 X 112 pixels with
4 channels, Including a driver and the required subroutines, is
121K.
2. EXECUTION TIME
The execution time is dependent on the size and complexity of the
Image, and the F- and t- values chosen. To process an image of
112 x 112 pixels required approximately 1 minute and 16 seconds of
CPU time.
3. RESTRICTIONS
The dimensions of the image to be processed must be multiples of
2. The dimensions of the virtual segments must be multiples of 2.
VII.	 METHOD
The BLOB program package is an implementation of the BLOB algorithm
(see References 3 and 4) for IBM 360/370 computers with OS/MVT. The
BLOB algorithm detects homogeneous regions (blobs) in monochrome images
or multi-images (multispectral, multitemporal). The algorithm
guarantees closed boundaries of the regions. Its output is a list
description of the detected regions consisting of the coordinates of
an initial point for each region, the number of points within each
region, the number of boundary points for each region, the mean values
of each component of the multi-image for each region and a list of
directionals describing the contour of each region. A multi-image may
be reconstructed from this compressed description using the program
RECON.
The values for FVAL, TVAL, NCHA, and (PRINT are read from cards. The


















The first initial point is set to (1,1) and the contour parameters
are initialized. The image is processed in groups of four pixels,
one point being a 2 x 2 pixel group.
The subroutine GETPIX is tailed repeatedly to trace out the contour
by searching for adjacent pixel groups having the same statistical
values as the initial point. The search continues until It is
determined that the blob contains a single pixel group or until the
contour is completed. Entries into the directional list ADIR are
created, and the status of each point is computed.
The mean of the blob is computed for each channel. The initial
point coordinates, number of points in the blob, number of entries in
the directional list, and the means are written out to unit 8.
If the blob contains more than one pixel group, the directional list
Is written to unit 9 and subroutine SICS is called to set the status
contour bit for each point of the contour.
The subroutine NEWIP is called to locate the initial point of a new




The reconstructed images from the BLOB package have been examined
by use of mean square error calculations and plots and histograms of
difference images.
X. LISTINGS
Listings of the subroutines follow.
t
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C	 MAIN PROGRAM . DRIVER Pon BLOB ROUTINk
C
C	 THE FOLLOWING LIST OEFINES'THE PARANEIEMS USED By THE BLOB
C	 SUBROUTINEBt ALONG WITH SAMPLE VALUtBI
C
C	 NOTE TWAT NOON, NCCLO VSIZV• AND vSIZH "us? of MULTIPLEB-OVE AND
C	 %ROW a VSIZV • VDIMV
C	 NCOL 8 V811W • VOIMH
C
C	 NRON a 2S6
	 THE VERTICAL SIZE OF TMt PICTURE 8E06 CONTOURED
C	 WAFM a 128	 HALF OF NOON
C	 NCOL a ZS6	 THE HORIZONTAL SIZE OF THE PICTURE BEING CONTOURED
C	 MAFN a 128	 HALF OF NCOL
C	 TCMA a 4	 TOTAL NUMBER OF CMAN NILS IN This PICTURE
C	 VBizv a 32	 VERTICAL DI MENSION Of VIRTUAL SEGMENT IN-PINUS
C	 VBIZM 8 32	 040RIZONTAL DIMENSION of VIRTUAL'8E6NENT IN PIXELS
C	 RSIZ a 1024	 SIZE OF VIRTUAL 8E0MENT IN WORDS (VSIIVOVSIZH)
C	 NREC a 2S6	 NUMBER OF NEC$ IN VINT FILE a VOIMVaVOIMMe1CHA
C	 BLKS a 6S	 NUMBER OF VIRTUAL SItGMENTS PER CHANNEL PLUS 1
C	 OSjZ a 4096	 MAXIMUM SIZE OF THE O PECTIONAL LISTS
C	 VDIMV a e	 VERTICAL DI MENSION OF PICTURE IN VIRTUAL SEGMENTS
C	 vojMM a 6	 140MONTAL DIMENSION O F PICTURE IN VIRTUAL SEGMENTS
C	 VFIL a 11	 UNIT NUMBER OF VIRTUAL FILE
C	 MIPS a 9999
	 MAXIMUM INITIAL POINTS ALLOWED FOR PICTURE
C
C	 DEFINE FILE WFIL (N4EC#RSIZ#U#N%TAEC)
Cr•r^•r^•I.1•1!••1••T•r1f•••••t/t ♦♦ ^•r• •r•t•••T•••f•t•••••l11^••r'•
C
DIMENSION SEG(28 0 3206,4 ) 0 ROATA(4 0 1 92 )0 BLOBM(4)
REAL MEANS(4), IPMEAN(4), IPSSO(4)
INTEGER SWATCH) # OUT(96)
INTEGER	 PMEANs(100004)
INTEGER ADIR(2o00), DIR(2000), XCPL(96)r VCPL(96)











tOMMOk / IPL/IPx,IPV , IPCNT,ExT	 lt1:PROI)UCIBII,ITY OF THECO MM ON /LEVELS / FVAL, TVAL, NCMA	















VUIM1+ s NCOL /v 8 11N
Nsit a vslzv*vsitM
NREC s vOTMV* voIMM*TCMA
OLKS s VCI MV*VDIPM • 1
VRIL = It
ostt = 2000




N4 s 4 * NCOL
CALL REFORM (BEG, RDATA, SUN&)
c	 .





























































NRITTEN By PETER C 0 MILLER IN THE FALL AND WINTER OF 1074
"DOMED BY MAN$ o f MOIK, NASA/GS►C COOS 035 IN 8EPTEMBER 1070
POR top 360 WIN 0810VT
MODIFIED BY JULIA Mg 0400698, DECEMBER 1477
T H IS PROGRAM TRACE$ OUT THE CONTOUR BASSO ON THE FIRST
N CMANNFL$ Of TOE PRINCIPAL COMPONENT TRANSFORM WHERE N
CAk 89 UP TO ALL THE TRANSFORMED CHANNE680
FILE$ USAGEI
IP . THIS FILE MOLDS ALL THE INFORMATION ABOUT ALL THE
INTIAL POINTS tip ) FOR A PICTURE A ND THE MEAN OF EACH CONTOUR
THE DATA i8 FIXED LENGTH RECOROSs
t FORTRAN UNIT NUMBER S )
010 • THIS FILE MOLDS THE DIRECTIONAL I NFORMATION FOR ALL THE
CONTOURS 9
 THE DATA 18 VARIABLE L[NGTH RECORDS•
t FORTRAN UNIT NUMBER 0 )
VFILE	 THIS 18 THE VIRTUAL PICTURE MEMORY FILE WHICH I$
USED TO STORE THE PICTURE SlGME N TS THAT ARE NOT
CURRENTLY NEEDED IN CORE S (READ ONLY FILE
t FORTRAN UNIT NUMBER It )
OUTP(17 • FILE USED TO PRINT STATISTICS AND ANY ERROR MESSAGE$•
( FORTRAN UNIT NUMBER 6 )
INPUT • FILE USED TO READ IN FVAL, TV AL. TCHA# AND MINT
( FORTRAN UNIT NUMBER s )
FVAL • THE CURRENTF•TE$T VALUE
TVAL • THE CURRENT T •TEST VALUE
POSSIBLE VALUES FOR ►VAL AND TVAL ARE LISTED SELOM,
THEY BOTH OON I T NAVE TO Of AT THE SAME LEV9Le
FURTM►RMORE THE LEVELS USED IN IPCPAR A%D COMPAR NEED














A DIR • A LISTOF ALL THE DIRECTIONAL$ FOR THIS P
ATOP • POINTS TO THE TOP ENTRY IN T HE ACTUAL 0149CY10NAL LIST
DIR • STACK USED TO ALLOW IN[ PROGRAM TO BACKUP IN ITS TRACING
OF CONTOURS WREN ITS FOROARO PATH is BLOCKED
OTOP . POINTS TO THE TOP OF THE DIRECTION STACK
%LAST • THE X COORDINATE OF THE PIXEL GROUP AT THE FRONT OF
OUR CURRENT CONTOURe(USUALLY THE LAST GROUP FOUND BV
GETPIX 0 EXCEPT IF WE MAO TO HACK UP )
VLAST • THE V COOROINATE OF THE PIXEL G ROUP AT THE FRONT OF
CUR CURRENT CONTOUR S (USUALL Y
 THE LAST GROUP FOUND BY









 • THE V CCORM ATE CF ThE CUR RE NT IP
C
	
IPPtAN • TOE MEAN Of THE CURRENT IP
c
	
IPS89 • THE SL M OF THE ISUAR98 OF THE PIXEL GROUP IN TIME IP
C
	
IPCkT • RUNNING SUM OF THE kUMBSR OF APS
C
	















BLOSP • HAS `W MEAN OF THE CURRE N T 8608 GR0UP
C
	
BLABk • HAS (OE NU MBER Of PIXELS IN T HE CURRENT BLOB
C
	
VPEM • VIRTUAL MEMORY Of OUR PICTUR91
C
	
IT HOLDS FOUR SUIPICTURE5o
C
	
TOPCPL • TOP OF TOE COMPARISON POI NTER LIST
C
	
xCPL • X COORDINATE OF THE PIXEL GROUPS IkTHE CPL
C
	
YCPL • Y COORDINATE OF THE PIXEL GROUPS IN TOE CPL
C
	
N • THE HORIZON T AL 0I PE48111k OF THE PICTURE MATRIX IN PI XELF
C
	
P • THE VERTICAL OIPENSION OF TOE PICTURE PATRIX IN PIXELS
C
	






PIxtL GROUP • IS A GROUP Of FOUR PI XEL ELEMEKTSP
C
	
%MCIE COORDINATES A RE GIVEN 8ELON9
C
	
(J. K) • (J,441) , tJ#i,K) • (JIIIK#i)
C
	
THIS DEFINES ONE PI XEL GROUP ~MERE J IS DEFINED
G
	
BY	 J8103.9••.•,N•1 WHERE N IS THE
C
	
HORIZONTAL 512E OF ThE PICTURE
C
	
AND	 KM1,3,S,•.•,M•1 WHERE v 15 THE VERTICAL
C
	
SIZE. OF THE PICTURE
C
	
DONE • BOOLEAA FLAG LIED TO TELL CO N TOUR TMFRE ARE NO MLRE IPS
C
	











E Y COORDI N ATE OF THE CURRENT PIXEL GROUP
C
	
PEAK • REAL FLNCTION TO COMPUTE TOE MEAN OF I PIXEL GROUP
C
	
PEAKS • ARRAY HOLDING THE MEANS OF PRINCIPLE COPPONW S
C
	
FOk TOE PRESENT IP
C
	






Ik	 ARRAY MOLOIkG COUNT Of NUMBER OF INTE RNAL CONTOURS CF.SIZP
C
	
1 v 2 P 3 PIXEL GROUPS
C
	
EX	 SAME AS iN BUT FOR EXTER N AL CONTOURS
C
C •^^^l1i• M it11i^1i•ll/1l1i1!••i!!!1l^^1••!ili1^1/iill!l^1i!!1l^i11!!!
C
MEAL IPMEAti(TCHA)#IPSSO(TCHA)
REAL vrEP ( vSiZv•vSIZh , n,TCHA)
REAL PtAk
I N TEGE R NAFP,MAFN,TCIR A ,VBIZH,vSIZV,kS1ZoOLKSPCSIZ,
C v0TP0,v0IMV # 0 IL#PIPS
I N TEGE R OKSTAT(BLKB), OUT(HAFh)







DIMENSION BLOBM (70 0 0MtANStTCMA)
(QM^►ph/pIM/h(QL^NRON^HAFM^MAPN^TCMA^YBIxM^VSIZV^RSIZ^NREC^SLK1^
^ Osii^VOIMM,VDIMV,vFIL^MIPS
COMMON /LEVELS/ FVAL* 1VAL # MAMA
COMMON // ATOPPOTOP
COMMON /LAST/ xLASTPVLA ST
COMMOA /IPL/ IPN # IPV#IPCNT,ExT
COM"W RL091/SLOSN
COMMON/vMEMRT/PGCN T Iss
COMMON /CPL/ TOPC ►L 4^
COMMON / PIx /h* M fM AXm%p% 1xTS
1^,	 ^^'^
is p.D^LSC^ ^Vt,
4DATA TOW /01 4	 NX,
DATA I%•Ex /6*0/ CRlG
c
C	 INITALItATION OF VARIABLES
IPRIN1s0








N R ITE(6i1061 FVAL P	TVAL





C	 THESE NEXT DO LOOPS ARE REALLY u po h G OUT STATUS
C	 THIS ASSU MES THAT . FAL9E 9 IS REPRESENTEu B y A ZERO SvTE
00 1 I.1# MAFM
00 1 J810HAFh
STATUS N O








!F( DONE ) GO TO 6
C




IPMEAN(CMAh) a MEAN(IPxpIPVf (HANfvMEM06KSTAT)










IF( IPY alt. ITCNT )GO TO 4
ITCNT s ITCNT + ( vSItV/ 2 )
OWITE(6P107) IPYPIPCNTPTDCNTPPGCNT
G
c	 GO LOOK FOR ANOTHER PIXEL GRCUP
u CALL GETPIN (X P
 Y P
 IPCCNko AOI R t DI N # 9LO914P IPMEAN * IPSSO,
9 STATU3P V ME.MP SKSTATo OUT)






I	 '12	 kEANS(I) : RMEANS + 0m5
ORITE(S) IPXoIPV,9LOBKPATOP,MEANS
IF(IPRINT * NE P O) WRITE(60701) IPwpjPYPtlLUHN#ATOP*MEANS
CALL PSTAT (IPX P IPY P ADIR(ATOP), 1P STATUS)
CALL SET (IPXP IPY P STATUS)
C
C	 1NCRENENT "IN" ON "EX" IF NECESSARY
IF( ATOP 9 GT 9 5 )GC TO 10




10 IF( HLOBN P EO, 4 )GO TO 2
wRITF(9) ( ACIR(I) P IsiPATOP )
1F(IPRIKT Q NE.0) ORITE(6 002) (AOIR(I)PI!1PATOP)
C
C	 SET THE IN CONTOUR BIT FOR CCNTCUR JUST COMPLETED








103 FrR M AT0 CONTOURSI NO O F INITIAL POINTSm'PI5P //
0	 iXj l TOTAL NO OF OINECTIONAL30619)
104 FORMAT( i OINTE.RNAL CONTCURSS IN'(1.3)zl#3(I5.2X)P/
a	 1 EXTERNAL CCNTCURS EX(1.3)s1P3(I5vdX))
105 FOHMAT(ZI1)
106 FCRMAT( l lPLEVELs l .F10s3 P l 	 TLEVELBIPF10.3)
101 FC GM AT( l 0lPV vl oj4o l 	 I P COUNTS I P IS P I 	 DIR COUNT3 1 P I6 P	.
a	 I PAGk FAULTS21PI5)
109 FOkMAT(2F10s3)
111 FCRMAI(I2PI1)
113 FCkMAI(SXp+CHANNELS USED 8ltl3)




LOGICAL FUNCTION COMPAR (X # Y P ADIRP DI R P BLOOM # IPM&AN # SPISIP
C STATUS # VMEM # BKSTAT)
C
C THIS FUNCTION CCMPARES TWO PIXEL GROUPS TO-DETERMINE
C IF THEY BELONG TO THE SAME CONTOUR # UPDATING
C STATUS FLAGS AS NECESSARY]
C
C WRITTEN BY PETER Ce MILLER IN THE FALL AND MINTER OF t914
C
C XLAST . THE X COORD114AT1 7OF THE PIXEL GROUP AT THE FRONT-OF
C OUR CURRENT CONTOUR,#	tUSUALLY THE LAST GROUP FOUND-IV
C GETPIX # EXCEPT IF WE HAD TO BACK UP )
C YLAST • THE Y COORDINATE OF THE PIXEL GROUP AT THE FRONT OF
C OUR CURRENT CONTOUR$ 	 (USUALL Y THE LAST GROUP FOUND•SY
C GETPIX # EXCEPT IF ME HAD TO BACK UP
C
"	 C ADIR • A LIST OF ALL THE OIRECTIONALS FOR THIS IP
C ATOP . POINTS TO THE TOP ENTRY IN THE ACTUAL-DIRECT:ONAL-LIST
C DIN STACK USED TO ALLOW THE PROGRAM TO BACKUP IN ITS TRACING
•	 C Of CONTOURS WHEN ITS FORWARD PATH I S
 BLOCKED
C OTOP • POINTS TO THE TOP Of THE DIRECTION STACK
C
C
C BLOOM • HAS TOE MEAN OF THE CURRE NT BLOB GROUP
C BLOB% • HAS TOE NUMBER OF PIXELS IN THE CURRENT BLOB
C
C
C IPX • THE X COORDINATE OF THE CURRENT INITAL POINT (IP)
C IPY . THE Y COORDINATE Of THE CURRE N T IP
C IPMEAN . ThE PEAK OF THE CURRENT IF
C IPSSQ THE SUM Of THE SQUARES OF The PIXEL GROUP IN THE IP
C IPCNT • RUNNIKG SUM OF THE NUMBER OF ZPS
C EXT • BOOLEAN FLAG TO INDICATE INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL CONTOUR
C TRUE • EXTERNAL
C FALSE s INTERNAL
C
C FVAL • THE CURRENT F•TEST VALUE 	 REpg^DUCIBIT.ITY OF THE
C TVAL • THE CURRENT T•TEST VALUE
PAG,'' T'S POORC ORIGINAT,
C ♦♦ r ♦♦
iiiaialaiaiiiaiaiiiiai^iiaiiiiii^ii^^aiii^^^lafii^iiiaii^iiiii^ii^iiA•




REAL	 IPMEAN(TCHA) # IPSSQ(TCHA)















0 0811 ► VDIMN ► VDTPV,VFILPPIPS
COMMON /LAST/ XLASTrYLAST
COM MON // ATOP;OTOP
COMMf'N / pL0E11 /BLOBN
COMMON /IPL/ IPX ► IPYrIPCNT;EXT




IF ( GSTAT(X;V ;STATUS) ,GT, 3) RkTUkN
Do 1 CMAKX?#NCHA
xYM s NEAN(XrYrCHAN ;VMEM;9KSTAT)
F1 s IPSSO(CNAN) w 4 9 0 * IPMEAN(CNAN) * IPMEAN(CNAK)
F2 s SSQ(X;Y;CHAk;VMEM ;BKSTAT)
 • 4oO *XYM*XVM
IF (F1 ,LE, 0,0 ,OR 9 F2 9 LEe 0,0) KEIURN
T a (IPMEAN(CHAN) . XYP) * $ORT(l2r0/(F1 ♦F2))
C
C	 PERFORM THE T • TEST ON THE TWO GROUPS
IF(ABS(T) * GE, TVAL) RETURN
C
C	 PERFORM THE F•TEST O N TF+E: TWO GROUPS
F a F1/F2
IF (F ,GE 9 FVAL 9 0R $ 1.0/F ,GE, FVAL1 RETURA
1 CONTINUE
5 COMPARs#TRUE9
IF(GSTAT(x9V;STATUS) ,NE 9 0) GO TO 6
RLORNuRLORN♦4
DO 2 CNANs2 ► TCl*A
BLCOOCCMAN) a BLOOM(CMAN) ♦ MEAN(XrYrC;MAN,VMEM;BKBTAT)
2 CONTINUE
C
C	 UPDATE THE STATLS OF TOE PRESENT GROUP BEFORE WE GO TO THE NEXT
6 IF( xLAST 9NE9 X )GO TO 20
IF( YLAST sGT 9 V )GO TO l0
CALL PSTAT(XLAST ► YLAST;ADIR(ATCP)02rSTATUS)
RETURN
C
10 CALL PSTAT (xLAST, YLAST ► ADIR(ATOP); 4 ► STATLS)
RE TURN
C
20 IF( xLAST ► GT; X )GO TO 30
CALL PSTAT (xLAST ► YLAST; ADIRCATOP )r It STATLS)
RE TURN
C




SUBROUTINE ERR (ERRNU M # ADIR# DIR# ST ATUS# OUT)
WRITTEN BY PETER Ce MILLER IN THE FALL AND WINTER OF 1974
ADIR • A LIST OF ALL THE DIRECTIONAL$ FOR T018 IP
ATOP w POINTS TO THE TOP ENTRY IN THE ACTUAL DIRECTIONAL LIST
OIR . STACK USED TO ALLOW THE PROGRAM TO BACKUP IN ITS TRACING
OF COkTOURS %HEN ITS FORWARO PATH t$ BLOCKED
OTOP • POINTS TO THE TOP Of THE DIRkCTIO N STACK
STATUS o ARRAY MOLDING IMF STATUS FLAGS FOR EACH
PIXEL GROUP * EACH STATUS FLAG IS 3 BITS LONG
AND THERE ARE (NRON X NCOL)/u OF THEM FOR A
NROW X NCOL PICTURE• TNBY ARE MANIPULATED
WITH A COMPASS SUBROUTINE CALLED GSTATI
N • THE HORIZONTAL DIMENSION OF THE PICTURE MATRIX IN PIXELS
M • THE VERTICAL DIMENSION OF TOE PICTURE MATRIX IN PIXELS
(M AND N MUST BE MULTIPLES Of 20)
•♦• r•••t,• r ♦+ rr••t•f•fr+•t•r, t•t• f•fit•r•r•t•++ ♦•♦• trr+t••••• ♦ f•+r.,
INTEGER HAFM#NAFN#TCMAVYSIZN#VSIZV#N$IZ#BLKS#OSIZ#
C VOIMH#VOIMV#VFIL#MIPS
INTEGER ATOPrOTOPrADIR( D$tZ)#DIR( 0311)
INTEGER ERRNUM # X # Y# OUT(HAFN) # STA(V)
LOGICAL*l STATUS(HAFN#MAFM)
Ct!MMQA/DIM/NCOL&NROw, HAFM#MAFN#TCMA # VSIAM#VSIZV#RSIZ#NREC#BLKS#
N OSIZ • VDIMH#VDIMV#VFIL#MIPS
COMMON // ATOP#OTOP
COMMON /PIX/N#M#MAXMN#NEXTB











DO 41 Ysl # HAFM
DO 40 Xs!#HAFN
INOX s STATUS(X#Y)
REPRO AL PAuE ISOP^ REORIGINAL

































• 1• r• r• f f f 1 • I f• 1 1•• r 1 1 1 r 1 1 f 1 1/• I f f T' ♦• r f r f 1/ 1 1• t• r ♦ I f ► I r 	 t 1• T• f•/ 1




X ♦ Y )
C
wR1TE(6.110) X ♦ Y
C
C	 ERRTRA IS TOP I S S!iB ROUTINE TRACEBACK ROUTINE
C A LL ERRTRA
STOP
C
51	 FARPAT(OOERROP NUMBER PASSED TO ERR IS LESS ThAk 0 OR GREATER ThAK
♦ 100)
100	 FORMAT( O OTOPCPL GREATER ThAN 0#13)
101
	
FORMAT0 0 TOPM LESS TNAk
101	 FORMAT( I OEOF OR NO INPUT DATA#)
10;	 FORMATC 1 00IR LIST OxEPFLOWO)
104	 FORMAT( I OPMINTE:R Tr, TOP OF DIRECTIO N AL LIST WAS GONE NEGATIVE I)
104	 FORMATC O OCONFL.ICT OF DIRECTIONS O% DI RECTION LIS M
10 6 	 FORM AT ( I ODIRECTIONAL LIST OVERFLOW0
101	 FORMAT( I OATOP GREATER TMAk OCNTI)
108	 FOK M AIC O OEOF OFTECTEO Ok THE DIR FILET)





 ERROR IN PIXEL xsl 0140 , Y2,0I4)









• C STATUS #
 VMEM, BKSTATO OUT)
C
# C WRITTEN BY PETER C• MILLER IN THE F ALL AND MINTER OR 1074
f CC THIS SUBROUTINE LOOKS FOR PIXEL GROUPS 10 ADD TC'THE
C CONTOUR. THE STATEMENT NUMBER GROUPS (X00oX25vX90vX7S NMERE X I8 It
C 2.3v OR 4) REPRESENT THE DIFFERENT DIRECTION Of ENTERING
C PIXEL GROUP S THE ARRAY I AOIR I
 SERVES AS A LIST OF THESE DIRECTIONS
C THAT WERE TAKEN TO TRACE OUT THE GONTOUPs THE ARRAY 1 010 1 	 8 A
C STRING THAT IS LET OUT AS THE CONTOUR 18 TRACED OUT SO THAT IF NE
C HAVE TO BACKUP WE CAN FIND OUR NAY RACK• THE FUNCTION COMPAR WUSED
C TO COMPARE THE BLOB PIXEL GROUP (PRESENTLY THIS INCLUDES ONLY THE IP
C PIXEL GROUP BUT COULD BE MADE TO I NCLUDE ALL GROUPS THAT	 i
j C CAN BE ADDED TO THE BLOB GROUP $	w
C (XoY) ARE COORDINATE PAIRS•
C X • ON ENTRY CONTAINS PIXEL GROUP TO START LOOKING FROM
C ON EXIT IT CONTAINS-NEXT G NOuP TO ADD TO THE BLOB
C IF ONE EXISTS$
1 C Y• WE AS X BUT Y COORDINATE
C IPDONE • FLAG TO TELL MAIN PROGRAM NE ARE DONE W ITH THIS CONTOUR
k C
C IPX • THE X COORDINATE OF THE CUR RE NT INITAL POINT (IP)
_ C IPY . THE V COORDINATE OF THE CURRENT IP
C IPMEAN . THE MEAN OF THE CURRENT IP
C IPSSQ • THE SLM OF THE SQUARES OF THE PIXEL GROUP IN THE IF
C IPChT • RUNNING SUM OF THE NUMBER OF IPS
C EXT • BOOLFAN FLAG TO INDICATE INTE RNAL OR EXTERNAL CONTOUR
C TRUE • EXTERNAL	 RI^PRUDL' CI,3I ► ,1'1' Y OF THE
C
FALSE • INTERNAL	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
C XLAST	 THE X COORDINATE OF THE PIXEL GROUP AT THE FRONT OF
C OUR CURRENT CONTOUR S	(USUALL Y THE LAST GROUP FOUND BY
C GETPIX , EXCEPT if WE HAD TO BACK UP )
C YLAST • THE Y COORDINATE OF THE PI XEL GROUP AT THE FRONT Of
C OUR CURRENT CONTOUR,
	 (USUALL Y THE LAST GROUP FOUND BY
I C GETPIX , EXCEPT IF WE HAD TO BACK UP )
C
C SLORM • HAS THE MEAN OF THE CURRENT BLOB GRCUP
C BLVBN • HAS THE NUMBER OF PIXELS IN THE CURRENT BLOB
C
- C ADIR n A LIST OF ALL THE OIRECTIONA68 FOR THIS IF
C ATOP • POINTS TO THE TOP ENTRY IN T^E ACTUAL DIRECTIONAL LIST
C DIN • STACK USED TO ALLOW THE PROGRAM TO BACKUP IN ITS TRACING
C OF CONTOURS %HEN ITS FORWARU PATH 13 BLOCKED
C OTOP • POIkTS TO THE TOP OF THE DIRECTION STACK
s: C
C N • THE	 HORIZONTAL DIMENSION OF THE PICTURE MATRIX IN PIXELS
C M • THE	 VERTICAL DIMENSION OF THE PICTURE MATRIX IN PIXEL$
C (M AND N MUST BE MULTIPLES Of 20
C
C
I	 tlfl1f111 1 /1111ttIflt//l1f1ttt
















Ol"ENSiON V MEr (VSIZV,VStiH,S,TCNA)
OI MENStON PLOBM(TCHA)













C	 LOOK ON THE LEFT SIDE FOR NEXT PIXEL GROUP
100 IF( YLAST sLEs I PY )GO TO 125
YsYLAST•2
IF ( COMPAR(X,Y,ADIR,OIR,BLOBM,IPMEAN.I0839,STATUS,vMEM,BKSTAT) )
C GO TO 500
YsYLAST
C
C	 LOCK AHEAD FOR THE NEXT PIXEL GROUP
IPS IF( XLAST 9 GEs N o t )GC TO 150
XsXLAST•2
IF ( COMPARCX O Y P ADIR,OIF,BLOBM,IPMEAN,I NSSO,STATUS,VMEM,BKSTAT) )
C GO TO 500
XsXLAST
C
C	 LOOK TO THE RIGHT SIDE FOR TOE NEXT PIXEL GROUP
150 IF( VLAST 9 GEs M •1 )GO TO 175
	 {
YsYLAST•2
IF ( C,O MPAR(X $ Y,ADIR,DIR,BLOBM,IPME A NII PSSQPSTATUSPVMEM,BKSTAT) )
C GO TG 500
YsYLAST
C
C	 THE IF TEST CATCHES CONTOURS MAOE UP OF ONLY AN IP
C	 HAVE TO HACKUP CAN I T FIND A PIXEL G ROUP THAT HILL
C	 PASS THE F*TEST AND 7 9 1ES1-
17S IF( ATOP sEQs 1 )GC TO 510
CALL PSTAT(XLAST.YLAST,ADIR(ATOP),3PSTATUS)
0TUPWOP•l




IF(ATOP 0 69 9 08I2) CALL tRR (1,AOIR • OIRoSTATUSvOUT)
ADIR(ATOP)83
XsXLAST
IF( OTOP S EG S 1 )GO TO 110
LOIRBOIR(OTOP) 	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THIC60 TO (190, 229, 600, vM ADIR
	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POORC
200 IF( XLAST 9 0E, A•f )GO TO 2'S
X.XLAST.2
IF ( COMPAR(XoY,AOIR,DIR.SLOSM,jPMEAN#IPSSG#STATU$oVM6M * SKSTAT) )
c GO TO S00
XsXLAST
c
225 IF( YLAST ,GEe M•1 )GO TO RSO
YsYLAST^2
IF ( COMPAR ( X, YoADIR ,0IRs8LOSMojPMEAN#IPSSGPSTATU$oVMEM* OKSTAT)
 )
C GO TO 900
Ys YLAST
C
250 IF( YLAST .LEs 2 ) GO TO 279
XBXLAST•2
If (CONFAB( X^Y^AOIR^OIR^SLOSM^IPMtAN^IPSSO^STATUS^VMFM^SKSTAT) )
C GO TO 900
j	 XsXLAST
C
275 CALL PSTAT (XLAST #
 YLAST# ADIR(ATOP)o 4# STATUS)
OTOP^OTOP•1
tFCDTCPoL? 9 O) CALL ERR(SPADIROOIR,STATU40OUT)
YLAST•YLASTw2
ATOPmATOP+l
!	 IF(ATOP O GE O 08I2) CALL ERR M ADIR P OIN OTATUSiOUT)
ADIR ( ATOP)m4
YsYLAST








C GO TO 500
YsYLAST
C
325 IF( XLAST LEm 2 )GO TO 350
XsXLASTw2
IF ( CONFAB(X^Y^AOIR^OIR^SLOSM^jPMEAN^IPSBR^STATUS^VMEM^SKSTAT) )
C GO TO 900
XsXLAST
c








37S CALL PSTAT (XLASTo VLAST# AOIN(ATOP) p It STATUS)
01OPsOTOP91
IF(0TOPsLTs0) CALL F0R(SpAQI0#DIR , 6TATU5#OUT)
xLAStsxlAsT^2
ATOPsATOP#1
IF(ATOP S CEs Osii) CALL tRR(7,ARIR,Di%#STATUS#CUT)
AD MATOP1s1
XsXLAST
IF( OTOP secs 1 )GO TO S10
LO1Rs02R(OTOP)	 ^
E	 GO TO(600 P 27Ss350 # 42S)ADIR	 i
F
C 400 IF( XLAST Me 2 )GO TO 425
xsxLAST,?
IF ( COMPAR( X V V # ADIR#DIR#11LOBPoIPME AN#IPBSQ*STATUS#VMEM XSKSTAT) )
C GO TO S00
XsXLAS1
C
42S IF( VLAST sLEs IPV )GO TO 4SO
VsVLAST•2
IF ( COMPAR (X $ V gADIR s OIRseLOOP S IPMEANsI PSSOesTATUS P V NE: M P BKSTAT) )
r	 c GO TO SOo
1sVLAST
C
450 IF( XLAST stiEs N o t )GO TO 47S
XsXLAS1+2
IF ( COMPAR( XsVpAOIR s OIRsRLOOP pIPPEANsI OSSOPSTATUS # VMEM#SKSTAT) )
C	 GO TO 500
xsxLAST
C





IF(ATCP stiEs OSIZ) CALL FRR(704OI0jOI4tVTATUS#OUT)
40IR(ATOP)s2
VsVL AST




500 IF( x stiEs IPX )GO TO S20





IF' (ATOC sGEs OSIt) CALL ERR(7#AOIR#DIk#3TATUS,CUT)
OTOPscTOP41
C
IP(nTCP s ets OSIt) CALL ERK(4, AOIRP 01 4 0 ST A TUS, OUT)
c
C WE NCM PLY THF. OIRFCTIO N M E LE AVE LAST GROUP IN " A OIR" AND "DIP"
IF( x stiEs XLAST )GO TO S30
210
7









530 If( It S ST *
 XLAST 100 TO 544
DIA M OPls3
ADIRCATOP103
RETURN	 R EpRODUCIBILITY OF 
THE





C	 THIS ERR 18 AN IMPOSSIBLE CONDITION AND SHOULD NEVER HAPPEN
000 CALL E000)
C
C	 ME HAVE SACKED UP TO THE IP AND MUST



























































IN TEGER FUNCTION GSTAT (xo Y, STATUS)
F AIR Y POINTS GSTAT. PSTAT• SET
LISTEO RrLO% ARE ALL POSSIBLE ATATUS VALUE8
. MFANS nnT ON ANY CONTOUR BOUNOANY (NOT TO BE CONFUM KITH
TH E "A" IN CCMMON BLOCK /PIx/ )
A w MEANS START OF A CONTOUR WHEN SCA NNING LEFT TO RIGHT
u • w;ANB ENO nF CONTCUR WMFh SCANNINU FROM LEFT TO RIOMT
T • PtANS IT I S I N TMF M IDOLE SONF;wMkRE
NCT I^ CONTOUR






	 0 s b
T s 3	 T• T
( NOTE N94 IS AN IMPOSSIBLE CONOITICA )
T
H
E STATUS IS CALCULATED BY tl %DING THE PRESENT STATUS
I N TOE PRfSENT PASS TABLE S T HE,i#SING THIS VALUE IN
THE N F M STATES TABLE. ALONG NIT ►
 THE PAST STATUS VALUE$
PRESENT PASS STATUS TABLE
DIRECTION OUT Of
THE PIXEL 640vP
*	 UP	 * DOWN	 •
+	 OR	 • OR
A R IGHT • OFT
AAAAAf...AAAAAtfAAA+R}•
up • •
DI RECTION OR +	 A	 + T	 •
INTO LLPT *	 +TOE
AAA•}t !A•A. .lAAtflft.A•
PIXEL DOMN A	 . •





!	 A	 +	 A
A	 A	 A	 D	 A	 T	 •
iitAAiAfAAAAitA.AA1fA}lfAAliAAAf
t	 f	 !	 •




*	 *	 A	 •




A	 A	 A	 •
STATUS	 0	 A	 T	 •	 p	 A	 J	 +
RAAAt}AAA}}liAAAAAAl•RtlfiAlAAA•
T	 A	 A	 t	 0	 +	 T	 •
iAAAiiAiAAiiAittRAlAA}ilRtAAARAA
212
C .•.^..•t•s•t•t^t^t•t••te•t.^•*••• •tt^^+t.•^• *•^•ttt•^•..tt..t.t.•••••
C
IMPLICIT INTEGER04 (Awl)





DATA PRESTA/ 3 0 3. 10 1. 2 t •2 l 3o 3t S• 20'30 3. 3 0 3o 1 0 U
DATA hE"STA/ to 1. 3o 1 t 2. 30 20 2e 30 to 2. 31
DATA OBIT /41
C
C	 ENTRY MAT GETS THE CURRENT STATUS OF THB PIXEL GROUP
C	 LOCATION (X,Y) ~MERE X 19 THE COLU MN NUOSER AND
C	 V IS THE PON NUMBER OF THE DESIRED LOCATION•
C




ENTRY PSTAT (X, Yo the OUT, STATUS)
C
C	 ENTRY PSTAT STORES THE Nt w STATUS OF P I XEL GROUP
C	 LOCATED AT (X,Y)
C
IGSTAT s STATUM/M o v/2• i )
PSTAT • PRESTAI IN t OUT )
IGSTAT • NEMSTA( IGSTAT*I#PSTAT	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE




ENTRY SET (X, Y, STATUS)
c











L"GICAL FUNCTION IPCPAR (X# V, XCPL• VtvL" VMtr # GKdTAT)
TMIS FUNCTION COPPARES Too P Ixtl GPGUpd ToollotR TO SEE If
TMEV ARF STATISTICAL.0 DIFFERENT t%UUGN FOR (10 V) TO et
A % to IP•
WRITTEN Hv PETER C. MILLER IN THE FALL AND MINTER Of 1974
MODIFItO BT JULIA V e hom s t orcepeER 1917
TGPCPL • TOP OF THE COPPARdON PORTER LIST
xCPL • x COO RDINATE OF THE PtVfL AiROUPS INTHE CPL
xCPL 0 V COORDINATE OF THE PIXEL GROUPS IN THE CPL
FVAL • TPE CUR RENT F.TEST VALUE
TVAL • T HE CURRE N T T•TEST VALUE
^^•^•^ ♦•♦ ^1•t1t•t•1••/••f•f• ♦•11.1 f•1•'••••t•i•ft1•!• ♦1• t•^^1•f•1•t


















VLVL m s MEAN(xCPL(TOPCPL) "VCPL(TOPCPL)"CHAN.vMEM, eKSTAT)
F1 s SSQ(xCPL(TOPCPL)•YCPL(TOPCPL)•C"+AN#VMFMteKSTAT)
r	 . Y.O.xLVLM.xLVLP
i2 s ssQ(xoV # cNAN * VvEY,e%STAT) . 400•xVM•xvv
IF (F1 ,LE,0 9 0 s OR, F2 .LE. 0s0) RETiORN
T s (xLVLM • X YP) • SCRT(1t 9 0/010 M
IF (ABS(T) .GE, TVAL) RETURN
F s F1/F2







REAL /UNCTION MEAN (X, Yo CMAN, Volp e BASTAT)
C
C	 TMIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTtS TNI MEAN OF A PIXEL-CROUP
C . ^^WRITTRN^a^^'E
^tRM MR IN THE  FAL ANj,j!hTRR t0i1974^^^.^...
INTEGER BKSTAT(SLKS)
INTEGER x01► ,CMAk
INTEGER MA/M,MA/N,TCMA ,Vi11M^VSi1V,RS 11,iLKS,OSi1.
C vOIMM , vpIMV,VPIL,MIPS
DIMENSION VMEM (VSI1V,VSIIN,4#tChA)
COMMON/DIM/NCOI, NRO^,MA/M,MA/N, TCNA,YSILM,Vii1V,RSii,NREC,SLKS,





MEAN • ( PIXELIX,II,CMAhsVMEM,OKSTATI •
C	 PIXEL^><^1,^,CMAN,VMtM^SKSTAT^ •
^	 C	 PlxtLtk,Y•1,CMAk,VMEM^OKitAT1 •












SUBRCtTIKf hEwIP(OOkE, XCPL .TCPL,STATU8^4UT.AOtR,pIR^VMEM,BKSiTAT)
C
C	 IM 3 SUBROUTINE LOCATES THE INITIAL - POI NT FOR
C	 A NEk CONTOUR,
C
C	 %PITTEN BY PETER C, M ILLER IN THE FALL 4NO %INTER OF 1474
C	 MODIFIED BY JULIA Ms NODG[S, DECEMNER 1977
c
C	 TOPCPL a TOP OF THE COMPARISON PlINTER LIST
C	 XCPL w X COCROINATE OF THE PIXEL GROUPS IN THE CPL
C	 XCPL • V COCROINATF OF THE PIXEL GROUPS It, THE CPL
C	 h . THE HORIZC NTAL OIMEhSICK OF THE PICTURE MATRIX IN PIXELS
C	 M . THE VERTICAL DIMENSION OF THE PICTURE MATRIX IN PIXELS
C	 (M AND N MUST BE MULTIPLES OF 2)
C	 MANY& - M AXIMUM OF M AND N
C	 IPX • THE X COORDINATE OF TOE CUR RE NT INITAL POINT (IP)
C	 IPY • THE Y COO RDINATE OF THE CURRENT IP
C	 IPMEAK • THE PEAK OF THE CURRENT IP
C	 IPS9Q • THE SL M OF TOE SQUARES CF T NF PIXEL GROUP IN THE IP
C	 IPCKT • RUNNING SU M CF THE NUMBER OP 1PS
C	 ENT	 RVOLEAt► FLAG TO INDICATE INTE kN AL OR EXTERNAL CONTOUR
G	 TRUE s EXIERKAL
C	 FALSE s INTERNAL
C	 DOKE • SEE DESCRIPTION IN MAIN ROUTINE
C	 TOPCPL • POINTS TO ICP OF T14E CPL LISTS
c
C :	 ♦ ' 1 f/ 1  t• f ♦ t  r r r t  t• t l t  t t f r t  t• t' 1 1" ^ t r r• t t 1^ t •• f t t t t 1 i t 1 r 	r t•+,++a• ^a + aa+aa^++ a+ +♦ wt+•ai+ a+w+r• ••aa^:w. ♦ rw*waw+w+w+w+wwt^wwa+^wtw
C
INTEGE R AOIR(OSIZ), 0I0(OSIZ)
INTEGE R AKSTAT(OLKS), OUTCNAFK)
INTEGER xCPL;MAXMN)fvCPL(MAXMN),ToPCPL
INTE GE R YO N
INTEGER START#8TATPGSTAT




















C	 SUILO LP THE CPL TC THE LAST IP
DO 3 X Z IPIPX,Z
STAT m LAN0(GSTAT(X,Y,5TA%8)f3) # I
GO TO (3,1 # 2,3), STAT
216
C
C	 ADD COORDINATES TO CPL LIST
	I 	 TOPCPL s TOPCPL ♦1
IF (TOPCPL eGT * MAXMA) CALL ERR 0v A0l4sOIPeSTATUStOUT)
	
I	 XCPL(TOPCPL) s X
	
1	 YCPL(TOPCPL) s Y
GO TO 3
C
C	 DELETE LAST COORDINATES FROM CPL
	
2	 TOPCPL • TOPCPL-• I
IF (TOPCPL .LT *
 0) CALL ERRt2#ADIRiOlR#STATUS# OUT)
3 CONTINUE
C
C	 NOW REAL SEARCH FOR A NEW IP STARTS	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE8 T A R T I P X ♦ 2X
DO 7 ^BTART^N^2 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
STAT • LA NO(GSTATtXv% $TATb8),3) ♦ I
C GO TO (6 0 4 # S # 7) # STAT
C	 ADD COORDINATES TO CPL
	
{	 4	 TOPCPL • TOPCPL ♦ I
IF (TOPCPL .GT *





C	 DELETE LAST COORDINATES FROM CPL
	
S	 TOPCPL s TOPCPL • 1
IF (TOPCPL . LT. 0) CALL f.RR(2 • ADIR , DIR#STATLS,!OUT)
GO TO 7
C
C	 TEST FOR NEW IP
	
6	 IF (TOPCPL .EO. 0) GO TO 15
IF ( 9 NOT s IPCPAR(x,Y,XCPL P YCPL,vMEMpORSTAT)) GO TO 14
7 CONTINUE
C
8 IF( IPY I GE. Pot )GO To 13
3TARTvIPY ♦ 2
	
a	 00 12 YsSTART#Nr2
TOPCPL s 0
00 12 Xs)*N •2
STAT s LAhD(G8TAT(XoV#STATUS)o3) • )
GO TO (9#10,11s12)s STAY
C
C	 CHECK FOR NEW IP
	
9	 IF (YOPCPL sEOs 0) GO TO 15
IF (.NOT, IPCPAR(X,Y,XCPL,YCPLpvMEM,8K8TAT)) GO TO 14
GO TO 12
C
C	 ADD COORDINATES TO TOP OF CPL
	
10	 TOPCPL 2 TOPCPL ♦ I






C	 DELETE LAST COORDINATES FROM CPL
11	 TOPCPL a TOPCPL 9 1



















































1<! n( . ^'i'.^Ct ir • • W IaE^, tX ► Y, t'.NANU^1, 4 MtM• BKSTAT)
TH IS F,kCTIr- FA KES THE PICTURE LCOK LIAP. THE NMOLE
T ►+IRG I ^ PtP'(1k Y AT THE SAME TIME TO THE REST OR THE
PRVGkAP. THIS 13 ACCOMPLISHED BY KWI NG FOUR SEGMENTS FROM
EACh CHANNEL I N ARRAY VMEMe
J AUFS J, NF.SEMER	 18 JULY 1974	 R PRODUCTBII:TTy OF THE
MODIFItD BY PETER C, M ILLER	 OCTj 2S ► 1074ORI01"A'
MCOIFIEU HV PETER Co M ILLER	 MARl 200 1976
bKSTAT • ARRAY OF FLAGS USED TO TELL NNICM SEGMENTS OF
PICTURE FILE 13 CURRENTLY IN CUREo IS ZERO IF NOT
IN CORE., ELSE IT POINTS TO ITS LOC ATIGN IN VMEM#
MEM . ARRAY POI&TIKG TO BLOCK IN WHICH HAS SEGMENT NE NEED
X	 A COORDI NATE OF THE DESIRED PIXEL
Y + Y COOROIKATE OF THE DESIRED PIXEL
CHANUP . CHANNEL NUMBER OF THE DESIRED PIXEL
ULK	 MOLDS THE RECORD NUMBER OF THE RECORD BEING LOADED FROM
RANDOM FILES
VPEM	 vIRTUAL MEMORY FOR OUR PICTURE
K • THE HORIZONTAL DIMENSION OF THE PICTURE MATRIX IN PIXELS
P	 THE VERTICAL DIMENSION OF TOE PICTURE MATRIX IN PIXELS
(M ANC K MUST BE MULTIPLkS OF 2#)
MAXPN 9 (MAX(MoN))/2
PTxEL GROUF% + IS A GROUP
 OF FOUR PI XEL ELEMENTS ►
WHOSE COORDINATES ARE GIVEN BELOW•
(J ► K ) ► (J,9#1) 0 (J#I,K) , (Jo1,K#1)
TNT$ DEFI NES ONE PIXEL GROUP NMERE J IS DEFINED
PY Jo1,3,S „ ►► ,N.1 WHERE N IS THE HORIZONTAL
SIZE OF THE PICTURE
AND
	
Kvi ► 3 ► S,s, ►► M.1 WHERE M iS THE VERTICAL
SIZE OF THE PICTURE
• •	 1 • •	 1	 • . • . / • • • 1 ! • ! t • 1 ! • 1 1 • f 1 1 1 1 1 T • f • • 1 
	 • f / t ! ' • ♦ ♦ • 	 ♦ • • 	 • • • • • • 1 • • • ^ . •
iiA ♦ i^i^^^^i^i^a^iiAiiiAA^Ai ♦ iA^AAAitifAki*1Aif1l^^^1^A*^R^A•*AA* ♦ A^AfA
NEAL MTV
I N TEGE R HAMP, MAFN ,TCHA,VSIZNOVSIZV#RSIZ ► BLKS,DS IZ,
C VDlPH,VOINV ► VFIL ► PIPS
IKTLGER X, YoCt4ANUM ,BKSTAT(BLKS),CMAN,ME0(4),BLK
I N TEGEN PGCNT
O1 MEKSICh V P E P (VSIZV,V3IZH,4,TCHA)
CCMMP!► /PIN/NCOL,NRON,HAFOpHAFN,TCHA ► VIILH#VSIZV,RSIZ,NRECtOLKS,
0 05li ► vOIP14 ► VDIMV,VFIL ► MIPS
C()MMCn/VMF MNY/PGCNT
CCmh'ch/PIX/ N, M,PAXMNphEXTb
LC M ►S ON / IPL/ IPX, IPY, IPCNT,EXT
5Et IF X A N D Y ARE LEGAL VALUES
IF( X .LT, 0 s nR e x ,GT, N )CALL ERHMSGC X,Y )
IF( Y .LT A 0 .OR. Y ,GTm M )CALL ERRMSGC XoY )
CHECK TO SEE CHANUP IS A LEGAL VALUE
)F( CMAN LP ,LT l








C	 CALCULATE RECUIREO BLOCK
IS • C(Y w 1) 1V8I2V)*VOIMH ♦ ( ( X•3)/VSI^M) ♦ 3
Ax a k00( xal t VSIYH) ♦ 1
KY s MOD( Y•1. VS IZ V) ♦ 1
C
4	 SEE IF PLOCK IS IN CORE
IF( SKSTAT( I6 ) ,kEs 0 )GO TO 2
L
C	 IT %ASN'T SO GET IT
NEXTS a N EX TS ♦ 1
IF( NEXTS 9 61a 3 )NEXTB a 0
NEXT a NEXTB ♦ 1
BKSTAT( MEM(NEXT) ) • 0
IIKSTAT( IS ) s NEXT
MEM ( NEXT ) • IB
C
C	 RFAn IN KFEDEO SEGMENT OF PICTURE FOR ALL CHANNELS
DO 4 CHAN81 0 TCNA
HLK • (CHAN . 1) A ( SLKS-• 1) ♦ IS
REAO(VFIL I SLK) ((VMEM( IoJfkEXTtcmA ti)oIa3tVSIZV)#JMI*VSIIM)
4 CONTINUE
C
C	 INCREMENT THE PAGE FAULT COUNT
PGCNT a PGC N T ♦ 1






 MTV (X. VMEM, OKSTAT)
C
C	 INITALIZE VIkTUAL SYSTEM
C
00 20 1.1 * SLKS













5	 Y s Y ♦ 8
GO TO 8
6	 X s X. Z
GO TO 8
7	 r • v	 2
8 CONTINUE
REPRODUCIBILII'Y OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
SUBROUTINE Bice (ADIRF STATUS)
G
C	 8106 • BET IN CONTOUR BIT
C	 WHICH I8 THE HIGH ORDER BIT IN EACH TMROE•BIT STATUS GROUP•
C	 THIS MEANS THAT THIS PIXEL GROUP 18 IN THE BOUNDARY OF
C	 SOME CONTOUR,
C	 WRITTEN BY PETER Co MILLER IN THE FALL AND WINTER OF 1918
C
C	 AOIR • A LIST OF ALL THE DIRECTIONAL$FOR THIS I ►
C	 ATOP s POINTS TO TH E TOP ENTRY IN THE ACTUAL VIRECTIONAL LIST
C	 DIR-w STACK USED TO ALLOW THE PROGRAM TO BACKUP IN ITS TRACING
C	 OF CONTOURS WHEN ITS FORWARD PATH 18 BLOCKLD
C	 OTOP s POINT S TO THE TOP OF THE DIRECTION STACK
C	 IPX • THE X COORDINATE ,O► THE CURR E NT INITAL POINT CIP)
C	 IPY w THE V COOPOINATQ ,oF THE CURRE NT IP
C 	 1 t 1 1 • 71 1 f l s t t/ 1 1 t ♦ 1♦ •1 f^ f /1  T f• • t t t f  f• /  1 f f t • !♦ f t t t ♦♦• t t ^ t•























60 10 (4050607)0 ITMP









REAL FUNCTION SSG (XP V t CHAN @ VMEMP 09 4TAT)
G
C	 THIS SuPROUTI NE COMPUTES THE SUM OR T HE SQUARES FOR A P IXEL GROUP
C	 wRIT1EN B y
 PETER C• MILLER IN TOE FALL AND WINTER OF 1914
C
C	 •t•fTtlltttf•t••t ♦ ttl•tt•t• tt11f' ^	 •♦1 'tfl ► ^f//tt••tf•}'•••t
C













TEMP a PIXWX4J•1P V#I.1 P COAhe VM E M P P.KSTAT)










19 P001?  R
11.	 DESCRIPTION
The RECON program reconstructs the picture from the list description
generated by BLOB.
I11.	 CALLING SEQUENCE
Call RECON (ADIR, SLINE, STATUS, PMEANS, BOUND, IPBS)
where
ADIR is the list of directionals for the current initial point.
SLINE is a line buffer for the reconstructed picture.
STATUS is the array holding the status flags for each pixel group.
PMEANS is the array holding the gray level information for each of
the pictures.
BOUND is the array in which the boundaries of each contour are traced
out.
IPBS is the initial point boundary s°ack used to keep track of which
boundary contains a given point.
IV.	 INPUT/OUTPUT
1. INPUT
a. Sequential data set on unit number 8 which contains a list
of initial point coordinates for each contour, the number of
points in the contour, the number of entries in the associated
directional list, and the means for the initial point.
b. Sequential data set on unit 9 which contains directional lists
for the contours.
c. COMMON/DIM/NCOL, NROW, HAFN, HAFM, TCHA, VSIZV, VSIZH, RSIZ,




d. COMMON/PIX/N, M, MAXMN
where
N is the number of pixels per line in the picture.
M is the number of lines In the picture.
MAXMN is the maximum of N and M.
2. OUTPUT
RECON generates a picture sip-wing the boundaries of the detected
contours in byte format. The %ontours are represented by the
value 255, the inside of the regions by the value zero. This
picture is written one line at a time to unit 10.
RECON also reconstructs the picture by filling the inside of
each region with its mean value In each component (channel),
and each pixel component is represented by a
byte value. This reconstructed image is written to unit 13.
3. FILE STORAGE
No additional files are used by this program.
DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
The following table gives the storage requirements and the functions of
subroutines used by RECON.





RECON 2978 Read initial point and directional
files, generate contour pictures.
GSTAT 1036 Gets the current status of a
pixel group.




The following t&*A a shows the linkage of the subroutines.
LINKAGE OF SUBROUTINES FOR RECON





The subroutine RECON is 2970 bytes. The storage needed to run
this subroutine, including the required subroutines and a driver,
Is 97K for an image of 112 x 112 pixels.
2. EXECUTION TIME
The time required to run this subroutine to reconstruct a 112




The output unit number is set to 10. Arrays SLIME, STATUS, and BOUND
are set to zero.
Each contour is processed as follows:
The initial point information (coordinates of point, number of
pixels in current blob, number of entries in corresponding
directional list, means) is read. If the blob consists of more than
a single point, the directional list is also read for the region.
The contour is then traced out by following the directional list.
The contour picture is produced by setting the associated line buffer
position to 255, leaving all points not on a contour equal to zero.
225
After all contours have been processed, the picture is reconstructed
by filling the inside of each region with its mean value in each
component (channel). One line is written to the output array for each
channel. This is repeated for each row of the picture.
V111.	 COMMENTS
The program PLTPIX has been used to print the resulting contour image
and the reconstructed image from files 10 and 13, respectively.
However, the user may process these files as he desires.
IX. TESTS
The reconstructed images have been examined by use of mean square
error calculations and plots and histograms of difference images.
X. LISTINGS






















AUNWr' ► TINE RE COK ( AntR,S1.iNE#TOL.STATuS,PMEANS,BOL!NO,IP8S,NO)
(:	 this voc GRAM T S nNf PCSSfOLE NAY CF Rk9UILOIKG THE COKTOUREO
c	 ►'Ir.Tl . N ► , !tr, ; : :0, 	 OLTPLT FROM It
	 1 8 f AbILY c"0009
L
c	 %0I11FN NY PLTER Co rtL06 IN FAIL
	
ANO 0, INTtR OF 1474
C	 1.1f!I:Ti IF r: FnR OPFNATICK UKOER OS/ P VT C N IBP 360 AND COKTCUR
t	 PLTP1iT HT HA%a G, POIK. N ASA /GSFC COOK 933 IN SEPTEMBER 1076
c
t	 ULOAk • NUMPtR CF PIXFIB IK THE CLR N E NT BLOB
r	 SLINF • LI Kf BUFFFN FAR RFCONSTRUCTEO PICTURt
L	 M r	 N VtNTICAL, HCRItOATAL OIPEKSICaS OF THE PICTURE MATRIX
t (P AND N POST HE PULTI PO S OF 2,)
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
POOR11. 
In this technique, the discriminant functions which are evaluated to
determine classes are linear. The decision is based on a positive or
negative value of the function of the input vector of reflectances.
The discriminants are calculated sequentially, with * one class separated
from all other classes by each function. The steps required are
examining the data to determine which class is separated from the
others, and determining the coefficients of the discriminant function.
111.	 CALLING SEQUENCE
Call LINEAR (X, CLASS, W, MOC, S, Y, B, A2)
Call NCLASS (BUFF, MCLASS, CLASS, W, MOC)
where the arrays are dimensioned as follows:
X (NN, MM, NSC) - bytes of training data,
CLASS (MM) - double precision array of class names,
W (NN+1, MM-1) - array of discriminant function coefficients,
MOC (MM) - class numbers in order of testing,
S (NN+I, NN+I) - double precision work array,
Y (MM X NSC) - work array,
B( MM X NSC) - work array,
A2 (NN+1, MM X NSC) - work array,
BUFF (NN, NSAMP) - input buffer (bytes),
MCLASS (NSAMP) - output buffer (bytes),
and
NN - number of channels of data,
MM - number of classes present,
NSC - number of training samples per class,





The Input data set is sequential, with data samples arranged by
measurement vectors and word length of one byte. The following
parameters are specified in the common block:
/CLSSFR/
NN, MM, NRECS, NSAMP, NSC.
2. OUTPUT
The output data set Is a file containing the class number for each
Input pixel.
V.	 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
The subroutine linkages are given in the following table.
CLASSIFIER SUBROUTINES











LINEAR 1154 Calls routines to compute and test
discriminant functions.
SNOPAL 4550 Compute coefficients of the discriminant
function, and distances from data classes
to discriminant hyperplanes.







NOPACA 942 Classification of data samples.
NCLASS 1252 Classify the data set, compute and print
class occupancies.






The program requires 125K bytes when classifying the Mobile Bay
data set which has scan lines of 1200 pixels.
2. EXECUTION TIME
Approximately 1 minute is required to compute the discriminant
coefficients. The Mobile Bay data was classified into six classes
at t^e rate of 4590 pixels/second, averaged over several runs.
VII.	 METHOD
The class which is to be separated from the others should be widely
separated from the discriminant hyperplane and from the other classes.
The criterion used is the sum of the signed distances of the training
data samples from the plane. (Samples which are incorrectly discriminated
are given negative distances.) The discriminant planes for each class




The coefficients of the discriminant function are then determined by
setting up a system of discriminant equations (one for each training
sample). The value of the function for each data sample is the distance
of the sample from the plane represented by the function. The method
consists of maximizing the total distance of the training samples from
the discriminant hyperplane. This process is repeated until a single
class remains. Samples are classified by evaluating the discriminant
functions sequentially until a positive value is obtained. Flow charts


























CLASS NUMBERS	 (NOPACA)	 ,
PRINT TEST RESUL






















Figure 20. Classification Phase of Linear Classifier
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tVi I i. CO_E_
None.
IX. TESTS
The algorithms have been tested extensively and have been found to be
comparable in accuracy to the maximum likelihood method.
X. LISTINGS
Listings of the routines follow.
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SUNROL'TINE LINEAR (No CLASS# ho MOCs Is Ye Be M
C
C COMPUTE LINEAR DISCRIMINANTS AND TEST USING TRAINING SAMPLES
G
DIMENSION X(i)s w(I) # M(1) # S O )# Yt1)s 8(1) 0 AZ(1)
OCUBLE PNECISIOA CLASS(MM)
LOGICAL ORDER
LOMMOk /OISTNC/ ONwo o f ORDER
COMMON /CLSSFR/ NNp MMs NRECS # NSAMP # NSC
C
t COMPUTF TOF ORDER OF DISCRIMINANT TESTING AND LIkFAR DISCRIMIN W 8
C
NNI s kk ♦ I
MM 1 s MM . 1 OF THEREPRODUCIBILITY
00 100 %ca 1 f MM ORIGINAL. PAGL IS POOR
100 MOC(NC) s NC
c




IF	 (khl s LQ s MM1)	 QO TO 1000
WRITE	 (6#5000)
ORDER s 9TRUEs
DMAX s •1 0 0 E 50
00 500 NC1sNM1iMM
CALL S*OPAL	 (Xs CLASS # 	k # 	 MOCo I t 	Yo	 tls	 Alt * 	NOS # 	NN1)
00 a ck" + 0
*RITE (60020) CLASS(OOC(hN M e ONO* U t 00




C	 ROTATE CLASS NUMBERS IN ARRAY IMOCI
ISO MSAVE s MOC(kw1)
DO 200 %Cw%hlsMM1









1000 CALL SNOPAL (X P CLASSp ks MOCo So Yo d s A2s N M 10 NN1)
L
C TEST THE CLASSIFICATICk OF TOE TRAINING $AMPLE$
L




SOOP FORMAT (2Oxv31V* l )/2OX @ l * DATA • MVPERPLANE CISTANCES 61M As
43100))
SOIO FORMAT (011)




	 SUBROUTINE SNOPAL^ (No CLA68 0 N 0 MOC t as Flo of A20 Nw1 # NN1)
C SUPERVISED NON•PARAMETRIC LEARNING
C
LOGICAL*1 X(hhoMMthst)
DIMENSION N(hA1ollf MOC(MM)o 11(» , 0t1)# A2(NN101)
DOUBLE PRECISION CLASS(MM)P SIANIONI )s DET
IhTEGEW SIJ
t	 LOGICAL TISTo ORDER
COMMON /OISTNC/ DNw # Do ORDER
COMMON /CLSSFR/ NNe MM # hRECSo %$AMP # NSC
DATA DELTA 10901/
C
C COMPUTE INVERSE OF A(TRANSPOSE) A WHERE O A S IS ALGPENTEC MATRIX
C Of SAMPLES
C






If (IsLOoNNI) GC TO 133
C
c	 INDEX I NOT EQUAL TO hoe Of BANDS • l
00 132 hS161th$C
132 SIJ • SIJ ♦ x(I.NCv%S1)*x(J#NC#NSi)
GO TO 70
C
C	 INDEX I EQUAL TO hOo Of BANDS • 1
133 IF WofCo hN1) GC TO 70
DO 134 NS161 ONSC




130 a(J 0 1) 6 Ili
sc hNI O NN I) 6 N Sc . (MM.hw141)
CALL GAS I hV (Be %hl• VET)
C
G	 INITIALIZE w. r, B• AND A2 ARRAYS
DO 1112 NFA61PNh1





NST2 6 %372 ♦ 1
Y0872) •oleo




11 10 A2(I. h 8T2) • A2(I,hST2) . Sti^K)•x(K,NC•Na1)
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C
C 00 NI ITERATION$ OF THE MQsNA$NYAP ALOCRITHNs UNLESS ALL OOEF► ICIlSNTS
C CHANCE BY LESS THAN l PERCENT
c
NI • 90
IF CORDER) NI •R 30
Not • NM1 ♦ 1
No • NOC(NNI)




C	 COMPUTE NNl COEFFICIEN TS




C	 USE $APPLES FROM CLASS NN
00 2101 J4I0NSC
8101 w(l,tiNl) • w (IO Nw I) • ABCIfJ ) •ASS(YCM
C	 RF:PC	 LOOP OVER REMAINING CLASSES
	
RODtj,
00 2600 kC	 i skw2, MM	 0RICIIV,gL PAGL S P, THE
DO 2000 N8181,NSC	 00$
J s J ♦ l
2000 w(I,NwI) • w(I,Nwi) • A2(I#j)*Aea(Y(J))
C
C	 TEST COI►FICUNTS FOR CMAM
If	 TEST s (FALSE•
1101 CONTINUE
C
C COMPUTE NEW DISCRIMINANT VALUES AND CLASSIFICATION ERRORS
C




If (V(I),GT 6 0v0) e(I) a e(I) • 12 000(l)
Y(I) t W(NNI#NWI)
DO 1141 k ► asl,NN
I141 Yci) s Y(I) ♦ w(NF2,NWl)•X(NF:,Nw,I)
If cY(I) I LE 9 0 9 0) NERRI s NERR1 ♦ 1
ONO • DNN ♦ Y(J)
10041 Y(I) s Y(l) • act)
c






DO 1000 k8 181ONSC
I s I ^ 1
if cr(l)OGT00 0 0) e( I) • SM ♦ 2100(1)
Y(I) s W(NN),NW0
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00 lot NFt•l, %
l•S r(i) • r(I) ♦ MtaF2,tiMf)•1t(N/2,^C,N^!)
IF t^t1)^GT^OoO) NERRt • NERRZ ♦ ^
0 • d ♦ rtI)
1000 r ( I) : •r(l) • #(I)
1005 CCNTIh4E
ONW • ONN / NIC
0 • •0 / (NCC •(PMOAN1))
C
IF (oh0To0R0ER) WRITE t6r100) INOFX# %9 dRI• HERR2, (N(hfA,1► M 1),
0P44 9 I#%N l)
IF (TEST) 60 TO 1010
1040 CONTINUE
1010 NERR • NERRI ♦ hERR2
IF ( I NOT 9 040ER) WRITE 160220) NERR
C
IF (h* 1 ohfr oMP•1) AET^RI►
WRITE (6*216)
MM1 • MM • 1
00 1220 hW•I,MMI
1220 %RITE (6,101) MOC(1►N)s CLASS(MOC(Nw))s (W( NFA # Aw) # NFA•l#NNI)
*RITE (6#1011 MCCt MM )/ CLASS(MOC(MM))
RETURN
C
Inc FORMAT (Ie,I11ol6#4 PIPIL14g3/C3lr#lPrElYo3))
101 FORMAT (1113#A10.lflXtI P 7El4g3/(331 # # PTE1oo3))
to p FORMAT	 CLASS10I3841001 * 0 /22XI22 0 " V/1 ITE
$ RATTAN NCo I sS W ERRORS I . IOW LINIAR DISCRIMINAKT COEFFICIEN7811
O A22 0 , OTHER,/)
216 FORMAT ( 1 1 1 /10X# I OR0ERE0 CLAS9E8 1 •20R# 1 ELE ME N Ts OF ThE OISCRPINAK
I t VECTORIOlOXt1Stl#$)#2OX#3S(Iel)/)




SUBROLTINE %TEST (We CLA$SO N O MCC)
G





ciMtNSION »(i)O MOC(1), K/(20)
DOUBLE PRECISION CLASI(MM)
COMMON /CLS$FR/ NNO PM O NRECIO N$APP O MSC
C
NA1 • NA • 1
MP 1 s P^! . 1
bRITE(6O200e) CLASS
TE s 0 0 0	 11 UCIBILITY 01' I'lis
c	 ORNIN'LL PAGE IS POOR
L1c I sA0 kcslo MM
DO 1109 I@I#FP
1109 %$(I) s 0
c
0c inoo Nat • IONIC
1400 CALL. NOPACA (x(1,NC # N$1) O ICLAS$• KS O M O MOCO I t NNI # Poll
c
EFi s 100 0 0 • K$(NC) / NIC
"R1 Tt (6 0 2009) NCO CLAS$(NC) O N$C O KS(NC) # LFF O (KI(N) G N910140)
1500 It s TE • M
AVk s TE / FLOAT( PM)
WRITE (6#210 4 ) AVE
RETURN
C
tune FORMAT ( , i , /30Xs29 ( 1 * 1 )/30x, 1 • RESULTS OF CLA$$ IFICATION • 0/301016
TRAINING $APPLES	 OF N4rBER
PERCFNT	 NL;MSER OF $APPLES CLASSIFIED A$ 1 /6x, I CLA$S	 SAr
.PLt3	 CORRECT	 CORRECTItIM /( 4 3x#1009))
2409 FORMAT (/l4oA9#t?#lll$Ftool#1019/t41xO1oi9))
21oa FORMAT (//30x f i$MAVERA6E ACCURACY 9 0 6 * 10H PERCENT/SOXO32(1Mt))
ENO
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SUBROUTINE NCLASS (S• MCLASSs CLASS# No MOC)
C
C NONPARAMFIRIC CLASSIFICATION
C CLASSIFIES DATA SAMPLES AK n STORES CLASSIFICATION RESULTS ON TAPE
{	 C
LOGICAL** 5(NNoN8ANP)s MCLASS(NSAMP)
i	 DIMENSION W (1)o MOC(1)v KS(20)
f	
DOUHLE PRECISION CLASS (MM)
C
	
	 COmmok /CLSSFR/ NN P MP * NR ECS I NSAMP V Nbc
C
j	 NN I s NN	 1
MM 1 s MM . 1
DO 1009 NC@1PMM
1009 KS(NC) s 0




CALL NOPACA (So MCLASS, K S• We MOC O Nb A-^Pp NN1 t M01)
12 WRITE (11) MCLASS
C
WRITE (6,2010)
DO 1221 NCG1, MM
PCT s 100 j 0 * KS(NC) / NTOT




2010 FORMAT ( 1 1 1 /30x,29( 1 * 1 )/30X,** RESULTS uF CLASSIFICATION *1/30x,
0 1 * 1 ,7x, I DATA SAMPLESI,6X, 1*+/ 30X,29(1*1)///20X,ICLASSI#ISX,ISAMPLE
,S I # I%X # I PERCE N T I /PDX,5 ( l *l)p2(ISX,7(1*0)))
2011 FORMAT (/I17,A9,I20,F22,2)
2012 FORMAT (113X i 130TOTAL SAMPLESv120/t3X,1.S(1H*))
END
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4SUBROUTINE NOPACA tXp NW * XSv Op	 MOCp	 NSS O 	 NNIo MM1)
C
C NON•PARAMETRIC CLASSIFICATION OF A STRING OF NO$ FEATURE VECTORS




DIMENSION Wt NNl # mM 0# MOC(i)s XStl)•	 x1(20)
COMMON /CLSSFR/ NNr MMo NRECS• NSAMP # N5C
C








G s W(NNiPNwi) REPRUi^liCIL'111TY OIL' THE
00 2 NF l s 1 # NN ORIGINAL PALL IS POOR
2	 G s G ♦ w( NF l# Nwj)*X1tNFj)











SUBROUTINE GASINV ( A t No OFT)
C
C COMPUTF. INVERSE AND DETERMINANT OF SYM METRIC MATRIX A
C




1 IORD(I) a I
DO 2 K•1pN





IF (TEST.GE * DA9S(A(I,K))) GO TO 4
TES T a DASS(A(IpK))
L a I
4	 CONTINUE









3 DET a DET*A(K,K)
A(KoK) a 1 9 0 / A(K,K)
DO 6 J*I#N
IF (JgEQoK) GO TO 6
A(KpJ) a A(K P J) * A(KoM)
6	 CONTINUE
00 7 I2toN
IF (IsEOoK) GO TO 1
FAC a A(I,K)
A(I,K) a . A(I j K) * A(K,K)
DO 9 J8tvN
IF (J 9 FG l K ) GO TO A
w a FAC * A(K,J)
D a A(I#J) 0 W








IF : ' J.tG(J).EA•J) GO TO 9
R s Inki)(J)













IS AUDI) • A(IvJ)
RETURN
ENO








The discriminant functions are the Gaussian probability distributions
for each class which are defined by the mean values and covariance
matrices of the training data. For an unknown data vector, it is
possible to compute the probability of its belonging to each of the
classes under consideration.
Additional a priori weighting factors (such as an estimate of the
class populations) may be included. Assignment is made to the class
for which the likelihood of belonging is a maximum.
III.	 CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL MAXLIK (X, CLASS, EM, EK, B, COVINV)
CALL PCLASS (S, MCLASS, CLASS, EM, B, COVINV)
where the arrays are dimensioned as follows:
X (NN, MM, NSC) - bytes of training data;
CLASS (MM) - double precision class names;
EM (NN, MM) - mean vectors of the classes;
EK (NN, NN) - double precision covariance matrix;
B (MM) - Gaussian function constant terms;
COVINV (MM X NN X (NN+I)/2) - triangular parts of the covariance
matrices for the classes;
S (NN, NSAMP) - input buffer array; and,
MCLASS(NSAMP) - output buffer array.
The parameters defined in a common block named CLSSFR are the
following:
NN - number of channels of data;
MM - number of classes;
Wiry
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NRECS - number of records;
NSAMP - number of pixels per record; and
NSC - number of training samples per class.
IV.	 INPUT/OUTPUT
1. INPUT
The input data set is sequential, with data samples arranged
by measurement vectors (interleaved bands) and data length
one byte.
2. OUTPUT
The output data set contains the class numbers In bytes
corresponding to each input pixel.
V.	 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
The subroutine linkages are given in the following table.
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD CLASSIFIER SUBROUTINES






The subroutines are described in the following table.
DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
SUBROUTINE STORAGE
OR ENTRY (BYTES) FUNCTION
MAXLIK 500 Calls routines to compute the





OR ENTRY (BYTES) FUNCTION
SUBLOP 2164 Compute the Gaussian distribution
functions.
PTEST 1422 Test the classifier on training
data.
PCLASS 1254 Classify the data set, compute and
print class occupancies.
MALICA 1216 Classify data samples and return
class numbers.




The program requires 90K bytes when classifying the Mobile Bay
data set which has scan lines 1200 pixels long.
2. EXECUTION TIME
Approximately 1 second is required to compute the distribution
functions. The classification speed for six classes is approxi-
mately 650 pixels/second.
VII.	 METHOD
It is assumed that the distribution of training data for a single
class approximates the bell-shaped curve of the Gaussian or normal
distribution.
The mathematical function for this curve is
P(xj /c i )	 l	 exp	 -2 (xi -mi
177t a 	 a 
where a and m  are the standard deviation and mean for measurement
x  belonging to class cl.
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tConsidering multichannel measurements, the Joint probability function
for a complete multivariate feature vector is
P(xt,x2,x3,...,xn/ci
	 2nDexp I) •	 (X-M)TK- l(X-M)
where (X-M) is the vector {xl-mi, x2-m2 , ..., xn-mn }, K is the co-
variance matrix, and D is the determinant of K. The elements of the
covariance matrix are a measure of the deviation of-the corresponding
x's from their mean values m:
N
Kli 0 N=3	 E (xin mi ) (xJn - mJ)
n•1
where N is the number of data samples used in the calculation.
The parameters--mean values and covariance matrices--completely define
the Gaussian distribution functions. These parameters are easily
determined for each class under consideration from the known set of
training samples.
c
When the Gaussian parameters have been estimated, the Gaussian probability
distribution for each class is completely defined. Thus, given any
unknown feature vector, it is possible to compute the probability of this
feature vector belonging to any one of the classes under consideration.
Assignment is made to the class for which the probability is greatest;
this is termed the maximum likelihood method of classification. For
faster computation, the logarithm of the probability is computed and
the decision function takes the form
G i
	to P1 - 2 In IK i I - z(X-M i) T Ki-1(X-Mi).
P i
 is the probability of class i being present, M  is the mean vector,
and K  is the covariance matrix. The decision point between two classes
occurs when the probabilities are equal. This point is not midway
between the means when the widths of the distributions are unequal.
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The training and classification flow charts are given in
Figures 21 and 22.
VIII. COMMENTS
If a priori probabilities are to be included, they are multiplied
by the corresponding elements of array B after the call to MAXLIK.
IV.	 TESTS
The discriminant values and class assignments have been examined by
printing the values.
X.	 LISTINGS





TEST TRAINING CLASSIFYCLASSIFICATION SAMPLES DATAOF TRAINING SAMPLESAMPLES CLASS IMALICAI(PTEST) NUMBERS
PRINT TEBT
RESULTS
Figure 21. Classifier Training Phase of Maximum Likelihood
Classification
GAUSSIANDATA TAPE PARAMETERS
HANDLE 1/O DATA SAMPLE	 CLASSIFY
FOR DATA DATA
SET SAMPLES
•	 (PCLASS) CLASS NUMBER8	 IMALICAI
WFICATION	 PRINT RESULTS
TAPE
Figure 22. Classification Phase of Maximum Likelihood Classifier
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SUNROUTINE MAXLIK (x ► CLA830 EM ► FK• o ► OVINV)
C




 EM (f) ► EK(1)0 W)$ COVINV(i)
COMMON /CLSSPR/ NN ► MM, ARECS ► NSAMP ► NbC
C
C CO M PUTE THE GAUSSIAN STATISTICS OF THE TRAINING SAMPLES
CALL SUBLOP (X ► CLASS ►
 EM ► F.K ► S ► COVINV)
C
C TSST TNF CLASSIFICATION OF THE TRAINING SAMPLES




iSuMROUTINE SUSLOP (X r CLASS# EM• E90 d• COVINV)
C SUPERVISED BATCH LEAR ANG OF PARAMETERS
C COMPUTE MEAN VECTORS AND COVARIANCE MATRICES
C
LOGICAL*I X(NN•MMOLKK)
DI MENSION EM(NN•MM)• I(MM) t COVINV(i)
DOUBLE PRECISION CLASS(MM) # EK(NN•NN)• MET
COMMON /CL SSFR/ NN• MM• NREC$ t N$AMP• LKK
op 7WR
Do 9000 Il•1•NN	 R
MEAN -• 0
00 4000 LK•!•LKK
4000	 MEAN • MEAN ♦ X(ll•I3pLK)






9100	 E9tII•I2) • EK(I1,I2) • ( X(I1•I3 • LK).flM ( Il.I3)) R
• tX(I2•I3 , LK)•EM(I2.I3))
EKtI!•I2) • EKtII•I2) / ( LKK•l)
EK(It • i!) • EK(Il•it)
9200 CONT: ^;:i
C
WRITE (6,4571) He CLASS(I3)• LKK
00 0300 N1•I,NN
9300 WRITE t6.054) EM 01 1 13), (EK(N1.N2) 0 N^i•1•N!)
C
C INVERT COVARIANCE PAT R ICK$• CO MPUTE GAUSSI AN FUNCTION CONSTANT TERMS
CALL GASINV (EK• NN• OFT)
8(131 • •O•S • (NN*ALOG(2.0.3•14159269) • OLOGtOET))
WRITE (6,4557) DET
C






C	 PACK THE LONER TRIANGULAR PART OF
DO 4400 N1•1•NN
00 9400 N2•1•Nl
K • K ♦ 1
9400 COVINV(K) s E9tNl,k2)
9500 CONTINUE
RETURN
THE INVERSE COVARIANCE MATRIX
C
4SJO FORMAT ( I lf/20X• l E8TI0ATED GAUSSIAN PARAMETERS)/20Xo29(l*0)//SX•
•IMEAN VECTORSI . IOX V I COVARIANCE MATRIC980)
4SS4 FORMAT (Fis•2•(SX0107.21)
4SS 7 FORMAT (120X, O DETERMINANT •o•1PE10.3)
4577 FORMAT (//I20•A10.I6. 1 SAMPLES11
END
R
OR^ ^DUCI^ jI^ ^'YAL 
PAOI: ^^
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SUBROUTINF MIT (No CLASS. EP # 6 9
 COVINV)
c
C CLASSIFIES KNOWN DATA SAMPLES . PARAMITRtC CLASSIFICATION
C
01014,10% EM(1)• 90)0 COVINV(1) p Ne(RO)
LOGICA01 X(NN,PM @ NSC) # "CLASS
DOUBLE PRECISION CLASS(MM)
COMMON /CLSSFR/ NN O "me %Rice# NSA MP f N5C
C
WRITE (6 # 2008) CLASS
TE s 060
C
00 1301 NC • 19MP
DO list NWS1iMP
t22t K6(NW) • 0
C
DO 1400 Net • 1.NSC
1400 CALL M ALICA (X(t,NC#Net). "CLASS• Ke, F"", e. COVINV O 1)
C
EFF • 100 9 0 K KS(NC) / h8c
WRITE (6 0 2009) tiC, CLASS(NC)o %SC, 48 M ), EFF O (KS(N)o Ns1oMM)
1301 TE s TE •Epp
C




?000 FORMAT (//30X i 1AHAVERAGF ACCURACY s, ► oot,6N PERCENT/30X,32(114*))
2006 FORMAT VI f /30X,29( 1 * 0 )/30x 4 1 • RESULTS OF CLASSIFICATION-ti/Mole
TRAINING SAMPLES
	 •'/30x ► 29('+')///t4xffwUMeER OF NUMBER










SUSROUTtNE ►CLASS M MCLASSv CLASS• RM, No COVINV)
C
C CLASSIFIES UNKNOWN RATA SAMPLES • PARAMETRIC CLASSIFICATION
C
LOOICALei S(NNphSAMP), MCLA1StNSAMP)
DI MENSION EM(1), 9(l), COVINV M* N800)
DOU®LE PRECISION CLASS(MM)
COMMON /CLISFR/ NN, op t NRf.CS, NSAMP O NOC 	 ^mE
C	 00 10 Nt.l , MM	 ^C14m ,l ^Q(1nR
C 
to K 1 ( Nc) . o	 gR°^'^,^ r !^`'
00 12 NRECOI,NRECS
READ (10) 1
CALL M ALICA (1, MCLASS, KS, EM # tl, COVtNV, NSAMP)
18 WRITE (11) MCLASS
C
NTOT • NSAMP * NRECS
WRITE (602010)
00 20 Nta1iMM
PCT a 100 @ 0 • KS(NC) / NTOT
20 WRITE (6,2011) NC, CLASS(NC), KS(%C), PCT





RESULTS OF CLASSIFICATION •I/30X,
,^•^,1x,^DATA SAMPLE!A^,Sft,i•^/30xi2o^^a1)///YOx,1CLAlS^^iSX^^1AMPtE
,S^,1Sx,^PERCENt^/tOk,s^^^^)^2^1Sx•T^^t^ff)
Roil FORMAT (/11e00,i20, ►21 2)




SUBROUTINE MALICA (Xls KMAX # K$s EM• he COVINVs NSS)
C
C	 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD CLASSIFICATION
C
OIMFNSION K S(1)s EM(NNOMM)l S("M)s Co v P'V(1)s OX(20)o AX(20)
LOGICAL.I X1(NN # NSS), KMAX (NSS)
COMMON /CLSSFR/ NN # MMp NRECSs NSAMPs NSC
C
00 2000 NS INIONSS
Do 1000 NF ls1 O NN
1000 AX(NFl) • X1(NF1sNSl)
C
C	 FIND M AXIMU M PROBABILITY OVER CLAOSES





C	 COMPUTE GAUSSIAN EXPONENT (. l /t) (X•M) (KINV) (X•M)
Do 6300 IIs1#NN
OX(II) s AX(II) « FM(II,I)
C




JJ .s JJ ♦ 1
IF (JJ.EOsII) GO TO 6250
K s K + 1
SUM s SUM ♦ DX ( JJ)*COVINV(K)
'60 TO 6200
C
C	 COMPUTE 112 DIAGONAL TERM OF (X•M) (KINV)
6250	 K s K ♦ 1
SUM s SUM ♦ osS*DX(JJ)sCOVINV(K)
C
6300	 G s G • SUM*DX(II)
C




KS(MAV) s KS(MAX) ♦ 1












TRUTH MAPS IN DIGITAL FORMAT
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This subroutine starts with the output (boundary lines) of a micro-
densitometer, applies a given threshold of density, and reduces the
thickness of the boundary lines by "peeling" their outer layers while
preserving the distinctness of regions separated by them.
111.	 CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL PEELS (NTAPI, NTAPO, NREC, NEL, IT, MPASS, (TYPE, LX, LY, IBDY)
where
NTAPI, NTAPO are the logical unit numbers of the input and output
sequential data sets;
NREC, NEL are the number of records and the number of pixels (bytes) per
record in the input image;
IT is a threshold on density; if IT is positive (negative) all points
with densities > IT (< IT) will be regarded as boundary points;
MPASS is the maximum number of iterations permitted;
ITYPE determines the type of boundary connections (1 for diagonal, 2
for perpendicular; LX, LY, IBDY are scratch arrays with LX, LY dimensioned
as indicated in the listing and IBDY dimensioned NEL.
IV.	 INPUT/OUTPUT
1.	 INPUT
The input image should be on a sequential data set with unit number
NTAPI and consist of NREC records and NEL bytes per record, each
record corresponding to a line of the digitized image and each byte,




The output of this program will be on unit NTAPO as a sequential
data set with NREC records. The records will be in SLIC (Scan Line
Intersection Code) format. That is, the first word of the 1'th
record indicates the number of words that follow, and each sub-
sequent word is a column coordinate of the intersection of the I'th
scan line with the boundary image.
3. FILE STORAGE
This program requires two sequential scratch data sets to handle the
intermediate iterations of the boundary data.
V.	 SUBROUTINES CALLED
The subroutines called by PEELS are given in the following table. I
EXTERNAL LINKAGES




























* Entry under DARN
@ Entry under SVSCI
+ Entry under LOGFUNC
o Entry under BLSFTV
A brief description of the function of each subroutine and its storage
requirements are given in the following table.
DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
SUBROUTINE STORAGE
OR ENTRY (BYTES) FUNCTION
PEELS 1526 Reduces the thickness of boundary
lines.
SARN Entry under Reads N bytes from a sequential
DARN (882) access unit into an array.
SVSMLI Entry under Sets the Mth elt. of a LOGICAL *1
SVSCI	 (842) vector to zero.
VLTHR 400 Thresholds a vector of 8-bit
integers to get a T-F vector.
CMPRES 412 Packs the information of an array
into the first NEL bits of another
array.
SAWN Entry under Writes N bytes of an array onto a
DARN sequential access device.
PEELER 1856 Initiates the removal of one layer
of thick boundaries from top, left,






OR ENTRY (BYTES) FUNCTION
EXPBDY 570 Senses each bit In a record and con-
verts the record to scan line
Intersection format.
(STORE Entry under Moves a right adjusted field of data
LOGFUNC (304) from one word to a specified field of
another word.
SVSCI 842 Sets all elements of a vector to a
given number.
PEELRI 576 Reads one record of the input image
and sets up two arrays, one with the
bits of the record shifted one bit
to the left, and the other with the
bits shifted one bit to the right.
PEELRO 2720 Performs the peeling of one record.
(LOAD Entry under Moves a field of data from a source
LOGFUNC word and right justifies it as the
output argument.
BLSFTV 880 Generates array IY with the bits in
IX shifted one bit to the left.
BRSFTV Entry under Generates array IY with the bits in
BLSFTV IX shifted one bit.to the right.
IOR Entry under Performs an inclusive logical OR
LOGFUNC operation.
ICOMPI Entry under Outputs a value which is the input
LOGFUNC value source with a specified field
of bits I's complemented.
IAND Entry under Performs a logical AND operation.
LOGFUNC
DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
Including a driver (whose size depends largely on the dimensions
of LX, LY, and IBDY which are functions of NEL), the program needs
approximately 50K for handling NEL = 1000.
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2. EXECUTION TIME
The execution time is highly dependent on the size and complexity
of the boundary image, the thickness of the boundary lines and
the maximum number of passes (MPASS) requested. In the case of the
LACIE GTM (a 820 x 1000 map with boundaries 2 and 3 pixels thick)




A simplified flow diagram for thinning boundaries is shown in
Figure 23.
The program has three major steps:
1. Thresholding, compressing, and writing on a sequential
data set.
2. Iterating to "peel" boundaries.
3. Changing to SLIC format and writing on output sequential
data set.
1. THRESHOLDING AND COMPRESSING
The routine SARN reads each record (of NEL bytes) of the input data
set into the array LX. The routine VLTHR thresholds each of the
NEL bytes in LX. A logical vector LY is defined as follows:
IF (IT.GE.0) LX(1).GE.IT-►LY(I)-T
IF (IT.LT.0) LX(1).LE.IABS(IT)-6-LY(1)-T
for I - 1, NEL.
The routine CMPRES is then used to pack the information in LY into
the first NEL bits of the array LX. The I'th bit of LX is "set" if

















NDEV INPUT	 MDEV INPUT
PEEL ONE LAYER	 PEEL ONE LAYER




FIGURE 23-SIMPLIFIED FLOW DIAGRAM FOR THINNING BOUNDARIES.
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"^J
The compressed boundary information Is then written on the sequential
access data set MDEV using the routine SAWN.
2. ITERATING TO PEEL
The main peeling routine is tailed PEELER. The input to this rou-
tine is from MDEV whenever (PASS, the iteration number, is odd and
the output then will be written on NDEV. When IPASS is even, the
Input and output designations are interchanged. One call to PEELER
removes one "layer" of.the thick boundaries from top, left, bottom,
and right.
To decide whether a particular boundary point should be deleted (i.e.,
the bit corresponding to it changed to 0), a 3 x 3 neighborhood




where each letter represents a binary pixel. It is to be decided
whether a which is presently equal to i should be changed to 0.
The conditions for a 'top peel' will be derived below and those for
peeling from the other directions followed by symmetry.
First of ail, a should be a top boundary point. That is, there 	
a
should be no boundary point directly above a and there should be a
boundary point below e. Therefore, b 0 and h - 1 are necessary
conditions. Suppose b h - 1. (Here, b denotes the complement of
b.) Then, it is only necessary to check whether a is essential
to a boundary line through h and e. The line may proceed diagonally




0 0 0	 X 0 0	 0 0X	 000	 000
0; 0	 0 X 0	 0; 0	 X_K 0	 0 X
1	 I	 f	 ^
0X0	 0X0	 0X0	 0X0	 0 0
bh-1	 a7d-1	 CT-1	 dg-1	 fT - i
DIAGONAL	 PERPENDICULAR
Thus, a is essential if and only if hh - 1 or (ad - 1 or cT - 1)
or (dg - 1 or fT - 1). Therefore, the condition for a top peel is
that
hh(a+d)(_c+f) - 1	 (diagonal connection)
Equivalently, to perform a top peel set
e - e(b+h+ad+cT)
It is convenient to implement the above equation by employing bit
manipulation routines operating on pairs of 32-bit words, thereby
performing the top-peel operation in parallel on 32 pixels. This
Is done by using the "current" array in place of e, the "previous"
array for b, the "next" array in place of h. Also, the previous,
current, and next arrays are right (left) shifted by one bit and
used for a, d, and g (c, f and i) respectively in the peeling
i	 formulas.
The routine PEELER minimizes the movement of data in core by using
circular buffers for storing the "previous, current, and next"
arrays. An array J dimensioned 3 is used to store the indices
pointing to these arrays (J(1) ----w previous, J(2)--w current,
J(3)---w next) and after finishing each record, only the array J
Is updated.
Also, top, left, bottom, and right peels are performed one after the
other by just one pass through the data (thus minimizing 1/0) by
storing the intermediate results in core and operating with a phase
lag.
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When the I'th record LX is read from the input data set (see
PEELRi), BLSFTV and BRSFTV are used to generate arrays LYL and
LXR with the bits in LX shifted by one bit to the left and right,
respectively.
Next, the (i-1)th record is peeled from the top. The top-peeled
output of the (1-2)nd record is peeled from the left. The top- and
left-peeled output of the (1-3)rd record is peeled from the bottom.
The top-, left and bottom-peeled output of the (I-4)th record is
right-peeled and written on the output data set. Also, whenever
any peeling is done other than from the right, the output is
shifted to the left and right by one bit and the results are stored
in the appropriate core locations pointed by J(3).
The routine PEELRO with the appropriate ISIDE will perform the
peeling of one record. The above operations performed for I-1.
NREC+& will complete one iteration of peeling, constituting one
call to PEELER. The number, NP, or words of input that were
changed is counted during each call to PEELER. If HP-0 or the
number of calls to PEELER has been WASS, the iterations are
stopped.
3. CONVERTING TO SLIC
Each record is read from the last scratch unit on which the output
Image aes created. The routine EXPBDY is used to sense each bit
in the record. The bit number of each 1-bit is stored in IBDY.
The total number, N, of 1-bits followed by N words of the array






The program was tested on a small portion of a boundary image and was
found to work satisfactorily. Figures 24 (a) and '(b) show computer line
printer plots of the image before and after peeling, respectively.
X. LISTINGS 
The listings of PEELS and the associated routines are attached at the'
and of this section.
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Figure 24(a), Boundaries before Thinning
N	 •	 •NN•NN•N••N•M..•
•	 • •p•p•N••M•.NN•NN••NN•MHN^^N•H•^^.•MM•••
•	 •	 pNN••N.NNN NNN•N •
•
•.NN•NN. MN NH.NH•HNNN••N•N•.•N•H•.H NN N...........
Diagonal Connections
..NYN••.•H.•••1










NN••NNNN•.... • • ••N H..•.N.N NN 1.1• • N•• • N.•........................
Perpendicular Connections
Figure 24(b) Thinned Boundaries
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C
SUBROUTINE PEELS tNTI^NTO^NREC^NtL^iT^M ►A'S^itrPE^4x , Lr^isOri
C
C THIS S"GROI)TINE PEELS THE OVER LAYERS PROM TM! BOUNDARY LINES OF AN
C IMAGE WHILE PRESE RVING THE OISTINCT%F$ l OF REGIONS SEPARATED ST
C THE #OUNDARV LiNts
C
C	 DIMENSION Lxc36•ttNEl•1)1^i2.1 » ^Lr(tNsl•si /Sbt)•iSOrtNEL)
oiMENsioN Lxt1),LY1),iSDrti)







































100	 FORMAT MI DURING PASS NUMOER 1 13o f THRUUGH PEELE0 1 16• 1 WORDS O f COM





C	 THIS SUBROUTINE READS N 9VTFS FROM DI RECT ACCESS DEVICE IDFV




































C TMRESMCL O A VECTOR LX Of 8 8I7 INTEGE RS TO GET A T•F VECTORI
C IF	 1174 13 POSITIVE. LV M IS TRUE FOR 6X(I)	 .GE, Its
C If	 'IT I 	IS NEGATIVED LV M IS TRUE FOR 6 X( I)	 sLE * IA§S(IT)s
C
ITTsIABS(IT)






RETURN REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
C ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR









C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO PAC14 THE INFOWMATION IN LX INTO TH[ FIRST


















SUBROUTINE PEELER (MDEVONDE VONRECOITYPIONPLX#LXNPLXL#LV*NPJ
t
C THIS SUBROUTINE INITIATES THE REMOVAL OF ONE LAYER OF THICK BOUNDARIE
C FROM TOP, LEFT# BOTTOM AND RIGHT OF AN IMAGE
C









(J)83 	 R^pUUCIBG IS POOR












IF (I,LE,NREC) CALL PEELRI ( MDEV,LXsLXR#LXLvJ,N)




CALL PEELROCLX(1o1o2)oLXR(1t1#2)#LXL(loltZ) ► J#NtZo
LX(ItJ(3),3).LXR ( 1.J(3)r3)pLXL(1#J(3 ) #!),KP,ITYPE)
IF(I4GTg36AhD*I , LE,NR[C3)
CALL PEELRO(LX(1.t,3),LXR(lott3)#LXL(1,1.3)•J#N•3•












SUSRQU TINF EkoBCV(Lx^N^IREC^hAFC^N ll^^ev V^J!
C
`	 C THIS SUSROUTINF SENSES EACH SIT IN A RLCURD AND CONVERTS THE RECORD
C TO SCAN LINE INTERSECTION COVE FORMAT
C
DIMENSION LX(N) P INO M )
LOGICAL ILOAD
C












IF(I.EO.i 3 OR.IgEQs%FL)	 GO TO 70
IF(JOIT.NE•O)	 GO TO 40
JOITs32
JWRDsJwRD+1



















ENTRY SVSC12 C l2.N#I8)
C






ENTRY SVSCLI ( I3#N,L)
C
C THIS ENTRY SETS ALL ELE MENTS OF A LOGICAL** VECTOR TO A GIVEN NUMBER







SUBROUTINE PEELRI (MOEVe LXs LXR# L XL, J t N)
C THIS SU90011TINE READS OAE RECORD OF T HE INPUT IMAGE AND SETS UP TWO
C ARRAYS $ CNE W ITH THE BITS OF THE RECORD SHIFTED CNE BIT TO THE IEFT#
C ANh THE OTHFR WITH THE BITS SHIFTED ONE 011 TO THE RIGHT
G
OIMENStok Lx(N,3), LXR(N # 3), L XL(N,3)# J(3)
^	 C
CALL SARK (MDEV, LX(1PJ(3)), 44N)
i	
C
CALL BL8FTV (LX(IpJ(3))* N o LXLCIPJ(3)))




SUBROUTINE PlELRO tLX,LXR,LIL#J,k,ISIOE,LY,LYR , LYL,NPoITYPEI
THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS THE P21LIk0 OR ONt R[CORO












IF(LV ( I)9E0,0 ) GO TO 60
GO TO (1, 2), ITYPE
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGL IS POOR
*w TYPE I ALGORITHM a DIAGONAL CONNECTIONS
GO TO ( 10,20,30#40) , I3I09
TOP PEEL
iwl a ION tLX (I,J(1)), ICOMP1tLX (I#J(3)),32#32))
Iw2 a IAND (LX R tI , Jtl)), ICOMP1t1,XRtI , J(2)),32v32))




20 lot a IOR (LXR ( I,Jt2)), ICOMP1 (LXL(I#Jtt)),31r32))
Iw2 s IAND ( LXR(I,J ( 1)), ICOMPIILX ( I•J(i) 01 02))
I03 s IAND ( LXR(I,Jt3)), ICOMPICLX
	




30 Iwt • ?OR (LX	 tI,J(3)), ICOMPIILX (I4(1)),3102))
IO2 s IAND ( L XR( I , J(3)), ICOMPI(L XR(I , J(2)),32,32))




40 Iwt s ION (LXL ( I,J(2)), ICOMPI ( LXR(I#J ( 2))#32,-32))
I w 2 a IA ND ( LXLtI,J(1)), ICOMPI ( LX	 (1vJ(1)),32.32))
Iw3 a IAND tLXL ( I,J(3)), ICOMPItLX	 ( 1sJ(3)) , 32r32))
GO TO 50
c
C TYPE 2 ALGORITHM a PERPENDICULAR CONNECTIONS
2 GO TO ( 11,22,33 , 44),ISIOE
C
C TOP PEEL
11 Iot • ION (LX	 (I,J(1)), ICOM PI ( LX	 (I,J ( 3)),32i32))
Iw2 a IAND ( LXR(IsJt2)), ICOMPI(LXR(I#J ( )))v32r32))




22 Iwl a ION ( LXR(IpJ ( 2)), ICOMPI(L11L(I,J ( 2)),32#32))
Iw2 s IAND (LX	 tI,J(3)), ICOMPI ( LXL(I,J(3) ) o32,32))




33 Iwl a ION (LX	 (I,J(3)), ICOMPI(LX	 (I^JtI)) , 32,32))
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twt •	 iAND	 tLXL(isJ(t))# ICOMP1tLXL(I#J(ll)o32#32))




aq iwl • ION	 tLXM 492))o ICOM► 1tLXR(IoJ(2)1o32r32))
Iwa •	 iAND	 (Lx	 tlrJ(l))o ICOMP1tLXRtiiJtl))r3ar32)l
Iw3 •	 IANO
	 (LX	 tt#J(3)lo ICOMP1tLXRtI4 01102x32))
C
50 Iwl	 •	 ION	 (iwl0	 iwa)
INl	 •	 to p	(twi0	 Iw3)
Ltt(i)
	
•	 IAND	 tLrtlls	 Iwll








UBROUTINE BLSFTV ( IX,N,IV)
C
C THIS sUBROUTINQ Comm ARRAY IV W ITH TM8 SITS IN IN 8MIr TEo Ohl









1	 C	 MOVE RIGHTMOST 51 9ITS FROM IX(I) I NTO IV ( I) STARTING AT $IT
C	 POSITION 32
I	 Irti) • ISTORE ( ixtt)^IY(i).32,31)
!	 10	 CONTINUE
i r ( N) s o	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
TY(N)stSTOREMCNIOMN),32 0 31)
	
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
RETURN
C




C TN T $ ENTRY GENERATES ARRAY IV WITH THE SIT$ IN IX SHIFTED ONE 817
C TO THE RIGHT	 e
C	 1
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This subroutine identifies all distinct connected regions in an image
given the boundary data in SLIC (scan line intersection code) format
and produces a map with a number at each point showing the region to
-	 which it belongs.






CALL REGION (IX,	 IN,	 ISEQ,	 IW1, IW2,	 ITABL,	 IS, LW,	 (DENT, NREC, NEL,
MR)
where
IX,	 IN,	 ISEQ,	 IW1,	 IW2,	 ITABL,	 IS, LW, and IDENT are arrays dimensioned
as follows:






ITABL (MR, 20, 2)	 HALF WORDS
IS	 (MR)
LW (MR)
IDENT (MR, MR)	 BYTES
and NREC, NEL are the number of records and the number of pixels
(bytes) per record in the input image;
MR is the maximum number of region identifiers permissible in a
segment; and

















The input to this program is a sequential data set on logical
unit B. having NREC records stored as N, (IX(J), J-1, N) In
unformatted FORTRAN mode.
2. OUTPUT
The output of this program will be a sequential data set on
logical unit 12, having NREC records with NEL pixels each
with one half-word (2 bytes) per pixel.
3. FILE STORAGE
This program requires a sequential access data set with NREC
records and NEL half-words per record.
V.	 DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
The subroutines called by REGION are given.'
EXTERNAL LINKAGES
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A brief description of the function of each subroutine and Its






REGION 2112 Driver program for identifying regions;
rearranges region numbers in population
order and writes output.
RIDERi 2012 Initialize arrays. read input, compute
histogram.
RIDER2 678 Find current array containing region
identification numbers.
RIDER3 562 Changes region numbers such that
consecutive region numbers are used.
RIDER4 1500 Handles processiri to preserve
information when a new segment is begun.
RIDER5 818 Generate a lookup table based on the
IOENT matrix.
RIOER6 472 Find the set of distinct region
numbers in the last record of a segment.
RIDER7 564 Modify lookup tables for earlier
segments based on new connectivities.
SORTSL 1684 Sort one array in decreasing order
(SORTL.S) and arrange a second array accordingly.
V1.	 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION
1. STORAGE
For a given number of regions, the storage required is dependent on
the data record length and the number of regions allocated to a
segment. For 300 regions and a record length of 1000, the program
requires 190K when all the regions are placed in one segment. If




The data set used was a digitised LACIE ground truth map of 820
lines by 1000 samples, consisting of 260 regions. For one segment,
the time required was 50 seconds, and for 50 regions per segment, the
time increased to 53 seconds.
3. RESTRICTIONS
In order to ensure that all regions are closed, the edge pixels on
each side of the input image should be boundary pixels.
VI 1.
	 METHOD
A simplified flow diagram for subroutine RIDER2 which identifies new
regions of an image is shown in Figure 25 .
The total program has four major sections:
(1)	 Finding a preliminary set of region identifiers;
(11)	 Finding the areas of each of the regions;
(iii) Generating a mapping such that the region numbers are
used in the order of decreasing areas;
(iv) Modifying the region number by table lookup. 	 j
1. FINDING PRELIMINARY REGION IDENTIFIERS
This is the most important step in the program. The subroutine
RIDER2 is used for this purpose. The present version can handle
up to MR*MSEG distinct regions while still using a "region identity
r
matrix" of size MR by MR. (MSEG is currently set to 20.)
F
This routine uses the arrays IW1 and IW2 as the previous and current
records of region identifiers. By convention, region number 0 indicates 	 f
the boundary points. The MR by MR array IDENT is used to store
Information about the identity of regions, IDENT(I,J) o .TRUE. meaning
that region numbers I and J refer to the same connected region.
Initally, the array IWi is set to all 1's and IDENT is set to all








































Figure 25. Simplified Flow Diagram for Subroutine RIDER2
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ascending order. The routine RIDER2 is used to generate, in IW2, the
region Identification numbers corresponding to the present row.
First, ail the elements of IW2 corresponding to the boundary coordi-
nates are set to zero. Each interval between the zeros is compared




section of IW1 are boundary points, a new region number is started
and assigned to the interval in IW2. If there is a break in the
boundary connection to a region, that number is propagated to all
elements in the interval. Finally, IDENT(IW1(I), I102(1)) is set
to .TRUE. for 1.1, NEL wherever IW1(1)00 and IW2(1)00, indicating
that IW1(I) and IW2(1) refer to the same region. Also, when new
region identifiers are to be used, the routine RIDER2 verifies
whether the number of identifiers exceeds MR. If so, the value of
NR, the total number identifiers, is set to -NRP,-the total number up
to the previous record and the control goes back to the routine RIDERi.
Now if RIDER2 returns a positive NR, the array IW2 is written as the
1 1 th record on the sequential access data set (unit number NDEVM)
and IW2 is moved into IW1 (so that it becomes the "previous"
record while handling the next record).
If RIDER2 returns a negative NR, then NR is changed to -NR and the
routine RIDER4 is called. The set of records handled between any
two calls of RIDER4 will be referred to as a segment. Associated
with each segment, a table is defined which gives a mapping from the
set of region identifiers obtained in that segment to a new set
reflecting the connectivities discovered up to the most recent
segment handled. Also, the initial record number for each of the
segments is stored ir1 an array. The functions of the routine RIDER4
are to:
(i) Reduce the matrix (DENT (using RIDERS) examining ail of the
available connectivity information in it and obtain a lookup
table for the current segment;
(ii) Modify the tables for the previous segments to reflect the





(iii) Find all the distinct region numbers occurring in the last
record IWi of the current segment and change the numbers
there which are rea w than 0 to consecutive numbers
starting with i list NR be the largest number in IWI);
(iv) Set up an array IS consisting of the distinct region numbers
in IW1 and then change IS(I) to ITABL(IS(1), ISEG) where
ITABL is the lookup table for the current segment;
(v) Set all elements of IDENT to .FALSE. except when 1S(I) - IS(J)
for 1, J in the range 1 through NR.
After each call to RIDER4, the segment count ISEG is incremented, and
the initial record number for the next segment (which is really the
number at which RIDER4 had to be called) is stored in IRES(ISEG).
If MSEG is exceeded by ISEG, or if NR>MR (which means there are
more than MR distinct regions in the last record) the routine
RIDERi prints an error message, sets NR • 0 and exits. Otherwise,
RIDER2 Is called again. IW2 is found and written on NOEVM, and the
program proceeds normally to the next input record.
After the NREC input records have been processed, the routine RIDER4
Is called to get the lookup table for the final segment. A call
to RIOER3 changes the lookup tables for all the segments such that
consecutive region numbers are used.
2. FINDING AREAS
A histogram of the region identification maps is found, giving the
total number of occurrences of each of the region identifiers 0
	 +
through NR. These numbers indicate the areas of the regions.
3. FINDING THE FINAL LOOKUP TABLE
A sequence of natural numbers is used as a secondary array wi*h the
histogram as the primary array in a descending sort operation
(routine SORTLS). The resulting secondary array then gives the
sequence of oripinai region identifiers corresponding to decreasing
areas. An Inverse mapping (inverse mapping of (IX(J) J - 1, N)
is defined as (IY(J) J• 1,N) if IY (IX(J))-J) of this sequence gives
the final lookup table. The actual coding follows these principles
but is slightly different in detail to preserve the identity of
region 0 which has special significance (boundary lines).
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4. DERIVING THE FINAL REGION IDENTIFICATION
The lookup tables generated above are used to modify the region
Identifiers on NDEVM, record by record, and write out the final
sequential data set on unit 12.
VIII. CO, MMENTS
Another cpproach could be used instead of the one described above.
With that method, the processing would be identical, except that the
matrix (DENT Is not defined. Instead, a table is updated every time a
new connectivity is discovered. while this saves storage, it appears to
take more execution time than the present method.
IX. TESTS
This program has been tested on the LACIE GTM and found to work
satisfactorily. A segment of the output is shown in the following
figure.
X. LISTINGS
The listing of the main program and the associated routines are
attached at the and of this section.
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SUBROUTINE REGION (IX, IHe tsEOe IWI S
 title ITABLe I$0 Lwe IDEATe
NREC, NEL# MR)
C
C ThIS SUBROUTINE IOENTIFIE'S ALL DISTINCT REGIONS IN AN tMAGE AND
PRODUCES A MAP WITH A NUMBER AT EACH POI NT SHOW ING THE REGION TO
wHICM IT BELONG$
D I N IX(MAX(k # hR))eISEO(NR) hHERE NR 8M AXsNAsOR REGION$ EXPECTED AND
No MAX NO $
 Of BOUNDARY POINTS EXPKCIED IN ANY RECORD
D I N ITABL( MR#MSEG),I$(MCA) WHERE MSEG IS THE MAXIMUM
NUMBER Of SFGMEhTS EXPECTED FOR HANDLING THE -GIVEN BOUNDARY tMAGE
MCRsMAX NUMBER OF REGION NUMBERS EXPECTRO TO-OCCUR IN ANY RECORD•
DIMENSION IX(i)e IH(MRe1)# ISEO(1), MOW)W
INTEGER*2 IWICNEL)e I W2(NEL)e ITABL(MReI)e IS(MR)• Lh(MR)
LOGICAL*1 IDENT(MRSMR)
DATA NDEV1e NOEVMe NOEVO /So lot 12/
CALL REGION IDENTIFICATION ROUTINE
WRITE(6e100) NREC#NkL
CALL RIDERI Me IN *
 TRES # Iw1e IW2e IT ABL, iS # Live IDENTe NReCe
•	 NfLe MR S %Re ISEGe NDEVIe NDEVM)
COMPUTE FINAL HISTOGRA M
 FOR ALL SEGMENTS USING IITABLI
NR1 s NR ♦ 1
00 5 Ill2#kRl
I X (t ) s 0	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
NTOT
 s 0	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
DO 10 Is1eMR
00 10 JWIIISEG
NREG • ITABL(I#J) • I
IF (NREG•GTe1) IX(hREG) • IX(NREG) • IH(t#J)
NTOT s NTOT ♦ IH(I•J)
CONTINUE
IX(1) s NREC*NEL w NTOT




WRITE (6050) J# IX(I)
CONTINUE
REARRANGE REGION NUMBERS IN DESCENDING ORDER OF POPULATIONS#











































IF (IREC 6 E0 4 IRES USESM ) JSEG * JsEG • 1
DO 80 IELGIONEL
I•IWICIEL)
IF ( 1 9 E060) J • 0







100	 FORMATC// f IMAGE 3IZEs(1I5#1#lI5rl)l)
ZOO	 FOR MAT W10 P REGION N0 9 11OXINOo OF PINE63 1 )
350	 FORMAM IXI6,1019 # 17XI6)
400	 FORMAT( 1 1 9 #101# 1 REGIONS AFTER REASSIG N MENTSIW10W REGION NOsts
stO W NO 9 OF PIXEL S l #10X# l OLO REGION Noel)
E140
300
SUBROUTINE RIDERI (iBDY P 114 0
 IRES O
 Iw1P twi t ITABL O Is * Lw 0 lOENT, I
NRECP NEL O Po t NRP ISaG O NOEVI 0 NoEv")
C
C	 TO IDENTIFY ALL DISTINCT CONNECTED REGIONS IN A PICTURE SEPARATED
C	 BY BOUNDARY LINES I THE BOUNDARY DATA A RE GIVEN AS NREC RECORDS ON A
C	 SEGUEkTIAL FILE NDFVI# EACH RECORD •Sl1NG WRITTEN A$
C	 NP(IHDY M 0 1M1PN)
C	 THE OUTPUT OF TOE PROGRAM 18 AN NREC*NE4 SEQUENTIAL ACCESS FILE ON
C	 NDEVO CONSISTING OF Of S FOR BOUNDARY POINTS.AND DISTINCT REGION















C INITIALIZE A WORK ARRAY Iwl WITH 1 0 8 ANU IDENT *ITM $FALSE$
DO 2 I91PNEL
2 I01(l)	 s	 1
DO 4 Is1PMR
DO 4 JoloNR
4 IDENT(I P J) « lFALSEv
DO 6 Iv1PMR
00 6 Js1PMSEG
6 2 14 (1, J) s 0	
REPRODUCIBILITYREWIND OF TNDEVM	 ORIGIN ALISEGal	 PAGE IS POORRIRES(1)sl
NRsO
C
C LOOP ON RECORDS
DD 10 IRECEI#NREC
C
C READ ONE RECORD OF BOUNDARY INFORMATION
READ(NDEVI)No(ISOY(I)PIs1PN)
C
C DE31GNAtE ALL BOUNDARY POINTS AS 	 # REGION Of
DO 8 Io1,N
JsIBOY(I)
s 1*2(1)	 • 0
C
C USE IM1 AND IADY TO SET ARRAY Iw2 AND MA TRIX IDENT
N1sN.l
30 CONTINUE
CALL RIDER2	 (IBOY P 	 I01P
	










IF(I8EG P GTj M SEG)GO TO 40
IRE.S(ISEG)sIREC
IF(NReLE, MR)GO TO 30
C
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20 WRITE ( NOE VM) IN2
00 21 I910NEL
at IWI(i) s I11$(1)
00 25 181sN1
I	 L1 ^s NMI) ♦ 1
L2 s IBOV(I♦1) . 1
IF (LisGTsL2) GO TO 29
KR . 1w2(L1)




C	 OBTAIN LOOKUP TABLE FOR THE FINAL SEGMENT
CALL RIOERYtIDENT^6wiMRsNRsiTABLsISEGsI '^isNELsISs.sTRUE,)
CALL RIDERS ( ITABL # MR*ISEG)
C




3S IF (ITABItIsJ ) sGTgNR) NR.s ITASL(I.J)
RETURN
C




100	 FORMAT ( I ERROR CONCtTIO N IN RIDER. SWPPLIED MR OR MSEG WAS EXCEED
9 ED AT RECORD NUMRE A1 16, 1 9 RETURNI NG + JIM NR801)




 RIDE R2 cleDY, Ix, IY, IDENT • ISEOs hi t NIEL# MR• INR)
C
`	 C	 GIVEN CURRENT SET OF BOUNDARY ADDRESS!$ (IBDY(i)PISION) AND THE
`	 c	 LAST ARRAY l% s RIND CURRENTARRAY IY CONTAINING REGION:IOINTIFICAs
C	 TION hUMSERS, ALSO# If THE NONBOUNDA NY ELEMENTS IN CURRENT'RON
C	 AflE CONTIGUOUS MITM ANY NONBOUNDARY POINTS OF THE LAST RON# SET
C	 THE CORRESPONDING ELEMENTS IN IDENT NATRIXe
C
DIMENSION IBOYtI)
INTEGER *2 IX(NEL ) *IV(NEL)
LOGICAL * l IOENT (MR,MR)
C
C	 FOR I s IvN• l EXAMINE IX(J) FOR tBDY(I) •LT•JgLT . I8DY(I•l)
C	 AND SET IY ACCORDINGLYs .A NEN► REGION NUMBER IS STARTED NNIN IX(J)




DO 40 I . 1. N t	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
LlwlBDY(I)+1
L2v1BDY ( I+l)wl
IF(Ll bGT *L2)GO TO 40
C








C START NEW REGION IF PREVIOUS LINE (IX) IS ALL BOUNDARY POINTS
NR*NR+I
IF (NR O GTo MR ) GO TO 90
DO SS KsL1/L2
55 Iv(K) • NR
IDENT ( NR,NR ) 4eT0UE.
GO TO 40
C
C IF Ix(L) IS NOT A DOUNDARYt SET IV FROM Ll TO L2 TO IX(L)
60 CONTINUE
DO 61 KsLlrL2

























SUBRO^TIAE aIDER3 ^ITABL, NRBEG)
C




C	 FIND THE SET OF NU MBERS IN ITABL(e,I)l
00 5 ial,NRako
I T A BL (I , 2) 80	





l,NRSEG	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POORo 
JsITABL(I,!)
IF (Je N990) ItABLIJ,t)'R !
!0	 CONTINUE
C
C	 CHANGE ITABL(*,Z) TO GET A LOOKUP TABLE FOR ITABL(t,I)•
JM0
00 20 Isl,NRSEG












SUBROUTINE RIOIRgtIQBNt,LW,MR^NR^jtABL,tSEG^1wl , NEL^ti^LASTI
C
C	 THIS ROUTINE 18 CALLED FROM RIOFRI *Nth ALL RECORDS ARE PROCESSED
C	 (LASTssTRUEs) OR WHEN THE NUMBER OF REGION NUMBERS FOUND WHILE
C	 TESTING CIREC M I TO RECORD EXCEEDS MRs (LAST s sFALSE 0 1 THENO
C	 10 TOE REGION CONNECTIVITY MAT R IX IDENT to REDUCED TO SET A
C	 LOOKUP TABLE FOR TOE CURRENT SEGMENTS
C	 P, THE LOO99UP TABLES CORRESPONDI NG TO EARLIER SEGMENTS ARE
C	 MODIFIED BASED ON kt%LV FOUND CONNECTIVITIES•IF ANY@
C	 3, THE DISTINCT REGION NUMBERS OCCURRING IN THE IREC I TH SSG•
C	 ARE FOUNDI A CORRESPONDENCE ARRAY IS BETWEEN CURRENT AND NEXT
C	 SEGMENT SET UP S THE LAST RECOROCTWI) 16 MODIFIED TO MATCH THE
C	 NUMBERING OF THE NEXT SEG MENTS
C	 ns THE CONNECTIVITY MATRIX 18 MODIFIED TO PRESERVE THE INFORMA.
C	 TION ON THE CONNECTIONS SET NEEN REGIO NS IN IREC I TH RECORD,
C












ITABLCIPISEG) s ITAOLCI#ISBG) ♦ ISEGT
20	 CONTINUE
IF ( ORsLEsNR) GO TO SO
Not s NR 4 1



















C	 CONNFCTIVITIES SFT % EEN NEW REGIONS I,J IN THE LAST RECORD ARE FOUN







80	 IDENT(IOJI • ,RA1,QE^
DO 100 I•f#NR
IDkNT^I^tI•^TRUE^
If (I f EashRI 00 TO 100
.	 i 1•I+1
DO 90 J•Zi,NR










C	 TO MINATE A TABLE IT MAPPING J4104 # 60 4 TO lvITtJl R SMALUST K
C	 SUCH THAT THERE EXISTS A SEOUfhCE ( 9 00404 1#99*4) WITH K(I)fI#
C	 K(L)4J AND IOENT(K(IO)OK(IDO1))81TRues
C
INTEGER Q IT(N)#M(l)







IF(I•LE 9 1000 TO PO
RETURN







IF(L OGT,K)GO TO 10
JB0
70	 JsJo1
IF(J•GT.N ) GO TO SO
IF( $ NOTeIOENT(M(L)#J))GO TO 70















RUdAau Tl ►^k 11 1 0E116	 cl x^ 	 NIEL^	 ss^	 N^'
`	 C VINO A Si!T IS OF DISTINCT NONZERO a l "ENT S IN Ix•	 TMF NUMaEA C F
1	 C SUCH ELEMENTS IS No
C
INTE6ER •a ix(NEL)o Iscf)	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
C N	 0 	 ~ "	 TS POOR
DO 10 I810NEL
IF	 (IXCI) • EGeQ) GO TO	 10
IF(N,EG.0)GO TO Z0
C CHEC K ELEMENTS OF is ALREADY LOADED
DO 30 Ja1sN
s IMSMSEQOIX(MCO TO 40
30 CONTINUE
r	 C
C CURRENT ELE MENT OF	 IN IS DISTINCT




















IF tIS(1) l GT * MAx) MAN a IBM
S IF (IS(I) O LT I MIN) "IN ' s Jett)
C
C	 CHECK FOR REGION.NUMBERS OUTSIDE RANGE OF IV (PREVIOUS 890"070
00 10 Je1oM
IF(tY(J),LT•MINeOPetYCJ)•GT, MAx)GO TO 10
C










SUBROUTINE SORTSL (Ale A: # 110 JJ)
C
C SORT ARRAY Al AND ARRANGE ARRAY AN CORRESPONDINGLY
C 00 FROM ELEMENTS It TO JJ
C
DIMENSION A1(1)I AM )# IU(16)• IL(16)




ENTRY SORTLS ( A1• 42• Ii, JJ)	 y)	 UCu; tt .11Y OF THE
C	 SL • .FALSE@	 nRiGINAL PAGE 
IS Pa4R











IF (A1(I)•LE S Tt) GO TO 20
AI (IJ) a At (I)
A2(IJ) a ARM





IF (A1(J)•GE.T1) GO TO 40
























If (A1(K)•LT I T1) 6o TO So

























It • 11 • 1




Be IF(J•!.GE.II) COTO to






IF (A1(I)sLksTl) GO TO 00
No 
100 A 1(K#1) • A1(K)
42(Ko1) • AM)
KsK.I
IF (T1sL1 9 A1(K)) GO TO 100
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DBOUND (Delete Boundaries)	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
11.	 DESCRIPTION
This subroutine modifies each of the boundary pixels in an image
to the most frequently occurring number in its 3 by 3 neighborhood.
This is useful, for example, in suppressing all the boundary points
In a GTM and replacing them with reasonable class labels.
111.	 CALLING SEQUENCE
CALL DBOUND (NREC, NEL, NEL2, NTAPI, NTAPO, IX, IY)
where
NREC is the number of records in the input image;
NEL is the number of pixels per record;
NEL2 - NEL+2;
NTAPI, NTAPO are the logical unit numbers of input and output
sequential data sets;
IX, IY are work arrays to be dimensioned (NEL2,3) and NEL bytes.
All the calling arguments except IX and IY are inputs.
IV. INPUT/OUTPUT
The input and output data sets are in unformatted FORTRAN. The
_	 number of records is NREC and the number of pixels per record is
NEL. Each pixel is represented by a byte.
V. DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES
The subprograms required by this routine are:
SARN, a sequential access array read routine entry under subroutine
DARN; VMOV2, a routine to move a vector in core requiring 300 bytes 	 j
g
i	
of storage; and MAJOR, a function (requiring 834 bytes of storage)









This subroutine is 1008 bytes long.
2. EXECUTION TIME
The time required to process an image whose size is 820 lines
x 1000 pixels is approximately 36 seconds, and is 378 seconds for
a large map of 4000 x 2100 pixels, giving a processing speed






This program uses a circular buffer IX with pointers 11, 12, 13
Indicating the previous, present and next records under consideration.
Initially, 11, 12, and 13 are set at 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
After each record is processed, the pointers 11, 12, and 13 are
"rolled" upward. The processing of each record consists of check-
ing the eight neighbors of each pixel whose value is zero. The
function subprogram MAJOR is employed to determine the number most
frequently occurring in the set of eight. (If such a number is
not unique, the first encountered number is taken.) Neighboring bound-
ary values are ignored in the count, to prevent MAJOR returning a
boundary value when these are most frequent in the neighborhood.
Records 0 and NREC+1 are defined to be identical to records 1 and
NREC respectively. Also, pixels 0 and NEW in any record are 	 i








This program was used to remove the extraneous boundary points from
the LACIE class map. Figure 27 shows the selected section of the
LACIE class map after the boundary points have been removed.
I
X. LISTINGS
The computer listings for DBOUND and its subroutines are included
next.
REPRODUCIBILITY






21111 11 1111 111 111111 11 1"4"4444444444444444 44444440444444444444444 444444"4444777
21 111 l 1 f 1 t t l l 1 11 t 11 11 4444444444
      44 &44g44K44444K4K4444"444444"a444K44447M
2111111111111111111111114444444444"4444444"44444"4"444444444444444444444444"77
2111111 lilt 11111111111114444444444444444444444444404444444444"4444444
	 44444XT211111111111111111111111444444 44444"444444444444444444444"44444444444444444444477j).1 t t t 11111111111111111144444444444"444444"4"444444444444"444444"4444444444477211 L 111111 l 111111111111144444444444444444444""444"4444444444444""44444"44"77
211111111111 It 111111111  444444444444444""4""44444444444444"4444444"4""444772111111111111111111111114444444K44444K4K4"4444"4444444444444444 K"44444444477
2 11 11 11 11 111111 ltl 11 11 1 144"4444444444444"4a444KK4"4"KK4444KK4444K4" 77
2111111111111111111111144444444444444440"4"4444044444444444444" 444444444"4477
1111111/11 111111111111444"444444"44"a"a""444K4a4K4L444K444444 4444444444477
21111 111 111111111 I l l l l 144444444"444444444444444040444444444444444 K"4444444227 T;77211111111111111111111444444444K4444K4"K4444444K
	 "44444 KK44K422222222222^T




2 11 11 1 111 111 1111 44444 4 4K4444444444444444K4444444"444444K444444KK422222 2 2 2 222 7
212111111121111444"444444444 4444 K44 444 44 444W4A444AKA44i44444444K4442222 1JjMI?
21111111111111444444444444444444444444"4444444444444444444444444444444222222272277
2t11111111t114""4444444444444444444444444444""444444444"444044444222222222277
211111111 It 14444444444444444444444444444444444K444444444444444444"444222222222277j1!S1i11 1 11 4444444^C44S44444fjg 4444	 ti444^4j^4"444"4444444444444422222212;1j
2 111 1 1 1 11 11 4 4444444404 444444444444444444"44444 4444444444 "44044"04222 2 22 2 2 227 7jl
 I ll 111114444444444"44444444S#    S4i44S44495^4454 1444444444444444444442222222222772 1 111 11 11 1444 44444440 4444 44444"40444444444444 4444444444044"4444 444222222222777
411 11 11 1 %54 4444444444444444444 44444444444 44444444445 S S4444"444444444S SS222222227L7_
SSsssssssSSssssss55SSSS555SSSSSSSSSS555SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS777
Figure 21. Plot of Class Numbers after Removal of Boundaries
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mp
SUBROUTINE DSOUND(NRE^PNl^L$NELp $ NTAPIPNTAPQPjXPIY)
C
C THE PURPOSE OF THIS PROGRAM IS TO MODIFY POINTS IN THE IMAGE ON NTAP:





C	 INITIALIZE ARRAY Ike
1101	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
I2s2




IX(1 P I1)^Ix(2 P I!)	 •
Ik(NEL2PI1)sIx(NLL^!•ti)
DO S J*IPNEL2
S IX(JPI2) • IX(JPI1)
C
C	 I ► (I.LTeNREC) READ (I41) 0 ST RECORD INTO IX(*#I3)9
C	 FOR LAST RECORN MOVE IX ( *PI2) INTO ix(*PI3)$
00 10 Is1pNREC
IF (I $ LT $ NREC) GO TO S
DO 6 Jni •NELZ








C	 NOW• THE PREVIOLSP CURRENT AND NEXT ROWS ARE IN Ix(*PIi)PIX(*PI2)
C	 AND Ix(* P I3) RESPECTIVELY$ MODIFY EACH 0 IN IX(*PI2) TO THE-MAJO•'














r f 	 ^ +
FUNCTION MAJO4(IX,NEL#Itoll#13,J)
C
C	 FIND THE M08T FRF QUEknV ;OCCURRING NUMBER AMONG THE -EIGHT
















































•	 C	 THIS SUSROUTIN! READS N BYTES FROM DIRECT Access DEVICE IDEV
C	 STARTING AT RECORD IX INTO ARRAY X
C
L O G I C A L* I X(N) 
	
Sl•;READ(IDEV IREC)X	 PRODUCIBILITY OF THE















I	 C ENTRY SAWN(NTAPOOXON)
j	
C












The output of the REGION program is a data set where each data value is i
a region number. For comparison with other maps, It is desirable that
each data value be a class number. This subroutine replaces each
region number in the REGION output with the class number corresponding
to that region.
III. CALLING SEQUENCE
Call RINCIN (IW, ICLS, LINE, IPIX, NUM, NREC, NEL, NCLS, NREG,
NDEVM, NDEVO, IDEV, and IX)
where
IW, ICLS, LINE, IPIX, and IX are arrays to be dimensioned as indicated
In the listings.
NUM - class number.
NREC - number of records in the input image.
NEL - number of pixels per record.
NCLS - number of coordinate-class number values.
NREG - number of regions in the map.
NDEVM and NDEVO are logical unit numbers of input and output
sequential data sets.
IDEV - logical unit number of a direct access data set.
IV. INPUT/OUTPUT
The input and output data sets are in unformatted FORTRAN. There are
NREC records and NEL pixels per record. Each input pixel is represented
by one byte. The table of coordinates and class numbers is input from
cards.
V. DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES












The time required to process an image whose size is 820 lines x





A simplified flow diagram for the program to change region numbers to
class numbers is shown in Figure .28. First, the region map is priced
on a direct access device to avoid numerous rewinds when creating a
class table. The class table is created by placing a class number in
the table at the element corresponding to the region number. Region
numbers at the given set of coordinates (at least one set per region)
are determined by reading the direct access file at the coordinates.
This process is repeated for all coordinate pairs. After the class
table has been set up, each record of the image is read into a
sequential device. Then each pixel is changed from a region number to




This program was used to convert the region numbers of the . LAC1E GTM
to class numbers.
X. LISTINGS
The listings of the main program and associated subroutines are attached








































THIS SUBROUTINE CONVEATl 0E010N IDENTIFICATION NuMdcRB (RIMS)
TO CLASS IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS (CINIS)













PUT IMAGE ON DISK
00 10 IGIONREC
READ(NDEVM) Iw
wRITE(IOEV I I) IN
10 CONTINUE
ZERO TOE LOOKUP TABLE
DO 1 5 I91vNREG
15 ICLS(I) • 0
READ COORDINATE VALUES AND CORRESPONDING CLASS NUMBERS
READ (4,100) (LI NE(I)# IPI X (i). NU M (1)# I41@NCLS)
WRITE (WOO) MINIM# IPIX(1)e NU M (I)r 161ACLS)
STORE CL A SS NUMBERS IN LOOKUP TABLE
00 30 1810NCLS









IF(tw(J).E0 9 0) GO t0 46
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